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ABSTRACT 
The formation of new oceanic crust is the result of a complex geodynamic system in 
which mantle rises beneath spreading centers and undergoes decompression melting. The 
melt segregates from the matrix and is focused to the rise axis, where it is eventually 
intruded and/or erupted to form the oceanic crust. This thesis combines surface 
observations with laboratory studies and geodynamic modeling to study this crustal-
production system. Quantitative modeling of the crustal and mantle contributions to the 
axial gravity and topography observed at the East Pacific Rise shows that the retained melt 
fraction in the mantle is small (<3%) and is focused into a narrow column extending up to 
70 km beneath the ridge axis. Consistent with geochemical constraints, the extraction of 
melt from the mantle therefore appears to be efficiently focus melt toward the ridge axis. A 
combination of laboratory and numerical studies are used to constrain the pattern of mantle 
flow beneath highly-segmented ridges. Even when the buoyant component of mantle flow 
is constrained to be two-dimensional, laboratory studies show that a segmented ridge will 
drive three-dimensional mantle upwelling. However, using reasonable mantle parameters 
in numerical models, it is difficult to induce large-amplitude three-dimensional mantle 
upwelling at the relatively short wavelengths of individual segments (-50 km). Instead, a 
simple model of three-dimensional melt migration shows that the observed segment-scale 
variations in crustal thickness can be explained by focusing of melt as it upwells through a 
more two-dimensional mantle flow field. At the Reykjanes Ridge, the melt appears to 
accumulate in small crustal magma chambers, before erupting in small batches to form 
numerous overlapping hummocky lava flows and small volcanoes. This suggests that 
crustal accretion, particularly at slow-spreading centers, may be a highly discontinuous 
process. Long-wavelength variations in crustal accretion may be dominated by variations in 
mantle upwelling while short-wavelength, segment-scale variations are more likely 
controlled by a complex three-dimensional processes of melt extraction and magma 
eruption. 
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CHAPTER 1 
The Influence of Lithospheric Segmentation on Mantle 
Convection and Melt Migration 
Introduction 
Mid-ocean ridges form the worldwide network of spreading centers where oceanic 
plates diverge. Far from being straight lines, the ridges are composed of distinct spreading 
segments (20-200 km long) separated by offsets (anywhere from 2-200 km long) along 
which transverse motion is accommodated. As the plates separate, mantle upwells beneath 
the ridge segments, and undergoes decompression melting to provide the basaltic melt 
which forms the oceanic crust. Mantle flow beneath mid-ocean ridges is the result of the 
interaction between the plate-driven and buoyant components of the flow. Even without a 
segmented ridge, numerical modeling [Parmentier and Phipps Morgan, 1990; Jha et al., 
1994; Sparks and Parmentier, 1993] and laboratory experiments [Whitehead et al., 1984; 
Kincaid et al., 1996] indicate that there wil1 be along-axis variations in upwelling and 
crustal production due to focusing of the buoyant flow. However, the plate-driven flow 
associated with a segmented ridge will further enhance this three dimensionality [e.g., 
Sparks et al., 1993; Rabinowicz, 1993]. 
In addition to influencing mantle convection, ridge segmentation may also effect the 
three-dimensional migration of melt as it is extracted from the mantle. There is evidence, at 
least in some cases, that there must be relative horizontal motion between melt and mantle 
[i .e., Dick, 1989, Spiegelman, 1996]. One mechanism by which this may occur is through 
the transport of melt along the top of the melting region or the base of the lithosphere 
[Sparks and Parmentier, 1994; Spiegelman, 1993]. Cooling of the lithosphere beneath 
transforms and non-transform offsets will depress the top of the melting region, creating a 
topographic gradient which may drive melt toward segment centers. Thus, lithospheric 
segmentation may have a large role (by effecting both mantle convection and melt 
migration) in the focusing of crustal accretion beneath segment midpoints. 
The most often-cited expression of the focusing of mantle flow and melt production 
is the mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) "bull's-eye" lows (attributed to thicker crust and/or 
warmer mantle) and shallower topography observed at the centers of many segments along 
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) [Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990]. There is a 
strong correlation between along-axis variations in crustal thickness and spreading rate. 
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Slow spreading ridges display much greater along-axis crustal thickness variations than fast 
spreading ridges [e.g., Lin and Phipps Morgan, 1992], but even at fast spreading ridges, 
there is some evidence for focusing of mantle flow [Wang and Cochran, 1993]. Segment 
and offset lengths appear to be related to the amount of along-axis variation in MBA and 
cmstal thickness, particularly at slow spreading ridges. At the MAR, there is a systematic 
increase in the magnitude of the axial MBA variation with increasing segment length and 
increasing offset length [Lin et al., 1990; Detrick et al., 1995]. This would be consistent 
with increased focusing of melt beneath longer segments, especially those adjacent to 
longer offsets, suggesting that the degree of focusing may be related to the details of the 
spreading center geometry. 
This thesis uses a combination of observational, laboratory, and numerical 
approaches to investigate the role of lithospheric segmentation on the three-dimensional 
behavior of mantle flow and melt migration. Rather than invoking three-dimensional 
mantle convection to create segments in the overlying ridge, thi s work imposes 
representative segment geometries as a boundary condition and investigates the effect this 
segmentation has on the underlying mantle flow and extraction of melt. 
Thesis Overview 
Observational data including a gravity survey at the super-fast spreading East 
Pacific Rise (EPR) and a high-resolution topographic survey of the slow-spreading 
Reykjanes Ridge form the basis for Chapters 2 and 3. Quantitative modeling of the cmstal 
and mantle contributions to the axial gravity and topography observed at the EPR has 
shown that the retained melt fraction in the mantle is small (<3%) and is focused into a 
narrow column extending as far as 70 km beneath the ridge axis. Consistent with 
geochemical constraints, the extraction of melt from the mantle appears to be an efficient 
process. However, at slow spreading ridges, the process of cmstal accretion are highly 
discontinuous. Similar to other sections of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR), the oceanic 
cmst at the Reykjanes Ridge is formed by numerous small overlapping hummocky lava 
flows and small volcanoes. Despite the increased overall crustal thickness due to proximity 
of the Iceland hot spot, crustal formation appears to take place via small emptions from 
isolated, ephemeral cmstal magma chambers. 
A combination of laboratory and numerical studies are then used to 
constrain the pattern of mantle flow beneath highly-segmented ridges. In Chapter 4, a 
viscous fluid with a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity (Karo symp) in a laboratory 
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tank is used to visualize the interaction of buoyant and plate-driven mantle upwelling 
beneath a variety of plate geometries. Numerical simulations of the tank experiments are 
also used to identify the relative importance of individual physical processes on the overall 
pattern of flow. Even with two-dimensional mantle upwelling, a segmented ridge will 
drive three-dimensional mantle upwelling. The three dimensionality increases with 
spreading rate and offset length. The results suggests that mantle upwelling velocities 
decrease at the ends of segments and the centers of upwelling may be offset from the ridge 
axis toward offsets. 
In Chapter 5, numerical models are used to expand the range of plate geometries 
and mantle conditions, and to explicitly include melt production and crustal accretion which 
could not be simulated in the tank. Using reasonable mantle parameters, it is difficult to 
induce three-dimensional mantle upwelling at the relatively small length-scale of individual 
segments (-50 km). In addition, overall crustal production decreases with decreasing 
mantle temperature, slower spreading rates, and increased ridge segmentation. 
A simple model of three-dimensional melt migration along the base of the 
lithosphere is used in Chapter 6 to show that observed along-axis variations in crustal 
thickness can be explained by focusing of melt as it upwells through a more two-
dimensional mantle flow field. Long-wavelength variations in crustal accretion may be 
therefore be caused by variations in mantle upwelling while short-wavelength, segment-
scale variations are more likely controlled by a complex three-dimensional processes of 
melt extraction and magma eruption. 
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions of Chapters 2 through 6 and 
discusses some further questions about the process of crustal formation which are raised by 
this work. 
Chapter 2 was published in the Journal of Geophysical Research, 1995. My co-
author was Robert Detrick. We also recognized the TERA Group (Graham Kent, Alistar 
Harding, John Orcutt, John Mutter, and Peter Buhl) for their role in collecting the original 
gravity data. Chapter 3 was co-authored by Debbie Smith and was published in the Journal 
of Geophysical Research, 1995. Chapter 4 was published in the Journal of Geophysical 
Research, 1996. For this work, my co-authors were Chris Kincaid, David Sparks, and 
Robert Detrick. Chapter 5 has been submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research as a 
manuscript co-authored with Dave Sparks. Chapter 6, co-authored by Dave Sparks and 
Robert Detrick, is in press in Earth and Planetary Science Letters. In all cases, I was the 
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primary author and, with advice from my co-authors, was responsible for both the data 
analysis/synthesis, and the writing of the manuscript. 
The full citations for the papers corresponding to each of the chapters are: 
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Crustal and upper mantle contribution to the axial gravity 
anomaly at the southern East Pacific Rise 
Laura S. Magde,l ,2 RobertS. Detrick, I and the 1ERA Group3 
Abstract. This paper reassesses the crustal and upper mantle conoibution to the axial gravity 
anomaly and isostatic topography observed at two segments ( l4°S and l7°S) of the southern 
East Pacific Rise (SEPR) in order to determine what constraints these data place on the amount 
of melt present in the underlying mantle. Gravity effects due to seafloor topography and relief 
on the Moho (assuming a constant crustal thickness and density) overpredict the amplitude of 
the gravity high at the EPR by 8-10 mGal. About 70% of this mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) 
low (6-7 mGal) can be explained by a region of partial melt and elevated temperatures in the 
mid-to-lower crust beneath the rise axis. Compositional density reductions in the mantle due to 
melt extraction are shown to make a negligible conoibution to the amplitude of the observed 
MBA. Temperature-related mantle density variations predicted by a simple, plate-driven, 
passive flow model with no melt retention can adequately account for the mantle conoibution to 
the observed M:RA within the experimental uncertainty (± I mGal). However, the retention of a 
small amount of melt(!:; 1-2% at l4°S; ~ 4% at l7°S) in a broad region (tens of kilometers wide) 
of upwelling mantle is also consistent with the observed gravity data given the uncertainty in 
crustal thermal models. The anomalous height of the narrow, topographic high at the EPR 
provides the strongest evidence for the existence of significant melt fractions in the underlying 
mantle. It is consistent with the presence of a narrow (-10 ian wide) partial melt conduit that 
extends to depths of 50-70 ian with melt concentrations up to 2% higher than the surrounding 
mantle. Along-axis variations in mantle melt fraction that might potentially indicate focused 
upwelling are only marginally resolvable in the gravity data due to uncertainties in crustal 
thermal models. The good correlation between along-axis variations in depth, and changes in 
axial volume and gravity, argue against the mantle melt conduit as being the major source of this 
along-axis variation. Instead, this variability can be adequately explained by a combination of 
along-axis changes in crustal thermal structure and/or along-axis crustal thickness changes of a 
few hundred meters. 
Introduction 
Pressure release melting of mantle upwelling beneath mid-
ocean ridges generates magma that forms oceanic crust. The 
rheology of this partially molten aggregate depends critically on 
the grain-scale distribution of the melt phase [Kohlstedt, 1992]. 
If permeability is very low, the melt content of ascending mantle 
rocks will continuously increase as melting progresses. Once the 
retained melt exceeds a certain value ( -5%), creep resistance will 
decrease dramatically reducing viscosities a factor of I 0 to 50 
[Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1994). On the other hand, if permeability 
is high the melt will be rapidly drained from the rock and the 
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mantle will behave like an almost melt-free aggregate, even 
though it is undergoing up to 20-25% partial melting as it rises 
through the melting regime [Ahren and Turcotte, 1979]. The 
amount of interstitial melt will have important implications on 
both the pattern of mantle flow beneath ridges (which is strongly 
affected by rheology), as well as the geochemistry of the magma 
that is produced. 
Chemical analyses of isotopes and trace elements in mid-ocean 
ridge basalts [Salters and Hart, 1989] and abyssal peridotites 
[Johnson et a/., 1990] suggest that melt can be effectively 
segregated from the residual crystalline phases at melt contents as 
small as 0.1 %. This result is consistent with laboratory 
experiments on olivine-basalt aggregates that show that the melt 
phase is interconnected at very small porosities [Daines and 
Richter, 1988; Watson, 1991]. Furthermore, experiments by Riley 
eta/. (1990] and work by Ahren and Turcoue [1979] show that 
melt migration by porous flow can be quite rapid. The amount of 
melt required to explain the anomalous upper mantle S-wave 
velocities observed below the East Pacific Rise [Nishimura and 
Forsyth, 1989] depends on the geometry of the melt distribution, 
but if some fraction of the melt is distributed in the form of thin 
films wetting the faces of grains, Forsyth [1992] showed that 
only -0.5% melt is required to explain the observed velocity 
anomaly. 
Several lines of evidence thus suggest that the retained melt in 
the mantle beneath spreading centers is quite small (< I%). 
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However, the existence of much more melt (up to 20-30%) has 
been proposed as one mechanism for substantially reducing 
mantle viscosity in order to focus upwelling and explain the 
narrowness of the neovolcanic zone [Buck and Su, 1989] . Recent 
studies of the gravity anomaly observed at the East Pacific Rise 
have also suggested that substantial amounts of retained melt (3-
9%) are required in the upper mantle down to depths of 30-50 km 
in the axial region [Wang and Cochran, 1993; Wilson , 1992] (X. 
Wang et al., Gravity anomalies, crustal thickness, and the pattern 
of mantle flow at the fast spreading East Pacific Rise, 9°N-JO•N: 
Evidence for three-dimensional upwelling, submitted to Journal 
of Geophysical Research, 1994; hereafter referred to as Wang et 
al., submitted manuscript, 1994). Along-axis variations in the 
magnitude of this compensating mass have been used to suggest 
that mantle flow is as highly focused and three-dimensional at 
fast spreading ridges as it is at slow spreading ridges [Wang and 
Cochran, 1993]. 
In this paper we reassess the crustal and upper mantle 
contribution to the axial gravity anomaly and isostatic topography 
at the East Pacific Rise (EPR) to determine what constraints these 
data place on the melt fraction present in the underlying mantle. 
We use gravity and seismic data from the southern portion of the 
EPR in this study [Detrick et at., 1993]. This area is of particular 
interest because it is among the fastest spreading segments of the 
global mid-ocean ridge system with total opening rates of 150-
162 mm/yr [DeMets et al., 1990]. It also includes the site of the 
mantle electromagnetic and tomography (MELn experiment 
[Forsyth, 1993]. 
This study differs from previous efforts to model the gravity 
anomaly at the EPR in three major respects: (1 ) we use more 
realistic crustal thermal models [Henswck et al., 1993; Phipps 
Morgan and Chen, 1993] based on seismic studies from the EPR 
[e.g., Solomon and Toomey, 1992] that show the axial magma 
chamber is a narrow, sill-like body confined to the mid-crust 
while the lower crust is largely solidified, (2) we include mantle 
density effects due to three different sources: temperature, 
compositional changes caused by the extraction of partial melt, 
and melt retention, and (3) we calculate the distribution of 
anomalous mass in the mantle by incorporating the effects of 
both plate-driven and buoyancy flow using a new mantle flow 
model developed by Sparks eta/. [1993b]. We show that about 
70% (6-7 mGal) of the mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) low 
found at the EPR can be explained by a region of partial melt and 
elevated temperatures in the mid-to-lower crust beneath the rise 
axis that lowers crustal densities compared to those at equivalent 
depths off-axis. The remainder of this anomaly can be 
adequately explained by temperature-related mantle density 
variations with no melt retention, although the presence of small 
amounts of melt (a few percent) in a broad region (tens of 
kilometers wide) of upwelling mantle cannot be precluded. We 
show that the strongest evidence for the existence of significant 
amounts of retained melt (2-3%) in the upwelling mantle comes 
from the anomalous height of the narrow, axial bathymetric high 
found at the EPR which can be explained by the existence of a 
narrow (-10 km wide) melt conduit which extends to depths of 
50-70 km. 
Tectonic Setting and Seismic Results 
The tectonic setting of the ultrafast-spreading (150-162 
mrnlyr) southern East Pacific Rise (SEPR) south of the Garrett 
fracture zone has been well established by Sea Beam and 
SeaMARC II surveys [Lonsdale, 1989; Macdonald eta/., 1988) 
and from extensive dredging [Sinton eta/., 1991]. Between the 
Garrett fracture zone and the 20.7•s propagator the SEPR is 
uninterrupted by any large ridge offsets, however there are 
several small discontinuities including overlapping spreading 
centers (OSCs) at 15°55', 16°25', and 17°55' S; and three smaller 
OSCs between 18 and l9°S (Figure 1 ). The ridge axis is uniform 
in depth between 13.4°S and l8°S , then gradually deepens 
southward toward the large 20.7°S discontinuity which 
Macdonald et al. [1988] describe as a dueling propagator (Figure 
2). This change in axial depth is associated with a systematic 
change in the dimensions of the axial topographic high [Scheirer 
and Macdonald, 1993]. The shallowest and broadest sections of 
the SEPR are located near l4°S and between 17 and l 8°S, while 
southward toward the 20.1•s propagator the axial high is deeper 
and narrower (Figure 2). This portion of the EPR is 
magmatically segmented on various scales [Sinton eta/., 1991]. 
A primary magmatic segmentation, occurring at the largest 
physical offsets, has been attributed to mantle source variations, 
while a secondary magmatic segmentation, usually corresponding 
to sections of ridge bounded by OSCs, is thought to reflect along-
axis variations in the extent of melting [Sinton et a/., 1991]. 
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Figure 1. Tectonic map of southern East Pacific Rise (EPR) 
showing location of two detailed study areas at I4°S and l7°S. 
Shaded portions of rise axis indicate where magma chamber 
reflector was observed by Detrick era/. [ 1993]. 
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Figure 2. Variation in axial depth (light line), mantle Bouguer 
anomaly (MBA) (heavy line), and (bottom) cross-sectional area 
of axial high along the EPR south of the Garrett transform. 
Cross-sectional area estimates are from Scheirer and Macdonald 
[1993]. Note the good correlation between along-axis variations 
in MBA and axial cross-sectional area with the broadest sections 
of ridge associated with the most negative MBA. Between 14°S 
and 1s•s axial depth is approximately constant and not well 
correlated with either MBA or axial cross-sectional area. 
There is also a regional, across-axis asymmetry in both 
bathymetry and gravity along this section of the EPR that has 
been attributed to higher mantle temperatures to the west of the 
rise axis [Cannier and Macdonald, 1993]. 
A two-ship multichannel seismic reflection (MCS) and 
refraction experiment was conducted along the SEPR in 1991 
[Detrick eta/. , 1993]. MCS reflection, gravity, and Hydrosweep 
multi beam bathymetry data were obtained on a composite along-
axis profile extending from the Garrett fracture zone at 13.4°$ to 
the 20.?•s propagating rift. More detailed seismic reflection, 
refraction and gravity data were obtained in two areas, one 
centered at 14• IS'S and a second located near l7°20'S (Figure 1). 
These areas were selected because they represent "normal" 
sections of the ridge, relatively far from the influence of 
transforms, overlapping spreading centers, or other major ridge 
axis discontinuities. They are also centered over areas where the 
ridge axis is broad and shallow [Scheirer and Macdonald, 1993) 
suggesting a relative ly robust magma supply (Figure 2). 
These seismic data [Detrick eta/., 1993; Kenc eta/., 1994] 
provide excellent constraints on the crustal srructure of this 
portion of the EPR (Figure 3). In both the 14•s and 17•s areas, 
the rise axis is underlain by a thin (- 175m) extrusive volcanic 
layer (seismic layer 2A) that approximately doubles in thickness 
within a few kilometers of the rise axis. A narrow (< I km wide), 
thin (<100m) melt lens is located - 1 km below the seafloor and 
is believed to mark the top of an axial magma chamber (AM C). 
Near 17°25'S the AMC is unusually shallow (<900 m below the 
seafloor [Detrick et a/. , 1993)) and submersible observations 
suggest this may be the site of recent or ongoing volcanic activity 
[Auzende eta/., 1994]. Preliminary analyses of refraction data 
from both the I4°S and J?•s areas indicate the melt lens is 
underlain by a crustal low velocity zone similar to that observed 
along the northern EPR [Harding et a/., 1989; Toomey et al., 
1990; Vera el a/. , 1990]. Earlier studies have suggested this low-
velocity zone is largely solidified, but associated with elevated 
crustal temperatures [Caress eta/., 1992; Solomon and Toomey, 
1992]. Moho reflections are observed on some reflection profiles 
and can be traced to within a kilometer of the melt lens [Kent et 
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Figure 3. Migrated seismic profile of the southern East Pacific Rise (SEPR) line 70 across the EPR at l4°20'S 
displayed in two windows of different gains to enhance both shallow and depth (Moho) reflectors [from Kent et a/., 
1994]. Note the rapid off-axis thickening of the reflection from the base of seismic layer 2A 0.25-0.50 s below the 
seafloor, the narrow (- 1 km wide) magma chamber reflector at -1 km depth beneath the rise axis, and the Moho 
reflection which approximately parallels the seafloor and can be traced to within a kilometer of the ridge axis. 
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a/., 1994]. The available data indicate a remarkably unifo rm 
crustal structure and thickness along this section of the EPR 
[Kenret al., 1994] . 
Free-Air and Mantle Bouguer Anomalies 
T he gravity data used in this study were collected aboard the 
RJV Maurice Ewing duri ng the SEPR seismic experiment using a 
Bodenseewerk KSS-30 marine gravimete r mounted on a gyro-
stabilized platform. Gravity measurements were logged every 6 
s. The raw gravity data were smoothed with a 3-min weighted 
average filter to remove ship motions and were resampled at 1-
min intervals (the KSS-30 meter is not subject to cross-coupling 
errors). Speed and true heading were de rived from Global 
Positioning System (GPS) satellite navigation and used to apply 
an Eotvos correction. A theoretical gravity field calculated from 
the 1980 Geodeti c Reference System [Moritz, 1984] was 
removed from the observed gravity values to derive a free-air 
anomaly. Uncertainties in the free-air anomaly data were 
estimated from the distribution of cross-over errors fou nd from 
all intersecting lines in the two detai led survey areas (Figure 4). 
In the 14 os area, the standard deviation ( o ) of the 166 crossover 
e rrors was 1.62 mGal; in the ]7°S area the 230 crossover points 
had a o of 1.27 mGal. 
Bathymetry and free-air anomaly maps for the 14°S and I 7°S 
areas are shown in Figures Sa, 5b. 6a, and 6b. These maps were 
produced fro m the swath bathymet ry and gravity data by 
resampling the original data onto grids with a 400 m spacing for 
bathymetry and an 800 m spacing fo r the free-air anomaly us ing 
a mi nimum curvature algorithm [Smith and Wessel, 1990]. There 
is a clear correspondence be!ween features observed in the 
bathymetry and gravity maps. The axial topographic high is - 10-
15 km wide and stands 300-500 m above the surrounding 
seafloor. It is associated with a gravity high that is somewhat 
broader (-20-30 km wide) and -15 mGal in amplitude. A few 
small, near-axis seamounts are present in both areas. There is 
liule along-axis variation in either bathymetry or gravity wi thin 
these small a reas. As previously noted by Cormier and 
Macdonald [ 1993] there is a distinct across-axis E-W asymmetry 
in both depth and gravity with shallower depths and more 
negative free-air anomal ies west of the rise axis. The axial 
topographic high and free-air anomaly associated with the rise 
axis in these areas are very similar to those observed along other 
sections of the EPR (at 8°S, 9°N. l3°N) where detailed gravity 
studies have been conducted [Madsen eta/ .. 1990: Wang and 
Cochran, 1993: Wang et al.. submiued manuscript. 1994]. 
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The largest contribution to the free-air anomaly observed at 
ridge crests comes from variations in water depth. In order to 
investigate more subtle varia tions in crustal or upper mantle 
density, or variations in crustal thickness, a common procedure is 
to calcul ate the mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) [Kuo and 
Forsyth, 1988; Prince and Forsyth, 1988]. The MBA is obtained 
by subtracting from the observed free-air anomaly the predicted 
gravity signature for a uniform thickness (6 km), constant density 
(2.7 Mg/m3) crust overlying a 3.3 Mgfm3 mantle referenced to 
the observed bathymetry. Although the MB A involves 
assumptions that are clearly incorrect at the EPR (as we will 
show below), it is a useful starting point for the analysis of these 
data and facilitates comparison with other studies that have used 
this approach. 
MBA maps for the l4°S and I 7°S areas are shown in Figures 
5c and 6c. The axial gravity high has been overcompensated by 
this correction, leaving a broad MB A low of -6 to -10 mGal 
cemered on the ridge axis. The negative value of the MBA 
indicates an excess of low density material as compared to the 
constant thickness, constant density crustal model. The 
magnitude of the MBA low observed in the I4°S and I 7°S areas 
is simi lar to that reported by Madsen eta/. ( 1990] and Wang et 
al. (submiued manuscript, 1994) from the northern EPR and by 
Wang and Cochran [ 1993] from the EPR at 8°S . There is 
comparatively little along-axis variation in MBA in the l4°S and 
l?"S areas, even over the shallow AMC reflector at l7°20'S. 
However. on a larger scale the axial MBA varies by 10- 15 mGal 
along the SEPR (Figure 2). As noted by Cormier and Macdonald 
[ 1993) the MB A becomes systematically more positive between 
I 8°S and the 20.7°S. A s imilar but shorter wavelength increase 
in the MBA is observed tOward the Garret transform at 13.5°S. 
However, even along sections of the SEPR not bounded by large 
ridge offsets (e.g .. between l4°S and I 7°S), variations in MBA of 
>5 mGal occur where the axial depth is essentially constant. 
Both the long- and short-wavelength variat ions in MB A 
correlate well with along-ax is changes in Scheirer and 
Macdonald's [1993] estimate of the cross-sectional area of the 
axial high (Figure 2). This correlation suggests that changes in 
the width of the axial high and along-axis variations in gravity 
have a similar origin. 
The MBA anomaly low observed at the EPR can be partially 
explained by crustal and mantle density changes due to the 
cooling of the li thosphere with age. Following Kuo and Forsyth 
[ 1988] we have used the plate -driven. passive-flow model of 
Phipps Morgan and Forsyth [1988] to calculate the gravity effect 
of temperature variations due to lithospheric cooling and have 
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Figur e 4. Histograms of crossover errors for (a) 166 track crossings in the l4°S area and (b) 230 track crossings in 
the !7°S area. One standard deviation of the error distribution ( o ) is 1.62 mGal in the 14 °S area and 1.27 mGal in 
the I 7°S area. Standard deviations calculated for the stacked profiles (Os) in each area are also included. 
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Figure 5. Results of gravity analysis in the 14°S area. (a) observed bathymetry (contour interval 100m), (b) 
observed free-air anomaly (contour interval 2.5 mGal), (c) mantle Bouguer anomaly (contour interval 2.5 mGal), 
and (d) residual mantle Bouguer anomaly (contour interval 2.5 mGal). 
subtracted this anomaly from the MBA. The resulting residual 
MBA (RMBA) is shown in Figures Sd and 6d. A RMBA of 
approximately -3 to -4 mGal is observed at the ridge axis in these 
two areas, comparable to that reported by Madsen er al. [ 1990) 
from the nonhero EPR. Thus about half of the MBA observed at 
the SEPR can be explained by lithospheri c cooli ng at the ridge 
axis, but there JS s till a s ignificant body of low density material 
that has not been accounted for by these corrections. 
Crustal and Mantle Contributions to the Axial 
Gravity Anomaly 
The negative RMB A observed at the EPR indicates that the 
assumptions that went into the calculation (constant thickness 
crust , and density variations predicted only by lithospheric 
cooling for a si mple. plate-dri ven mant le flow model) are not 
correct. The largest effect ignored in the MBA calculation is the 
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presence of a region of partial melt and elevated temperatures in 
the mid-to-lower crust beneath the rise axis [Sinton and Detrick, 
I 992). This will result in lower crustal densities in the axial 
region than at comparable crustal depths off axis. The rapid off-
axis thickening of layer 2A documented seismically at the EPR 
[Chrisreson el at. , 1992; Hardinger a/. , 1991; Ken/era/., 1994; 
Vera and Diebold, 1994] will also contribute to a small variation 
in crustal density with age that is not accounted for in the MBA 
calculation. In addition, RMBA corrections made using simple 
lithospheric cooli ng models do not account for the effects of 
hydrothermal circulation on crustal temperatures. The effects of 
both melt extraction [Oxburgh and Parmemier, 1977] and melt 
retention in the upwelling mantle are also ignored in this 
calculation. 
To assess the relative importance of these various effects on 
the origin of the gravity anomaly observed at the EPR, we carried 
out forward gravity calculations for several possible crustal and 
upper mantle density models. Although these calculations are 
model-dependent and thus nonunique, we believe they are useful 
in isolating the relative importance of these various effects. We 
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will model the observed free-air anomaly and bathymetry rather 
than MBA or RMBA. To facilitate this modeling, we use stacked 
(averaged) and mirrored bathymetric and gravity profiles from 
the l4°S and l7°S areas (seamounts were excluded). The axial 
crustal structure is relatively two-dimensional in these areas 
[Kent et al., 1994], and by stacking the profiles we average out 
features not common to all profiles. This procedure also 
averages the E-W asymmetry in gravity and bathymetry across 
the EPR in this area noted above (see Figures 5 and 6). The 
stacked profiles show an -400 m axial topographic high with a 
half width of - 10 km that is associated with a positive free-air 
gravity high of about 15 mGal (Figure 7). A 95% uncertainty 
(2crs) of± 1.2 mGal in the 14°S area and of± 1.0 mGal in the 
11•s area has been assigned to the gravity profiles (shown by 
dashed lines throughout this paper). These uncertainty intervals 
are based on the standard deviation of the crossover errors shown 
in Figure 4 scaled by the square root of the number of stacked 
profiles in each area (seven profiles in the I4°S area, six profiles 
in the l7°S area). 
Modeling Crustal Density Anomalies 
Variation in Layer 2A Thickness 
Seismic studies along both the northern [Christeson et a/., 
1992; Harding et a/., 1991; Vera and Diebold, 1994] and 
southern EPR [Kent et a/.. 1994] have documented an 
approximate doubling in the thickness of seismic layer 2A within 
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Figure 7. Stacked bathymetry and free-air gravity profiles for 
the I4°S and 17°S areas. The dashed lines represent 95% 
uncertainty estimates derived from the cross-over errors shown in 
Figure 4. The rise axis in both areas is characterized by a 300 to 
500 m high topographic high with a half width of I 0-15 km and 
an -15 mGal free-air anomaly. 
1-2 km of the rise axis (see Figure 3). Layer 2A is interpreted as 
the extrusive layer and is characterized by low seismic velocities 
(2.5-5.5 krnls) that suggest both high bulk crustal porosities and 
low densities [Harding et a/. , 1993; Vera and Diebold, 1994]. 
On-bottom gravity measurements at the Juan de Fuca Ridge 
[Stevenson eta/., 1994] were used to estimate the density of this 
near-surface layer to be about 2.6 Mgtm3 and a similar 
experiment at 9°N on the EPR (J. M. Stevenson and J. A. 
Hildebrand, A seafloor gravity survey of the East Pacific Rise at 
9°50'N, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 1994) 
resulted in a density estimate of only 2.4 Mgtm3. 
The off-axis thickening of this low dens.ity extrusive layer will 
result in a relative gravity high at the rise axis that will be 
underestimated by the MBA correction. To determine the 
magnitude of this effect, we have modeled the gravity signature 
of three different layer 2A structural crosssections based on 
multichannel seismic lines in this region [Kenz eta/., 1994]. In 
each case, the density of the lower crust was taken to be 2.8 
Mglm3• and the density of layer 2A was varied between 2.8 and 
2.4 Mgtm3. Even assuming a density as low as 2.4 Mgtm3 for 
layer 2A, the maximum gravity anomaly associated with the 
thickening of layer 2A off axis is only about 0.5 mGal. Since the 
uncertainty in the stacked free-air anomaly profiles is estimated 
above to be about ± I mGal, the effect of the thickening of layer 
2A off-axis is too small to be resolved in our data; therfore we 
have ignored it in the following analysis. 
Elevated Temperatures in the Lower Crust 
The presence of a region of elevated temperatures in the mid-
to-lower crust beneath the rise axis, as is assumed in most recent 
geological models of the EPR [e.g., Sinton and Detrick, 1992], 
will significantly lower average crustal densities relative to those 
observed off axis, potentially explaining at least a portion of the 
MBA low observed at the rise axis. Previous investigators have 
used various approaches to estimate the magnitude of this effect. 
Madsen et a/. [ 1990] assumed a simple trapezoidal body and 
calculated the gravity anomaly for a range of density contrasts. 
Wilson [1 992] used a thermal model in which hydrothermal heat 
removal in the upper crust and magmatic heat input were adjusted 
to yield subsolidus temperatures in the crust at distances greater 
than 3 km from the rise axis (which was, at the time, thought to 
be the width of the magma sill as reported by Detrick et a/. 
[1987]). 
Here we use the two-dimensional crustal thermal structure 
predicted from two si 11 injection models of crustal formation, one 
proposed by Phipps Morgan and Chen [1993], hereafter referred 
to as PM&C, and the other from Henstock et al. [1993], hereafter 
referred to as HEN. These models were chosen because they are 
consistent with recent seismic constraints on the crustal structure 
of the EPR that show the existence of a thin lens of melt 
overlying a lower crust that is mostly solidified [Solomon and 
Toomey , 1992] and because they explicitly incorporate the effects 
of hydrothermal cooling on axial thermal structure. Both models 
kinematically explain the formation of the lower crust by sill 
injection at high crustal levels and sub-solidus flow of the 
crystallizing gabbro down and flankward from this body, while 
the upper crust is fanned by dike injection and eruption of lava 
from this mid-crustal magma body. 
Although kinematically similar, there are some differences 
between the two models. They both assume that the lower crust 
is formed from the intrusion of sills at the boundary between the 
dike and gabbro portions of the crust and that all latell( heat for 
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Table 1. Crustal Density Model Parameters 
Parameter PM&CModel HEN Model 
Spreading rate, mm/yr 160 160 
1bick.ness of Gabbro, km 5 5 
Depth to melt sill, km I I 
Width of melt sill, km I 
Crustal viscosity variable constant 
Thermal diffusivity IC, m2/s 10-6 7 x 10·7 
Latent heat of fusion L, x I OS J/kg 3.34 3.40 
Thermal expansion 
coefficient a, x 1Q·5 •c-1 3.0 3.0 
The PM&C model is that of Phipps Morgan and Chen [1993], 
and the HEN model is that of Hensrock et al. [1993]. 
the underlying gabbro section is released in the sill. The PM&C 
model assumes a steady state magma lens 1 km wide and 250 m 
thick with a depth controlled by the magma solidus (taken to be 
1200•q while HEN assumes episodic injection every 50 years of 
a magma lens 2 km wide, 20 m thick, and I km below the 
seafloor (based on the periodicity suggested by Macdonald 
[1982]). PM&C includes a variable viscosity lower crust, while 
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HEN assumes a constant viscosity lower crust. In both models, 
the temperature structure is calculated from the balance between 
heat input (material injected into the sill and heat conducted into 
the crust from the mantle) with heat output (convected to the sea 
via hydrothermal circulation and advected away with crust 
leaving the sill). Hydrothermal cooling is simulated in both 
models by an enhanced thermal diffusivity; however in the HEN 
model, hydrothermal cooling is restricted to the upper (dike/lava) 
section of the crust, while in the PM&C model, hydrothermal 
cooling can extend to the base of the crust. The two models also 
use different values for the background level of thermal 
diffusivity (I0-6 m2/s for PM&C and 7 x 10·7 m2ts for HEN). 
Because of these differences both models were investigated in an 
attempt to see how sensitive the magnitude of the crustal density 
signal is to these different assumptions. 
The model parameters used in this study are summarized in 
Table I. The PM&C crustal temperature model was gridded with 
250 m spacing in x and z and extended 6 km deep and 25 km off 
axis while the HEN temperature model was gridded with a 50 m 
spacing and extended 6 km deep and 20 km off axis (Figure 8). 
Differences in grid spacing did not have a significant effect on 
the accuracy of the resulting gravity calculations, but in both 
cases the stated resolution was retained throughout. The models 
were run for a full spreading rate of 160 mm/yr, an assumed 
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Figure 8. (a) Temperatures and (b) derived densities for the PM&C [Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993] crustal 
thermal model, and (c) and (d) for the HEN [Hens rock er al., 1993] crustal thermal model for a cross-axis profiles 
extending 25 km and 20 km off axis, respectively. Densities were derived from temperature using a reference 
crustal density model from Carlson and Herrick [1990] using a thermal expansion coefficient of 3.0 x 1Q·5 •c-1 
Vertical exaggeration is 2:1. 
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crustal thickness of 6 krn, and a melt lens depth of I km, as 
constrained by seismic observations at the SEPR (see Figure 3). 
The crustal temperature and density distributions for these two 
models are shown in Figure 8. Temperatures were converted to 
crustal density using a uniform thermal expansion coefficient (a) 
of 3.0 x 10·5 •c· I. Reference densities were selected for each 
crustal layer so that the density structure away from the axis 
matched the global averages summarized by Carlson and Herrick 
[1990]. Layer 2 was split into four, 250-m-thick layers with 
densities (top to bottom) of 2.4 Mg/m3. 2.53 Mg/m3, 2.67 Mg/m3, 
and 2.8 Mglm3 to approximate a gradient in density with depth. 
Layer 3 was referenced to a uniform density of 2.95 Mg/m3. The 
choice of reference densities has little effect on the resulting 
gravity anomaly or isostatic topography since only lateral 
variations in density contribute to either of these calculations. 
The calculated temperature and density distributions for the 
two models are generally similar. Both models predict a 
triangular-shaped region of high temperatures (> llOO •c) and 
anomalously low density (<2.90 Mg/m3) beneath the melt lens 
that extends to the base of the crust. Off axis, temperatures 
gradually decrease and densities increase as the crust cools. In 
the PM&C model, the hot, low-density region beneath the melt 
lens is narrower and associated with a larger temperature 
anomaly than in the HEN model. Off axis, the HEN model is 
hotter than the PM&C model at comparable depths. These 
differences are a consequence ofthe different assumptions made 
in the two models about the depth extent of hydrothermal 
circulation. By allowing hydrothermal circulation to extend to 
the base of the crust, PM&C cools the crust more rapidly. Note 
that the width of the hot, low-density region beneath the melt lens 
in both models approximately corresponds to the width of the 
axial topographic high in Figure 7. 
In order to calculate the gravity anomaly associated with the 
density models shown in Figure 8, the density models were 
extended to 40 km off axis by repetition of the far-axis reference 
density structure assuming the water depth follows a square root 
of time subsidence curve appropriate for this area. The free-air 
anomaly was calculated using the two-dimensional line integral 
method of Talwani eta/. [1959), assuming a uniform density of 
1.0 Mglm3 for water and 3.3 Mglm3 for mantle. In each case, the 
structure was mirrored about the ridge axis, so both ridge flanks 
were included. To prevent edge effects, the density model was 
continued to ±1500 km from the ridge axis and to depths of 200 
km. 
The predicted gravity anomalies for the PM&C and HEN 
crustal density models are shown in Figures 9 and I 0 for the l4°S 
and l?"S areas, respectively. They are compared with the 
observed free-air anomalies and the anomaly predicted assuming 
the same uniform density (2.8 Mg/m3), constant thickness crust 
(UDC) used to calculate the MBA. In both areas, the UDC 
model overpredicts the axial gravity high by 8-10 mGal, resulting 
in a large negative MBA as noted earlier. The higher 
temperatures and lower densities in the lower crust predicted by 
both the PM&C and HEN crustal models reduce the amplitude of 
this anomaly by 6-7 mGal, an -70% improvement over the UDC 
model. We therefore conclude that a significant part (but not all) 
of the MBA low observed at the EPR is due to temperature-
related density variations within the crust. The remaining gravity 
anomaly must therefore be attributed to density variations in the 
mantle. There appears to be a small difference in the magnitude 
of this mantle contribution between the I4°S and !7°S areas with 
the more negative residual anomaly in the !7°S area suggesting 
slightly lower mantle densities in this area. 
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Figure 9. (a) Stacked free-air anomaly profile for the I4°S area 
compared with predicted free-air anomaly for PM&C [Phipps 
Morgan and Chen, 1993] and HEN [Henstock et al. , 1993] 
density models from Figure 8. Also shown is the predicted free-
air anomaly for a uniform density (2. 7 Mg/m3), constant 
thickness (6 km) crust overlying a uniform density (3.3 Mg/m3) 
mantle (UDC). (b) The difference between each of the predicted 
gravity signatures and the observed free-air anomaly. The 
traditional mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) is derived by 
subtracting the UDC predicted gravity from the observed free-air 
anomaly. The horizontal dashed lines are the 95% uncertainty 
levels for the observed free-air anomaly. Note that about 70% of 
the MBA low can be explained by lower crustal densities in the 
axial region predicted by the PM&C and HEN models. 
The higher temperatures in the HEN crustal model compared 
to the PM&C model (as a result of shallower depth of 
hydrothermal circulation) results in somewhat smaller (by -1 
mGal) residual gravity anomalies. This observation reveals that 
our limited knowledge of the depth and extent of hydrothermal 
cooling introduces some uncertainty into our estimate of crustal 
contribution to the axial gravity anomaly. Another source of 
error in this estimate is the choice of a value for the thermal 
expansion coefficient (a). Here we have used a = 3.0 x J0·5 •c-J 
(similar to the value assumed by Wilson [1992]). However, 
Madsen et al. [1990] give a range of 2.5-3.5 x 1 o·S for a, while 
Wang and Cochran [1993] assume a value of 3.2 x J0·5. If a 
were 15% higher than we have assumed. the crustal contribution 
to the observed MBA could be increased by about 0.75 mGal. A 
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Figure 10. (a) Stacked free-air anomaly profile for the 11•s area 
compared with predicted free-air anomaly for PM&C [Phipps 
Morgan and Chen, 1993] and HEN [Henstock eta/., 1993] 
density models from Figure 8. (b) The difference between each 
of the predicted gravity signatures and the observed free-air 
anomaly. See Figure 9 for explanation of symbols. 
more realistic uncertainty of± 10% in a introduces an error of 
only about 0.5 mGal in this calculation. Thus although there are 
some uncertainties in our estimate, they are small enough that it 
is clear that the low density region underlying the axial high must 
extend into the upper mantle. Using compensation depth 
arguments, Madsen eta/. [1984], Wilson [1992], and Wang and 
Cochran [1993] have reached a similar conclusion. 
Modeling the Mantle Density Structure 
There are three possible sources of anomalously low mantle 
densities beneath the rise axis: (1) thermal expansion due to the 
presence of hotter mantle, (2) compositional density reductions 
due the extraction of partial melt which reduces the Fe/Mg ratio 
of the residual mantle [Oxburgh and Pannentier, 1977], and (3) 
the presence of retained melt in the upwelling mantle. Modeling 
of these effects is complicated by the fact that the pattern of 
upwelling, and thus the distribution of anomalous mass due to 
these factors, is influenced by both the magnitude of these 
buoyancy forces and the viscosity structure of the upwelling 
mantle [Sparks eta/., 1993a]. 
We will use the numerical flow model of Sparks et a/. 
[1993b], incorporating the method of calculating melt fractions 
from Jha et a/. [1994], (hereafter referred to as Sparks) to 
investigate the relative importance of these three factors on the 
gravity anomaly observed at the EPR. The Sparks model was 
used because, unlike simple lithospheric cooling models [Wilson 
et al., 1988] or mantle thermal structures calculated using a 
passive, plate-driven flow [Phipps Morgan and Forsyth, 1988], it 
explicitly includes the effects of thermal, compositional, and melt 
retention buoyancy and determines both the buoyant and plate-
driven components of the flow. The major simplifying 
assumption in the Sparks model is that the viscosity in the 
upwelling asthenosphere is constant. We will consider the 
implications of a variable mantle viscosity for our results in a 
later section. 
The model parameters assumed in this study are summarized 
in Table 2. All models were run with a constant viscosity half-
space (5 x 1018 Pa-s) overlain by a rigid lithosphere (T<ll00°C) 
spreading at a full rate of 160 mrn/yr. The temperature at 300 km 
depth was prescribed to be 138o•c and the calculation was 
carried out to a distance of 800 km from the ridge axis, although 
only a 200 km x 400 km region in z and x nearest the ridge axis 
was utilized in the gravity calculation. The compositional density 
effect for 25% melt depletion was assumed to be equivalent to 
375•c of thermal expansion, while the density difference 
between melt and solid was assumed to be 0.5 Mgtm3. The 
retained melt fraction was calculated using the one-dimensional 
steady state model of melt migration developed by Jha et a/. 
[1994]. Different melt fractions were obtained by varying the 
ratio of manile permeability to melt viscosity. The resulting 
maximum amounts of melt retention for five separate runs were 
0.2%, 1.1 %, 2.6%, 4.0%, and 6.2%. As the amount of retained 
melt increased, the melt region narrowed from a width of about 
300 km for 0.2% melt to about 70 km for 6.2% melt. Because 
the upwelling rates in the melting region increase as the 
upwelling becomes more focused, the amount of crustal 
production also increases by about 1.3 km from the 0.2% model 
to the 6.2% model. 
Figure 11 shows the calculated density structure for three 
models with melt retention percentages of 0.2%, 1.1 %, and 4%, 
respectively. For comparison, the variation in mantle density for 
Table 2. Mantle Density Model Parameters 
Parameter 
Spreading rate, mm/yr 
Mantle viscosity, Pas 
Thermal diffusi vity K, ml fs 
Latent heat of fusion L, kJ/kg 
Density p, Mgtm3 
Specific beat c;,. kJfkg•c 
Thermal expansion coefficient a, •c-1 
Compositional density parameter 13 
Temperature at base of lithosphere, •c 
Reference temperature, •c 
Density difference between solid 
and melt ~p. Mgtm3 
Permeability/melt viscosity,* 
m2/Pa S X JO·l6 
Maximum retained melt,*% 
* Five separate runs 
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Figure 11. Mantle density structures for (a) a passive flow model from Phipps Morgan and Forsyth [1988) and 
three models from Sparks et al. [ 1993b) with {b) a maximum of 0.2% melt retention, (c) a maximum of 1.1% melt 
retention, and (d) a maximum of 4.0 % melt retention. Depths begin at the Moho (6 km depth) and extend to 100 
km. Vertical exaggeration is 2: I. 
the passive, plate-driven flow model of Phipps Morgan and 
Forsyth [ 1988) is also shown in Figure II. Including 
temperature and compositional density reduction, and the effects 
of melt retention, creates a broad region (- ISO km wide) of low-
density material extending -50 km below the ridge axis. In the 
passive flow model, not only is melt retention ignored, but so are 
the thermal and compositional effects of mantle melting. As the 
mantle melts, compositional changes tend to decrease the mantle 
density; however, at the same time, adsorption of latent heat 
reduces the temperature in the melting region and therefore tends 
to increase the mantle density. The two components tend to 
counteract each other resulting in a relatively small (about I 0-20 
kg/m3) density anomaly (compare Figures II a and II b). In 
contrast, melt retention can lead to much larger density anomalies 
(>40-50 kg/m3) if the melt fraction is greater than a few percent 
(see Figure lid). Increasing the melt retention also results in 
increased focusing of the flow as buoyant upwelling becomes 
more important. 
The gravity anomaly associated with each of these mantle 
density structures was calculated using the same procedure 
described above for density grids with a spacing of 3 km in the 
vertical direction and 6 km in the horizontal direction. Since the 
effect of relief on the Moho was included in the crustal 
calculation, the contribution of mantle density variations to the 
free-air anomaly was calculated by suspending each of the mantle 
density grids at a uniform depth 6 km below the mean water 
depth (3032 m). Since the crustal calculations are referenced to 
the observed gravity 25 km off axis, the resulting gravity 
anomaly for each mantle structure was referenced to 0 mGal at 
25 km off axis. 
Figure 12 shows the gravity signature due to each of the 
mantle density structures in Figure II. Density variations due to 
the thermal expansion of hot, upwelling mantle (the only effect 
included in the passive flow calculation) can produce an anomaly 
of about -1 .5 mGal within 25 km of the rise axis. Including 
compositional density reduction due to melt extraction (Sparks 
model with 0.2% melt retention) has a negligible effect on 
gravity since this effect is counteracted by adsorption of latent 
heat as discussed above. In comparison, increasing the retained 
melt fraction can result in a relatively large (-5 mGal for 6% melt 
retention) gravity anomaly. Two effects contribute to this 
anomaly. One is the density difference berween melt and malttle; 
the other is the tendency for the upwelling flow to become much 
more focused as melt fraction increases, concentrating the 
thermal anomaly over a narrower region [Sparks et a/. , 1993a]. 
Since the mantle contribution to the observed MBA low is only 
-2-3 mGal, these results effectively preclude large percentages 
(>4-6%) of retained melt over an upwelling region several tens of 
kilometers across. 
Combining Crustal and Mantle Contributions 
The crustal and upper mantle density anomalies calculated in 
the previous two sections can be combined to derive a best fitting 
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Figure 12. Gravity anomaly associated with six different mantle 
density structures. The dashed line is the gravity anomaly for a 
passive flow model which includes only temperature-related 
density effects. All other models include temperature, 
composition, and melt retention density effects. The model with 
0.2% melt is essentially identical to the passive flow model 
indicating compositional density variations have a negligible 
effect on the axial gravity anomaly. 
model that explains the free-air anomaly observed at the EPR. 
Various combinations are shown for both the 14•5 (Figure 13) 
and 17•5 areas (Figure 14) as the difference between the 
observed free-air anomaly and the calculated anomaly assuming 
either the PM&C or HEN crustal density model and mantle 
densi ties derived from the Sparks mantle flow model with 
different percentages of melt retention. For comparison, the 
conventional MBA is also shown. A quantitative "goodness of 
fit" measure was estimated for each model by calculating the 
RMS error between the observed and calculated free-air 
anomalies (see Table 3). A model which perfectly fits the 
observed data would give a "zero" RMS error and residual 
anomaly; however, models (indicated by asterisks in Table 3) that 
fit the observed data to within the 95% uncertainties assigned to 
the stacked, free-air profiles (± 1.0 mGal at 14°5 and 1.2 mGal at 
17°5 shown as thin dashed lines in Figures 13 and 14) were 
considered to be indistinguishable. 
The results shown in Figures 13 and 14 indicate that the MBA 
low observed at the EPR can be explained, to within the 
uncertainty of the free-air anomaly data, by a combination of 
anomalous lower crustal densities in the axial region and 
temperature-related mantle density changes with zero melt 
retention. However, small amounts (a few percent) of interstitial 
melt in the upwelling mantle are also consistent with the 
observed gravity data. Models with 1-2% melt retention can 
explain the gravity anomaly observed at 14°5, while models with 
up to 4% melt can fit the gravity data at 17•5 to within the 
experimental uncertainty of the data (Table 3). However, these 
melt concentrations are only marginally resolvable given the 
uncertainty in the gravity anomaly data and the density structure 
of the crust. PM&C thermal model generally requires 1-2% more 
retained melt than HEN because it makes different assumptions 
about the depth extent of hydrothermal circulation (whole crust 
versus only upper crust). Thus the larger MBA anomaly at 17°5 
can be explained either by a higher melt fraction in the mantle or 
by a hotter crust, or by some combination of these effects. Given 
the uncertainty in crustal thermal models, as well as the limited 
information on crustal thickness variability along most sections 
of the EPR, we conclude that gravity data alone do not provide 
definitive evidence for the existence of significant amounts of 
retained melt (>1 -2%) in the mantle beneath the axis of the 
SEPR. 
Comparison With Observed Bathymetry 
Isostatic topography is a very sensitive indicator of integrated 
density structure. To determine if the observed axial topography 
is consistent with the combined crust/mantle density models that 
fit the free-air gravity data, we have computed isostatic 
topography for the four "best fitti ng" models from Figures 13 and 
14. Previous gravity studies have shown that the axial region of 
the EPR is characterized by very small effective elastic plate 
thicknesses [Madsen era/., 1984) so we have assumed local 
isostasy. The seafloor topography (wd) supported by each 
combined density model was therefore calculated from: 
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Figure 13. Residual gravity profiles for the 14°5 area calculated 
using (a) PM&C [Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993) and (b) HEN 
[Hensrock er al., 1993) thermal models for the crust and various 
mantle thermal models. Horizontal dashed lines indicate 95% 
confidence interval for the observed gravity data centered about 
the model with the minimum RMS error (Table 3). Models with 
residual anomalies lying within the dashed lines are considered 
indistinguishable. In this area an acceptable fit can be obtained 
using either crustal thermal model and temperature-related 
mantle density effects with no melt retention in the mantle (the 
passive flow case). However. models with small amounts of melt 
retention (<1-2%) are also consistent with the observed data. 
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Figure 14. Residual gravity profiles for the !7°S area calculated 
using (a) PM&C [Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993] and (b) HEN 
[Henstock ec al. , 1993] thermal models for the crust and various 
mantle thermal models. Horizontal dashed lines incticate 95% 
confidence interval for the observed gravity data centered about 
the model with the minimum RMS error (Table 3). Models with 
residual anomalies lying within the dashed lines are considered 
inctistinguisbable. The larger MBA in this area requires 2-3% 
melt in the mantle if the PM&C crustal thermal model is 
assumed; however, if the HEN the rmal model is used for the 
crust, an acceptable fit can be obtained with either no melt 
retention in the mantle (the passive flow case) or a melt fraction 
of about 1%. 
I'. h ( P · Pm ) 
where h and p are the height and density of each block, Pm is 
mantle density, Pw is water density, and the sum is taken over all 
of the blocks in a column. 
The resulting isostati c topography is compared with the 
observed, stacked bathymetry profiles in Figure 15. Although the 
combined density models can explain the gradual subsidence of 
the seafloor greater than 10 km from the ridge axis, they 
underestimate the amplitude of the axial high by about 200 m and 
misfit the observed topography out to 5-l 0 krn from the ridge 
axis. The PM&C crustal thermal model, which has a narrower, 
hotter region of low densities in the lower crust beneath the rise 
axis, can isostatically support a larger portion of the axial 
topographic high than can the HEN thermal structure. However, 
neither model can adequately explain the height or width of the 
axial high observed along this section of the EPR even though 
they satisfactorily fi t the observed free-air anomaly. 
T he difference between the observed and predicted axial 
tOpography is -200m for the PM&C model and -300m for the 
HEN model. The isostatic calculation depends on the choice of 
thermal expansion coefficient; however, the misfit is not 
particularly sensitive to this choice. We have used a= 3.0 x JQ-5 
oc-t which is SOmewhat lower than the <X= 3.2 X JQ-5 oc-t used 
by Wang and Cochran [1993] or the mantle value of 3.45 x Jo-5 
oc-t suggested by Wilson [1992]. A 10% increase in a , balanced 
by about a I% reduction in retained melt in the mantle, would 
still provide a reasonable fit to the gravity data, but it would only 
increase the isostatically supported topography by about 20-30 m. 
Therefore the density structure which we found to be consistent 
with the observed gravity cannot isostatically support the axial 
topographic high. 
There are two possible additional sources of support for the 
axial high. The axial region could be dynamically supported by a 
narrow upwelling of material beneath the rise axis. Alternatively, 
there could be an additiionallow-density body centered under the 
ridge axis that isostatically supports the axial topography but that 
does not produce a resolvable gravity anomaly. We will focus on 
the feasibility of the latter mechanism and investigate whether 
this extra anomalous mass can be confined to the crust or must 
extend into the upper mantle beneath the ridge axis. 
The striped areas in Figure 15 represent the difference between 
the observed topography and the topography that can be 
isostatically supported by the density model (based on the PM&C 
crustal structure) we derived to fi t the observed gravity. The 
Table 3 . Comparison of Model Predictions with Observed 
Gravity 
l4°S Area l7°S Area 
Crustal Model Mantle Model RMS Error. RMS Error, 
mGal mGal 
Uniform Uniform 2.57 2.90 
Uniform Passive flow 2.12 2.46 
PM&C Uniform 0.82 1.03 
PM&C Pl&Ssive flow 0.45* 0.59 
PM&C Sparks, 0.2% melt 0.47* 0.61 
PM&C Sparks, 1.1% melt 0.39* 0.45* 
PM&C Sparks, 2.6% melt 0.42* 0.28* 
PM&C Sparks, 4.0% melt 0.59 0.33* 
PM&C Sparks, 6.2% melt 0.97 0.67 
HEN Uniform 0.58 0.77 
HEN Passive flow 0.34* 0.38* 
HEN Sparks, 0.2% melt 0.34* 0.39* 
HEN Sparks, 1.1 % melt 0.38* 0.29* 
HEN Sparks, 2.6% melt 0.56 0.33* 
HEN Sparks, 4.0% melt 0.79 0.53 
HEN Sparks, 6.2% melt 1.20 0.93 
The PM&C model is that of Phipps Morgan and Chen [1993], 
HEN is that of Henstock ec a/. [1993], and Sparks is that of 
Sparks ec a/. , [1993b] and l ha ec al., [1994]. 
* Models that fit observed gravity to within 95% 
uncertainties. 
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Figure 15. Observed bathymetry compared to isostatically 
supported topography calculated for the "best fit" models to 
gravity data. (a) t4•s area isostatic topography computed for 
PM&C [Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993) crustal thermal model 
with 1.1% mantle melt re tention and HEN [Henstock et al. , 1993) 
thermal model with 0.2% mantle melt fraction. (b) t7•s area 
isostatic topography computed for PM&C crustal thermal model 
with 2.6% mantle melt retention and HEN thermal model with 
1.1% mantle melt fraction. None of these models can adequately 
explain the amplitude of the axial topographic high even though 
they satisfactorly match the observed gravity. The stripped 
region indicates the excess iopography which must be accounted 
for by another mechanism. 
average excess topography within 5 km of the axis is 131 m in 
the 17•s area and 112 m in the t4•s area. This translates into 
about 2.8 x !OS kg/m2 of excess mass per meter along axis. We 
fl!st consider if this anomalous mass could be compensated by a 
crustal body with densities lower than those predicted by the 
PM&C or HEN crustal thermal models . We assume a 
trapezoidal-shaped region, 1 km wide at the top and 10 km wide 
at its base, extending from the melt lens to the base of the crust 
(Figure 16a). An average 6p = -0. 102 Mglm3 would be required 
in this body to compensate the excess topography. Assuming a 
density contrast of 0.20 Mgtm3 between basaltic melt and gabbro 
[Hooft and Detrick, 1993) this 6p corresponds to 50% extra melt. 
This would imply that the axial low velocity zone contains a 
substantial fraction of molten material which is not supported by 
seismic observations at the EPR [e.g., Solomon and Toomey, 
1992). Furthermore, the gravity signal of such a body would be 
-4.8 mGal which is incompatible with the negligible residual 
gravity anomaly we observe after correcting for other predictable 
crustal and upper mantle density variations. Thus the additional 
isostatic support for the axial high must come from the 
underlying mantle. 
An alternative mechanism, originally suggested by Wilson 
[ I 992], is that a narrow (I 0- I 5 km wide) conduit exists in the 
upper mantle beneath the ridge axis. The amount of melt 
required to support the excess axial topography will decrease as 
the vertical extent of this narrow, partial melt conduit increases. 
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Figure 16. The gravity signatures of various low density bodies 
which can isostatically support the excess axial topography 
shown in Figure 15. (a) A lower crustal body I km wide at the 
top and 10 km wide at its base located between the top of the 
melt lens and the Moho. A 6p = -0. 102 Mg/m3 is required to 
support the excess topography. The associated gravity anomaly 
(about -5 mGal) is much too large to be consis tent with the 
negligible gravity anomaly remaining after correcting for other 
predictable crustal and upper mantle density variations. (b) A 
fami ly of trapezoid-shaped melt conduits in the upper mantle 3 
km wide at the top and I 0 km wide at the base which extend a 
distance H into the mantle from the base of the crust. The 6p 
required to explain the excess axial topography, and the 
associated gravity anomaly, varies with the vertical extent of the 
body. Ifthe melt conduit extends to depths of at least 50-70 km 
the gravity anomaly associated with this body will be 
umesolvable (!:>0.5 mGal). For a body extending to these depths, 
the amount of associated melt will be only 1.5-2%. 
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A family of gravity anomalies for melt regions extending to 
different depths is shown in Figure 16b. For these calculations, 
the width at the base of the high melt region was fixed at 10 km 
to correspond to the width of the excess topography observed at 
the rise axis (Figure 15). The width at the top of the melt region 
was tapered to 3 km. This geometry was chosen to be consistent 
with a geochemically derived fractal tree model of magma 
conduits which focus melt into ever coarser transport networks as 
the melt gets closer to the surface [e.g., Hart, 1993]. In each case 
the t.p was chosen to balance the excess topography. If this melt 
conduit is confined to the uppermost 20 km of the mantle , its 
gravity anomaly will be too large to be consistent with the 
negligible residual anomaly we infer (see Figure 16b). However, 
if a body of these dimensions extends to 50-70 km depth (with a 
corresponding t.p of -O.OOS6 to -0.0062 Mgtm3), the associated 
gravity anomaly will be effectively unresolvable (<0.5 mGal). If 
a density contrast of 0.4-0.5 Mglm3 between basaltic melt and hot 
peridotite is assumed [Sparks eta/., 1993b; Wilson, 1992], only 
an extra -1.5-2% melt is required in a body 10 km wide at the 
base and 50-70 km high to support the excess topography of the 
axial high. 
We recognize that this model of an instantaneous j ump from 
zero to -1.5% melt retention at 70 km depth ignores the fact that 
melting occurs over a range of depths. However, the details of 
the melting processes and the mechanics of melt transport are not 
well understood. As melt migrates upward in a vein transport 
network, the retained melt fraction may increase steadily toward 
the surface [e.g., Jlw era/., 1994], rapidly reach a constant value 
[e.g., Ahren and Turcoue, 1979], or even begin to decrease at 
shallow depths [Nicolas, 1990]. Fortunately, as we have shown, 
the observed gravity is very insensitive to the details of melt 
distribution at these depths. The primary constraint is that the 
vertically integrated density anomaly must isostatically support 
the topographic high. For example, if we assume that retained 
melt fraction increases with the square root of the height above 
the base of the melting conduit [Jiw eta/., !994], then we can fit 
the observed bathymetry with a 70-km trapezoidal conduit in 
which melt retention increases from 0% at the base to 2.3% at the 
Moho (a melting rate of 0.035 kg·m-712) . The gravity signature of 
such a conduit would be only 0.1 mGal larger than one with a 
constant t.p; this is far below the resolution of our data. 
Discussion and Implications 
The results of our analysis are summarized in Figures 17 and 
lS in the form of a composite crustal and upper mantle density 
model for the SEPR at I4°S and the various crustal and mantle 
contributions to the observed MBA and axial topography. A 
similar model can explain the gravity and topography in the I 7•s 
area. However, the larger MBA low observed across the ridge at 
11•s requires a hotter crust (e.g., favoring the HEN model over 
PM&C), slightly greater amounts of interstitial melt in the 
mantle, or some combination of the these effects. The similarity 
of the axial gravity anomaly and topography observed in these 
two areas to other sections of the EPR suggest that our results 
may be generally applicable to the interpretation of other gravity 
data from this fast spreading ridge. 
We have shown that about 70% of the MBA low (6-7 mGal) 
can be accounted for by a region of partial melt and elevated 
temperatures in the mid-to-lower crust beneath the rise axis that 
has lower crustal densities compared to those at equivalent depths 
off axis (Figure !Sa). The remainder of the MBA low can be 
explained, to within the experimental uncertainty of the gravity 
data (±! mGal), by mantle density variations predicted by a 
simple, plate-driven, passive flow model with no interstitial melt 
(Figure !Sa). However, the retention of a small amount of melt 
~1-2% at I4°S) in a broad region (tens of kilometers wide) of 
upwelling mantle is also consistent with the observed gravity data 
given the uncertainties in the data and in the choice of a crustal 
thermal model. The height of the narrow, topographic high at the 
EPR cannot be fully explained by the combination of lower 
crustal densities in the axial region and thermal expansion of the 
hot, upwelling mantle that account for the observed gravity 
(Figure 18b). Following Wilson [1 992] we suggest the additional 
isostatic support for the axial high is provided by a narrow ( - 10 
km) partial melt conduit that extends to depths of 50-70 km 
beneath the rise axis and has melt concentrations 1.5-2% greater 
than the surrounding mantle. This melt conduit has a negligible 
gravity signature (Figure ! Sa) but can explain up to half the 
height of the axial topographic high (Figure !Sb). 
To facilitate the comparison of our model to those presented in 
previous studies, Figure 19 shows how the mean density anomaly 
(t.p ), averaged over a band 12 km wide centered on the rise axis, 
varies as a function of depth. We focus on this narrow zone to 
highlight the density anomaly responsible for the axial gravity 
and topographic high. The density anomaly is calculated with 
reference to the density structure 25 km off axis. The resulting 
density anomaly combines all the factors (temperature variations, 
chemical depletion, and retained melt) that affect density as 
previously discussed. The anomalous density versus depth curve 
illustrates that the compensation of the EPR axial high is due to 
both crustal and upper mantle densi ty anomalies (Figure 19). 
The largest mean density anomaly (t.p up to -0.07 Mg/m3) is 
located in the lower crust, but a significant portion of the isostatic 
support for the axial high extends into the underlying mantle with 
anomalous densities of -0.005 Mglm3 extending to 70 km depth. 
The "center of mass" of this compensating body is located well 
below the base of the crust at 20.7 km depth. 
The distribution of anomalous mass with depth shown in 
Figure 19 can explain some of the inconsistencies in previous 
estimates of the depth of compensation of the axial high. Madsen 
er al. [19S4] found an "average" compensation depth of 6-7 km 
for the axial high but argued that a portion of the isostatic support 
for this feature came from density anomalies in the underlying 
mantle. However, both Wilson [1992] and Wang and Cochran 
[1993] estimated much greater depths to the center of the 
compensating mass (>15 km for Wilson and 11-19 km for Wang 
and Cochran). Our results indicate that the largest t.p is centered 
near the base of the crust. By assuming a single compensation 
depth, Madsen era/. 's [ 1984] estimate may have been dominated 
by this large, comparatively shallow density anomaly. However, 
the compensation of the axial high extends well into the mantle, 
and the center of mass of this body in our model is much more 
consistent with the esti mates of Wilson [1992] and Wang and 
Cochran [1993]. 
We do not require the relatively large residual melt retention 
(4-9%) in the mantle inferred by Wang and Cochran [1993] to 
explain the compensation of the axial high or the amplitude of the 
axial gravity anomaly. We believe this is primarily a result of the 
different crustal thermal model employed in this study. Wang 
and Cochran [1993] used a t112 cooling model to account for 
crustal and mantle temperature variations and attributed all of the 
remaining density variability to melt trapped in the mantle. 
However, a t ll2 cooling model is not a good approximation to the 
variation in either depth or crustal temperatures in the immediate 
vicinity (<10 km) of the EPR. We have shown that a significant 
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Figure 17. Composite density model which can explain the observed gravity and axial topography at the East 
Pacific Rise in the 14°5 area This density model incorporates crustal density variations due to the presence of an 
axial magma chamber and a broader region of elevated temperatures in the lower crust, and mantle density 
variations due to temperature, melt retention, and compositional changes resulting from melt extraction. Crustal 
densities are based on the PM&C [Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993] thermal model. Mantle densities were 
computed from the Sparks mantle flow model [Sparks er al., 1993b) assuming 1.1 % melt retention, although a 
model with no melt retention would fit the observations equally well. A narrow (-10 km wide) melt conduit 
extending to depths of 50-70 km with an additional 1.5-2% melt is required to explain the amplitude of the axial 
topographic high. 
portion of the isostatic support for the axial high is due to the 
presence of elevated temperatures in the mid-to-lower crust. By 
removing the predictable crustal component before modeling the 
required mantle anomaly, we have shown that, at most, only a 
few percent melt may be present in a narrow zone in the mantle 
beneath the rise axis and little or no melt may be retained in a 
broader region of the surrounding mantle. 
Our model is most similar to one proposed by Wilson [1992] 
even though we used a different crustal thermal model and 
explicitly included the effects of thermal, compositional, and melt 
buoyancy on both the pattern of mantle flow and the observed 
gravity. The most important feature common to both models is 
the existence of a narrow melt conduit beneath the rise axis 
(Figure 17). In our model, the existence of this conduit is 
required to explain the amplitude of the axial topographic high. 
The predictable crustal and upper mantle density variations that 
satisfactorily explain the axial gravity anomaly cannot account 
for the full height of the axial high (Figure 18b), and the narrow 
melt conduit provides this additional isostatic support. If this 
melt conduit exists, it suggests a far greater degree of across-axis 
focusing of upwelling than was obtained in our mantle flow 
calculations using the constant-viscosity Sparks er al. [ 1993b] 
model. Variable-viscosity two-dimensional mantle models have 
been able to predict such a conduit, but the melt retention 
required depends on the assumed relationship between viscosicy 
and melt fraction. Buck and Su [1989) require 20-30% meit 
retention to reduce mantle viscosities sufficiently to generate this 
kind of flow, whereas Su and Buck [1993], making different 
assumptions, find that only I 0% melt is required. Our gravity 
data suggest melt fractions this high are unlikely, even in a 
narrow melt conduit. However, Hirth and Kolzlstedt [1 994) 
report a dramatic weakening at 5% melt retention. Under some 
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Figure 18. Crustal and upper mantle contributions to (a) the 
mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) low and (b) the axial 
topography observed at the southern East Pacific Rise at l4°S. 
Calculations are based on the composite crustal and upper mantle 
density model shown in Figure 17. Horizontal dashed Jines in 
Figure 18a indicate the 95% confidence interval for the MBA. 
Note that temperature-related crustal density changes can explain 
about 70% of the MBA low and about half of the amplitude of 
the axial topographic high. Temperature-related mantle density 
differences with or without a small amount of retained melt 
(<I%) can explain the remainder of the MBA but cannot account 
for the full height of the axial topographic high. The anomalous 
height of the axial high is consistent with the presence of a 
narrow ( -10 km wide) partial melt conduit that extends to depths 
of 50-70 km with melt concentrations 1-2% higher than the 
surrounding mantle. This melt conduit has a negligible gravity 
signature. 
circumstances a decrease in viscosity of -I order of magnitude 
could occur with melt retention as low as 3% (G. Hirth, personal 
communication, 1994). 
Along-axis variations in MBA of up I 0-15 mGal over 
distances on the order of 100 km or more have been observed 
along the SEPR (Figure 2) and other sections of the EPR [Wang 
and Cochran, 1993]. These variations have been interpreted as 
evidence for along-axis focusing of mantle upwelling similar to 
that inferred at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Cormier and Macdonald, 
1993; Wang and Cochran, 1993; Wang et al., submitted 
manuscript, 1994]. However, we have seen that along-axis 
variations in mantle melt fraction (e.g., between the J4•s and 
l7°S areas) that might potentially indicate focused upwelling are 
only marginally resolvable given the uncertainties in crustal 
thermal models (Figures 13 and 14). The strong correlation 
among axial depth, axial volume, and along-axis variation in 
MBA illustrated in Figure 2 argues against the presence or 
absence of a mantle melt conduit as being the major cause of this 
along-axis variation. Since the melt conduit has a comparatively 
minor effect on gravity but a large effect on axial depth (Figure 
18), along-axis variations in the existence of the melt conduit 
would be expected to result in along-axis variations in axial depth 
that are uncorrelated with variations in gravity. Instead, we 
observe (F igure 2) regions with modest along-axis gravity 
variation (-5 mGal) and no variation in axial depth (i.e., 14-
l80S), and regions where <ilong-axis gravity and depth variations 
are highly correlated (i .e., 18-21 •s). We cannot rule out 
correlations between gravity and bathymetry that are causal but 
indirect (such as variations in crustal thickness which result from 
variations in melt delivery from a varying conduit). However, 
the observed correlations are most consistent with along-axis 
variations in crustal thermal structure and/or crustal thickness. 
Determining the relative contributions of variations in crustal 
thickness and thermal structure to the along-axis MBA signal is 
difficult since available seismic data do not constrain regional 
crustal thickness variations along the SEPR. Evidence that 
variations in crustal thermal structure are important comes from 
the correlation between MBA highs and locations where the 
AMC reflector is not observed (Figures I and 2). This 
correlation is particularly striking at the I5°55'S OSC, near the 
Garrett transform, and south of I 9°S. In areas where the AMC 
reflector is apparently absent, the thermal structure of the crust 
may be substantially cooler than the structure predicted by either 
the PM&C model or the HEN model. In the limit where the crust 
has had time to completely cool since the most recent episode of 
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Figure 19. The mean near-axis density anomaly calculated as a 
function of depth for the composite crustal and upper mantle 
density model shown in Figure 17. This anomaly is the average 
anomalous density within 12 krn of the ridge axis calculated with 
reference to the desnity structure 25 km off axis. The largest 
mean density anomaly (llp up to -0.07 Mg/m3) is located in the 
lower crust, but a significant portion of the isostatic support for 
the axial high extends into the underlying mantle with anomalous 
densities of -0.005 Mglm3 extending to 70 km depth. The "center 
of mass" of this compensating body, indicated by the arrow, is 
located well below the base of the crust at 20.7 krn depth. 
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magma emplacement, this cooling could account for as much as 6 
mGal (or nearly half) of the observed along axis MBA variation 
and depth changes of up to-200 m along-axis (Figure 18). If the 
remainder of the along-axis variation in MBA is due to 
differences in crustal thickness, then crustal thickness variations 
of <500 m are required. If we assume no along-axis changes in 
crustal thermal structure, then differences in crustal thickness of 
as much as 0.5-1.0 km would be required to explain the 10-15 
mGal variation in MBA observed along the SEPR. In either case, 
the variation in crustal thickness along the SEPR (< I km over 
distances of several hundred kilometers) is far less than that 
observed along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (>3 km over distances of 
50-100 km) (Derrick er al., 1994; Lin er al., 1990; Neumann and 
Forsyth, 1993; Tolstoy er al. , 1993]. Thus, based on observed 
along-axis crustal thickness variations, upwelling appears to be 
less focused and more two-dimensional along the SEPR than at 
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. It is possible that along-axis ductile flow 
in the lower crust at the EPR, and efficient along-axis transport of 
magma in an axial magma chamber, is masking a highly three-
dimensional upwelling pattern [Bell and Buck, 1992; Lin and 
Phipps Morgan , 1992]. However, the only way to distinguish 
this mechanism from a more two-dimensional upwelling is to 
resolve a mantle signature of focused upwelling due either to 
variations in mantle temperature or retained melt fraction. Sparks 
era/. (l993b] have shown that since mantle temperatures in the 
melting regime are buffered near the solidus, temperature-related 
density effects due to focused upwelling, and their associated 
gravity signal, are quite small. Variations in mantle melt fraction 
potentially have a larger gravity signal (Figure 12), but our 
results have shown that this anomaly is marginally resolvable 
given the uncertainty in crustal thermal models and variations in 
crustal thickness. In this sense, gravity data alone do not provide 
definitive evidence either for or against along-axis focusing of 
mantle upwelling at the EPR similar to that inferred at the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of our modeling of gravity and topography data 
from the SEPR we draw the following conclusions: 
I. Gravity effects due to seafloortopography, and relief on the 
Moho (assuming a constant crustal thickness and density crust), 
overpredict the amplitude of the gravity high at the SEPR by 8- 10 
mGal. The resulting MBA low indicates that the axial 
topographic high is underlain by some combination of lower 
crustal and upper mantle densities in the axial region (a 
significantly thicker crust beneath the axial high along the SEPR 
is precluded by available seismic data). 
2. About 70% of the MBA low found at the SEPR (6-7 mGal) 
can be explained by a region of partial melt and elevated 
temperatures in the mid-to-lower crust beneath the rise axis that 
lowers crustal densities compared to those at equivalent depths 
off axis. The remainder of the MBA low is caused by density 
variations in the underlying mantle which have three possible 
sources: (I) thermal expansion of the hot, upwelling mantle 
beneath the rise axis, (2) compositional density reductions due to 
the extraction of partial melt, and (3) the retention of partial melt 
in the mantle. 
3. Compositional density reductions in the mantle due to the 
extraction of partial melt do not contribute significantly to the 
axial gravity anomaly observed at the EPR. Temperature-related 
mantle density variations predicted by a simple, plate-driven, 
passive flow model with no melt retention can adequately 
account for the mantle contribution to the observed MBA low 
within the experimental uncertainty of the free-air anomaly data 
(± I mGal). However, the retention of small amounts of melt G;; 
1-2% at J4•s ; !> 4% at I 7°S) in a broad region (tens of kilometers 
wide) of upwelling mantle is also consistent with the observed 
gravity data given the uncertainty in crustal thermal models. 
4. The anomalous height of the narrow, topographic high at 
the EPR provides the strongest evidence for the existence of 
significant melt fractions in the underlying mantle. The 
amplitude of this high cannot be fully explained by a combination 
of lower crustal densities in the axial region and thermal 
expansion of the hot, upwelling mantle. The axial high, and its 
associated gravity anomaly, are consistent with the existence of a 
narrow (-10 km wide) partial melt conduit that extends to depths 
of 50-70 km with melt concentrations 1-2% higher than the 
surrounding mantle. 
5. Gravity data from the SEPR do not provide definitive 
evidence for along-axis focusing of mantle upwe lling on the 
same scale or of the same magnitude as that observed at the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge. Along-axis variations in mantle melt fraction that 
might potentially indicate focused upwelling are only marginally 
resolvable in gravity data due to uncertainties in crustal thermal 
models. The good correlation between along-axis variations in 
depth, and changes in axial volume and gravity, argue against the 
mantle melt conduit as being the major source of this along-axis 
variation. Instead, this variability can be adequately explained by 
a combination of along-axis changes in crustal thermal structure 
and/or along-axis crustal thickness changes of a few hundred 
meters. 
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Seamount volcanism at the Reykjanes Ridge: 
Relationship to the Iceland hot spot 
Laura S. Magdel and Deborah K. Smith 
Department of Geology and Geophysics. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 
Abstract. The axial zone of the Reykjanes Ridge is covered with small (0.5-3 km in diameter) 
volcanoes that pile together to form larger axial volcanic ridges. This style of volcanism is similar 
to that at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) and may be common to slow spreading ridges despite 
proximity of the Reykjanes Ridge to the Iceland hot spot. ln this study we quantitatively 
investigate the population of seamounts in three study areas at the Reykjanes Ridge. Areas A and 
B are centered at 62°N and 60°N, respectively. Area C is centered at 58°N and is located south of 
the transition in ridge morphology from an axial high to an axial graben. Using multibeam 
bathymetry data, 541 seamounts (summit height H > 50 m) were identified in the three areas, and 
their size and shape statistics were compiled. Additionally, 105 seamounts in areas Band C were 
recognized in deep-towed side scan images, and their surface morphologies (hummocky or 
smooth) were recorded. On the basis of estimated population parameters, we find that seamounts 
at the Reykjanes Ridge are more abundant (310 ± 20 per 103 Jan2), on average, than at the MAR 
between 24° and 30°N (200 ± 10 per 103 Jan2). Significant along-axis variations exist at the 
Reykjanes Ridge, however, which are not simply related to distance from the hot spot: area B has 
nearly twice the abundance of seamounts as either area A or area C. Variation in the characteristic 
height of the seamount population is also observed between the Reykjanes Ridge (68 ±2m) and 
the MAR (58 ± 2 m), but no significant variation is found between our three study areas. A 
dramatic change in seamount surface morphology occurs between areas B and C (there are no side 
scan data from area A). Area C has 78% hummocky seamounts (similar to the proportion 
observed at the MAR), while area B has 83% smooth seamounts. On the basis of these results, we 
present a conceptual model for building the shallow crust at the slow spreading Reykjanes Ridge 
that takes into account the possible influence of the Iceland hot spot on the crustal melt delivery 
system and its influence on variables that control seamount abundances, sizes, shapes, and surface 
morphologies. In this model we suggest that the increased seamount production and proliferation 
of smooth seamounts in area B may be associated with a pulse of hot spot material, in the form of 
asthenosphere of higher temperature, that has recently affected area B. 
Introduction 
The axial zone of the slow spreading (I 0 mm/yr half rate) 
Reykjanes Ridge is dominated by en echelon volcanic ridges 
[Shih et a/ .• 1978; Laughton ·et al., 1979; Jacoby, 1980; Searle 
and Laughton, 1981; Johnson and Jakobsonn, 1985], which 
recent detailed studies [Murton and Parson, 1993; Parson eta/., 
1993a; Applegate and Shor, 1994] have shown to be constructed 
of small (0.5-3.0 km in diameter) seamounts, ridges, and flows. 
This type of volcanic morphology, consisting of myriad small 
volcanoes and hummocky flows combining to build axial 
volcanic ridges, is similar to that observed in multibeam 
bathymetry data and deep-towed side scan sonar images of the 
median valley floor of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) at 24°-
300N [Smith and Cann, 1992, 1993; Smither al., 1995] and may 
be common to slow spreading ridges. By contrast, small volcanic 
edifices are rare at the axis of the fast spreading East Pacific Rise 
1 Also at WHOVMIT Joint Program in Oceanography. Woods Hole, 
Massachusetts. 
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[e.g., Fomari et a/., 1987], where the style of volcanism is 
characterized by low-relief flows [e.g., Macdonald et al., 1989). 
The formation of small volcanoes at the axis of the Reykjanes 
Ridge suggests that the shallow crustal plumbing system is the 
same as that at other slow spreading ridges. 
The Reykjanes Ridge is not a typical slow spreading ridge, 
however. It is located next to the Iceland hot spot, and while 
small volcanoes are built at the axis as at other slow spreading 
ridges, the large-scale topography north of 59°N is an axial high 
similar to that observed at fast spreading centers. South of 59°N, 
the large-scale topography is a well-defined axial graben, typical 
of slow spreading centers [Laughton eta/., 1979]. This change in 
the overall topography has been attributed to higher temperatures 
under the northern part of the Reykjanes Ridge due to the 
proximity of the Iceland hot spot [Laughton er al., 1979; Jacoby, 
1980; Searle and Laughton, 1981). It has been suggested that 
such increases in mantle temperature might coincide with larger 
fractions of melting and therefore a larger magma supply than 
spreading rate alone would predict [e.g., White, 1989). If this is 
the case, it is intriguing that the increased melt supply appears to 
affect only the overall topography of the axial zone and not the 
construction of the smaller-scale volcanic edifices which form the 
shallow crust. 
An investigation of the population of small volcanoes at the 
Reykjanes Ridge provides important information on the 
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processes controlling crustal accretion. Moreover, the proximity 
of the Reykjanes Ridge to the Iceland hot spot provides an ideal 
setting in which to differentiate between the influence of 
spreading rate and the influence of hot spots on these processes. 
In this study we look quantitatively at the numerous small, near-
circular volcanoes (seamounts) found within the axial zone of the 
Reykjanes Ridge as well as those volcanoes observed off axis. 
Three areas located at varying distances from the Iceland hot spot 
were investigated (Figure 1): areas A and B, centered at 62°N and 
60°N, respectively, which both have axial highs, and area C 
centered at 58°N, which has an axial graben. Multibeam 
bathymetry maps exist for each area [Murton and Parson, 1993; 
Parson et a/., 1993; Applegate and Shor, 1994]; in addition, 
deep-towed side scan sonar data [Murton and Parson, 1993; 
Parson eta/., 1993a] have been collected in the two southern 
regions. Using the multibeam bathymetry data. 541 seamounts 
greater than 50 m high were identified in the three areas, and 
their size and shape parameters were determined. Of these, I 05 
were recognized in the side scan sonar images. The seamounts 
exhibit two surface morphologies in the side scan images: 
hummocky (bulbous) and smooth. The surface morphology of 
each seamount was recorded. 
In this paper we show that the seamounts at the Reykjanes 
Ridge are, on average, taller and more abundant than their MAR 
counterparts between 24° and 30°N described by Smith and 
Cann [ 1992]. Moreover, seamount abundances do not vary 
systematically as a function of distance from the Iceland hot spot: 
area B has nearly twice the abundance than either area A or area 
C. In contrast, no significant along-axis variation in volcano 
height is found. We also show that a dramatic change in 
seamount volcanic morphology occurs between the southern 
study areas: area C, with an axial graben, has 78% hummocky 
60'N 
seamounts, while area B, with an axial high, has 83% smooth 
seamounts {there are no side scan data for area A). With these 
results in mind, we speculate on how the Iceland hot spot might 
influence the crustal melt delivery system, as well as its possible 
effects on the physical parameters (e.g., lava density and 
viscosity, eruption rates, vent geometries) that control seamount 
shape, size, and volcanic morphology. 
Overview of Tectonic Setting and Previous Work 
The Reykjanes Ridge is a 900-km-long continuation of the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge system which extends from the Bight 
Transform zone at 56°45' N, where the ridge axis is at a depth of 
2500 m, to 63 °30' N, where the ridge rises to the sea surface and 
continues subaerially as the Reykjanes Peninsula (Figure 2). 
Seismic refraction studies [Bunch and Kennett, 1980; Reykjanes 
Ridge Seismic Experiment (RRJSP) Working Group, 1980] 
indicate that this shoaling of the ridge is accompanied by a 
gradual thickening of the oceanic crust, from the typical 6 km to 
8 km at 59°N and I 0 km at 62°N. Both of these characteristics 
have been attributed to increasing mantle temperatures associated 
with proximity to the Iceland hot spot [e.g., Searle and Laughton, 
1981]. Also attributed to the influence of the hot spot is the 
change in strike of the axis, at the Bight Transform. Nonh of the 
Bight Transform, the ridge axis bends to trend directly toward 
Iceland at 036°, highly oblique to the 099° spreading direction 
[Shih eta/. , 1978; Laughton eta/. , 1979] (Figure 1). 
Although axial depths increase as a function of increasing 
distance from the hot spot, a region of anomalously shallow 
depths near 60°N has been attributed to elevated mantle 
temperatures underneath this section of the Reykjanes Ridge 
[e.g., Searle and Laughton , 1981]. It has been postulated that this 
55' N -~. ~---L--~~~-----+--~~~~,_--~~~~ 
40' W 35'W 30' W 25'W 20'W 
Figure 1. Simplified bathymetry of the Reykjanes Ridge showing location of the three study areas. Arrows 
indicate spreading direction [Shih eta/. , 1978; Laughton eta/., 1979] , which is highly oblique relative to the strike 
of the ridge. 
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F igure 2. Along axis depth profile for the Reykjanes Ridge. Also noted are various physical parameters that 
change along axis [after Applegate and Shor, 1994]. The oblique trend of the Reykjanes Ridge begins at the Bight 
Transform. The change in overall morphology from an axial graben to an axial high occurs near 59°N. Evidence 
for direct incorporation of hot spot magma into erupted basalts extends from Iceland to 61 •N. The locations of the 
three study areas are indicated. 
area is isostatically supported by hot material derived from the 
Iceland hot spot [e.g. , Murton and Parson, 1993]. This 
hypothesis is supported by the identification of southward 
pointing, V -shaped topographic ridges which have been 
interpreted as the result of successive pulses of hot spot material 
moving away from Iceland along the Reykjanes Ridge [Vogt , 
1971 ; Vogt and Avery, 1974; Owens, 1994]. The southern end of 
this region of anomalously shallow depths roughly corresponds to 
the location of the change from an axial high (north of 59°N) to 
an axial graben (Figure 2). 
The direct contribution of Iceland hot spot material to the 
construction of the Reykjanes Ridge was established by the 
analysis of dredged samples [Hart et al., 1973; Schilling, 1973; 
Johnson and Jakobsonn , 1985], which revealed that the volcanics 
forming the Reykjanes Ridge are compositionally simi lar to 
volcanic rocks analyzed from the Reykjanes Peninsula and other 
parts of Iceland. Hart et al. [ 1973] found a rapid transition from 
high to low 87Sr/86Sr ratios near 62°N and attributed this to a 
transition between two mantle sources. Ln addition, Schilling 
[1973, 1986] demonstrated that from 64° to 6J •N (see Figure 2) 
there is a distinct decrease in the concentration of many large 
incompatible trace elements (e.g., K and La) and minor elements 
(e.g., Ti and P). South of 6 I •N the various chemical 
concentrations show no further change. Schilling [ 1986] 
interpreted this as the mixing of two end-member compositions: a 
primordial hot mantle plume source which dominates north of 
64•N and a typical source of mid-ocean ridge basalt which 
dominates south of 61 •N. Interestingly. this location corresponds 
neither to the break in slope of the along-axis water depth profile 
nor to the change from an axial high to an axial graben, both of 
which occur near 59°N. 
Superimposed on the long-wavelength trends of the Reykjanes 
Ridge is a pattern of intermediate- and short-wavelength 
segmentation [Shih et al., 1978; Searle and Laughton, 1981 ; 
Murton and Parson, 1993; Applegate and Shor, 1994]. The 
intermediate wavelength (15-65 km) segmentation corresponds to 
the second- and third-order segments (delineated by overlapping 
spreading centers and other nontransform offsets) at the MAR 
which have been related to zones of focused mantle upwelling 
beneath the ridge [e.g., Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al. , 1990]. 
The short-wavelength (5-30 km) segmentation corresponds to 
individual volcanic systems or axial volcanic ridges (A VRs) 
which are also common at the MAR [e.g., Sempere et al .. 1993]. 
The A VRs at the Reykjanes Ridge display l 00-400 m of vertical 
relief and are arranged en echelon, dextrally offset from one 
another with a mean offset of 5.4 km and up to 50% overlap [e.g., 
Applegate and Shor, 1994]. 
Although the overall trend of the Reykjanes Ridge is oblique 
to the spreading di rection (Figure I), individual AVRs are 
perpendicular to the spreading direct ion [e.g. , Searle and 
Laughton, I 981; Johnson and Jakobsonn, 1985). Faults and 
fissures observed within the axial zone are also perpendicular to 
the spreading direction [e.g., Jacoby, 1980; Murton and Parson, 
I 993] indicating that far-field tectonic stresses dominate in this 
region. For additional discussions of the interplay of tectonic and 
volcanic processes at the axis of the Reykjanes Ridge, see Jacoby 
[1980], Searle and Laughton [1981], Murton and Parson [1993], 
Parson eta/. [1993a], and McAllister et al. [1995). 
Work by Applegate and Shor [1994] as well as the studies by 
Murton and Parson [ 1993] and Parson et al. [ 1993a] included 
the identification of axial seamounts. Applegate and Shor [1994] 
noted that the region of the axis near 59°50'N has an anomalously 
high abundance of seamounts. This is the region discussed above 
with anomalously shallow water depths. It is part of our area B 
(Figure l ), and we discuss its significance in later sections of this 
paper. Murton and Parson [1993a] and Parson eta/. [1993] 
examined variations in seamount shapes and morphologies with 
respect to A VR characteristics and suggested that they were 
related to various stages in the evolutionary life cycle of an AVR. 
In this paper our approach is different in that we quantitatively 
characterize and compare seamount populations, within and 
outside the axial zone, in three study areas along the ridge. Our 
aim is to better understand the influence of the Iceland hot spot 
on the processes that control seamount construction. 
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Seamounts similar to those in our study regions have been 
identified from multibeam bathymetry data between 24° and 
30°N at the MAR [Smith and Cann, 1992,1993]. Smith and 
Cann [1992) characterized the abundances, distribution, and 
shapes of this population of 481 seamounts and suggested that in 
combination with flows, seamounts pile up and coalesce to form 
large A VRs. This is also how A VRs appear to form at the 
Reykjanes Ridge. In addition, Smith eta/. [ 1995) used deep-
towed side scan sonar data to classify the surface morphology of 
109 MAR seamounts. At the tens of meters scale, two 
morphological forms were recognized: hummocky (83%) and 
smooth (17%). These forms are analogous to the hummocky and 
smooth forms recognized in this study. 
Our characterization of the seamount populations observed 
both within and outside the axial zone along the Reykjanes Ridge 
uses the same techniques that were applied to the MAR 
population [Smith and Cann, 1992; Smith eta/., 1995). Here, we 
investigate changes in seamount character with distance from the 
Iceland hot spot and, by inference, the possible influence of the 
hot spot on shallow crust formation. In doing so, we further 
refine our understanding of the process of crustal construction at 
the Reykjanes Ridge and how it compares to the process 
occurring at more typical slow spreading mid-ocean ridges. 
Data Description and Study Areas 
The data used in this study were collected in 1990 using the 
Hydrosweep multibeam sonar system and British towed ocean 
bottom instrument (TOBI) deep-towed side scan sonar system 
[Parson et a/. , I993a). The hull-mounted Hydrosweep 
multibeam echo sounder generally returns 59 cross-track depths 
for every sounding ping. The swath width is about twice the 
water depth. In water depths of 1 km (typical in areas A and B), 
each data point represents a patch of seafloor approximately 35 m 
on a side; in water depths of 2 km (typical in area C), data points 
represent patches 70 m on a side. The 30-kHz TOBI side scan 
system [Murton et al., 1992], built and operated by the Institute 
of Oceanographic Sciences Deacon Laboratories in Wormley, 
England, is towed approximately 400-600 m above the seafloor, 
giving a total swath width of 6 km. The resolution of the side 
61"00' 
1 2r oo· 26"00' 2s·oo· 24"oo· 
scan images is a function of range, but in general, the image pixel 
size is about I 0 m; features with diameters of a few tens of 
meters or greater are well resolved. 
Cruise tracks fo r both Hydrosweep and TOBI side scan data 
collection are shown in Figure 3. Within each of the three areas, 
the Hydrosweep surveys were designed to image the entire axial 
region and to obtain as much off-axis data as time permitted. 
Typical sections of multi beam bathymetry data for each area are 
shown in Figure 4. The characteristics of each area are described 
below and are summarized in Table I. For a detailed description 
of these regions, see Parson et a/. [ 1993a] and Murton and 
Parson [ 1993). 
Area A 
This northernmost area is a 117-km-long section of the 
Reykjanes Ridge centered at 62°N. Figure 4 shows that the 
large-scale topography consists of an axial high topped by a 
series of dextrally offset A VRs averaging -20-30 km in length 
and -3 km wide, and overlapping each other by as much as 50% 
(up to 15 km). Area A is in the region identified by Schilling 
[ 1973, 1986) where hot spot magma is directly incorporated into 
the erupted magma. The crust in this area is approximately I 0 
km thick [RRJSP Working Group, 1980]. The average water 
depth of the ridge crest is roughly 900 m. Multi beam bathymetry 
covers 690 km2 of seafloor from 0 to 0.4 Ma. No side scan data 
were collected in area A. 
AreaB 
This large central study area is located just north of the break 
in slope of the along-axis water depth profile (Figure 2). The 
study area is 141 km long, centered near 60°N. The large-scale 
topography (Figure 4) is an axial high topped by AVRs similar to 
those observed in area A. These A VRs are somewhat larger than 
those in area A and include one very large AVR at 60°!5' which 
is about 30 km long, 6 km wide, and 400 m high. As in area A, 
these A VRs are dextrally offset from each other and can overlap 
as much as 50%. Area B is south of the region of direct hot spot 
influence on magma chemistry [Schilling, 1973; 1986] on crust 
approximately 8 km thick [Bunch and Kennett , 1980). The 
33"00' 32"00' 
Figure 3. Track lines showing Hydrosweep coverage for all three study areas. In areas B and C track lines 
showing towed ocean bottom instrument (TOBI) side scan coverage (dotted lines) are also included. Redrawn 
from Parson eta/. [ !993b ]. 
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a) 
62. 00' 
+ Seamounts, 
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61. 40' 
333. 20' 
40' 
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62.00' 
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Figure 4a. Sample of Hydrosweep bathymetry data showing representative section of area A with an axial high 
morphology. The contour interval is I 00 m. Note that these data are gridded for illustration purposes whereas the 
original ungridded Hydrosweep swaths were used for volcano identification. Seamount locations are indicated. 
average water depth is II 00 m on the axial high and 1300 m 
outside the axial zone. A total of 1780 km2 of Hydrosweep data 
were collected: 1340 km2 in the axial zone (0 to 0.7 Ma) and 440 
km2 outside the axial zone (0.7 to 1.6 Ma). In addition, 1030 
km 2 of side scan sonar data were collected within the axial zone. 
Area C 
The 108-km-long southernmost study area (centered at 58°N) 
is south of the transition from an axial high to an axial graben 
b) 
L Smooth Seamounts 
0 Hummocky Seamounts 
+ Seamounts, 
Morph. Unknown 
330. 20' 
so· 1o· ;;=====--_. 
so·oo· 
morphology (Figure 4). The A YRs are similar in size to those in 
area A but do not overlap as much as those in the northern study 
areas. The area is well south of the region of hot spot influence 
on magma chemistry [Schilling, 1973; 1986]. Crustal thickness 
is estimated to lie between 6 and 7 km. typical of normal ocean 
crust, and 8 km as observed fa rther north. The average water 
depth in the axial valley is 1900 m, while that on the upli fted 
flanks is 1600 m. A total of 2605 km2 of multi beam bathymetry 
data were collected: 865 krn2 in the axial valley and 1740 km2 off 
331. 20' 
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so· 2o· -600 
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-BOO 
.~ 
:";t 
.... ~. 
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so· 1o· 
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L -1100 -1200 6000 
-1300 I 
-1400 
-1500 
Figure 4b. Same as Figure 4a but for area B with an axial high morphology. 
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Figure 4c. Same as Figure 4a but for area C with an axial graben morphology. 
axis. The maximum age of the crust within the axial zone, 
defined by the area between the fi rst two large-throw (typically 
> 150 m) normal faults. is 0.6 Ma. Off-axis coverage is cxtensi ve, 
including crust with ages between 0.6 and 2.7 Ma. Within the 
axial valley, I 060 km2 of side scan sonar data were also 
collected. 
Methods 
Seamount Identification and Determination of Population 
Parameters From Hydrosweep Data 
Seamounts Were identified from Hydrosweep swaths plotted at 
a scale of 4 1.0 inches per degree and contoured at a 25-m 
interval. Following the method of Smith and Canr1 [ 1992], 
seamounts were identified as topographic highs having 
approximately equant shapes (ratio of maximum to minimum 
diameter less than 2) and having a relief greater than 50 m on all 
sides. Figure 4 shows the location of seamounts identified in 
typical sections of each study area. The shape of each seamount 
was approximated by a nat topped cone. The plan shape of the 
seamount was defined by drawing a closed curve starting at the 
Table 1. Area D escriptio ns 
Along-a'{is Age Range, Axial 
shallowest point of the break in slope at the seamount's base and 
continuing along the break in s lope until the seamount was 
circumscribed. The plan shape of the top was derived in a similar 
manner by followi ng a near-summit break in slope. If no break 
in slope was present, the diameter of the "fiat top" was defined to 
be zero. making the seamount a standard cone. Examples of our 
interpretation of small sections of Hydrosweep data from areas B 
and C are shown in Figures 5 and 6. This procedure identified a 
total of 54 1 seamounts in the three study regions. We also 
recognized hundreds of features that may be seamounts but did 
not meet our counting criteria because their contours formed only 
sections of circles. These may be partially buried seamounts or 
seamounts abutting preexisting features. If this is the case, our 
counts are li kely to significantly underestimate the seamount 
population on and near the axis of the Reykjanes Ridge. 
For each seamount, we recorded latitude. longitude, and water 
depth to summit (Wd) and measured basal diameter (D), top 
diameter (d) . height of the cone (h). and summit height of the 
seamount (H). The summit height is the difference between the 
average basal depth and the shallowest depth of the seamount. 
The height of the cone is the average relief measured between the 
outlined base and the outlined nat top. In addition, the presence 
Water Depth, Multi beam TOBI 
Area length, km Ma Topography m Data, km2 Data, km2 
A (62°N) 117 0 tO 0.4 high 900 690 0 
B (60•N) 141 0 to 0.7 high 11 00 1340 1030 
c cs8•N) 108 0 to 0.6 valley 1900 865 1060 
Off-axis B 69 0.7 to 1.6 high 1300 440 0 
Off-axis C 108 0 6 to 2.7 valley 1200 1740 0 
TOBI. towed ocean bottom instrument. 
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a) 
b) 
c) 
-900 
-1000 
-1100 
- -1200 
-1300 
-1400 
-1500 
-1600 
-1700 
no Hydrosweep 
data 
hummocky 
terrain 
faults 
seamounts 
(slopes hatchered) 
Figure 5. (a) Selected ponion of area B showing gridded Hydrosweep bathymetry. Contour interval is 25 m. (b) 
Interpretation of the Hydrosweep data in Figure Sa. Numbers mark features which meet our requirements for 
inclusion in the seamount counts. A third central circle on seamount number 14 indicates a crater. Note the 
numerous semicircular features in the bathymetry which are not included. (c) TOBI side scan sonar data coverage 
corresponding to the area shown in figure Sa. The track of the TOBI vehicle is at the center of a swath; scalloping 
along the track is an artifact caused by a bottom-tracking problem. Each swath is 6 km wide, and in general, data 
located within 500 m either side of the vehicle track are considered unreliable. Bright is a reflection, and dark is a 
shadow or attenuated return from sediment-covered terrain. Image pixel size varies but is about 10m. These 
mosaics have been constructed by hand, and swaths have been rotated to correct for vehicle turns. Using these 
data, seamounts are classified by surface texture as being smooth or hummocky. Seamounts S, 6, 10, 13, 14, and 
17 are smooth seamounts. Seamount 15 is a hummocky seamount. Morphology is unknown for seamounts 1-4,7-
9, II , 12, and 16. 
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58 00' 
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Figure 6. (a) Selected ponion of area C showing gridded Hydrosweep bathymetry. Contour interval is 25m. (b) 
Interpretation of the Hydrosweep bathymetry in figu re 6a. Numbers mark features which meet our requirements 
for inclusion in the seamount counts. A third central circle on seamount number 8 indicates a crater. (c) TOBI side 
scan data coverage corresponding to the area shown in Figure 6a. See Figure Sc for a description of the TOBI data. 
Data along two parallel tracks are shown: only a ponion of the upper left swath falls in this region. Using the side 
scan images, seamounts are classified by surface texture as smooth or hummocky. In this region, seamounts 1,3. 
and 8 are smooth seamounts. Seamounts 4-7. I 0, and II are hummocky. Surface morphology can not be 
determined for seamounts 2, 9, and 12-14. 
of craters was recorded along with the diameter and the apparent 
depth of the crater. From these variables, we calculated the 
flatness, the ratio of top diameter to basal diameter (j = diD). the 
summit height-to-basal diameter ratio(~= HID). and the slope 
angle ( ct> = arctan(2/z/(D-d)). Of these three parameters, only two 
are independent. 
To characterize objectively the abundance and size distribution 
of the seamounts, we applied the analysis techniques of Smith 
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and Jordan [ 1988). The seamount size distribution is nearly 
exponential over a large range of seamounts heights. Therefore, 
the average number of seamounts with summit height~ H has the 
expected value: v(H) = v0 e·f>H. where v0 is the expected number 
of seamounts per unit area and ~-I is the characteristic height of 
the population. Finally, using the values of the population 
parameters estimated from the size-frequency d istribution and 
average values of the shape parameters, we estimated I he volume 
of seamount per unit area of seafloor: V = 8ni;d(l +/+/2 )v0/(E;d~)3 . 
This is equivalent tO the thickness of a uniform layer over the 
area of interest 
a) 331. oa· 
so· 20' 
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b) 
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-1400 -1aoo -2100 
Determina tion of Surface Morphology From Side Scan Data 
Where TOBI data are available (axial zones for areas B and C; 
see Figure 3) the seamounts identified in the multi beam data were 
also identified on the side scan images. As can be seen in Figure 
3, the side scan sonar coverage is not as extensive as the 
multibeam bathymetry coverage. In addition, many of the 
seamounts are located directly under the vehicle track. where no 
image is obtained. Nonetheless, a total of I OS features were 
imaged in areas B and C, and their morphology was recorded. 
We recognize two distinct morphological types of seamounts on 
-1SOO 
-2SOO 
Smooth 
Seamount 
F igure 7. (a) Example of a smooth seamount located in area B. Gridded Hydroswecp data are shown in the left 
panel. Contour interval is 25 m. TOBI side scan sonar data corresponding to the box on the bathymetry data are 
shown in the right panel. The box is approximately 2.5 km by 3.5 km. See Figure 5c for a description of the TOBI 
data. The side scan data are illuminated from the southeast The smooth seamount is located on the southeast edge 
of the box. The linear features casting shadows in the side scan images are faults. (b) Example of two hummocky 
seamounts located at the top of an axial volcanic ridge (A VR) in area C. Gridded Hydrosweep data are shown in 
the left panel. Contour interval is 25 m. TOBI side scan sonar data corresponding to the box on the bathymetry 
data are shown in the right panel. The box is approximately 3 km by 3.5 km. The side-scan data are illuminated 
from the southeast Hummocky seamounts have a bulbous morphology on the scale of tens of meters. 
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Figure 8. Summit height distribution for all seamounts identified within the ax.ial zones of areas A, B, and C. 
Heights have been sorted into 25-m bins. The distribution of volcano summit heights (H) is not Gaussian but is 
instead skewed, with many more small volcanoes than large volcanoes. We approximate the distribution with an 
exponential size-frequency model. In the inset, squares are counts observed in 25-m height intervals and the solid 
line is a max.imum likelihood fit of an exponential curve over the height interval 50-200 m. Values of the 
parameters associated with this fit are given in the text. 
the side scan sonar images: "smooth" (Figure 7a) and 
"hummocky" (bulbous) (Figure 7b). Whether the smooth and 
hummocky seamounts are constructed of pillows or sheet flows 
cannot be detected from the TOBl data. The spatial locations of 
the different morphological types of seamounts identified in 
typical sections of our study areas are shown in Figure 4. 
Our analysis of the side scan data also revealed I 0 craters (all 
on smooth seamounts) that are not evident on the Hydrosweep 
bathymetry. These were included in tabulations of crater 
populations with the recognition that crater abundances in areas 
lacking side scan sonar data are likely to be underestimates of 
true crater populations. 
Seamount Popu1ation Parameters 
One of the major goals of this study is to document whether 
volcano sizes and shapes are predictable within and between 
study regions, how changes correlate with proximity to the 
Iceland hot spot, and how the parameters compare to those 
compiled from other volcano studies. In this section we first 
consider the entire Reykjanes Ridge population as a whole and 
then discuss the individual study areas. 
Reykjanes Ridge Seamount Population 
A total of 399 seamounts were identified from the ax.ial zones 
of areas A, B, and C. The summit height distribution of the ax.ial 
Reykjanes Ridge seamount population is shown in Figure 8. It is 
approximated by an exponential distribution (Figure 8) with a 
characteristic height ~-I= 69 ±2m and a seamount abundance V0 
= 31 ± 2 x 10·8 m·2 or 310 ± 20 seamounts per toJ km2 (All 
uncertainty estimates in this paper are reported as one standard 
deviation from the mean.) Owing to small sample size at the 
large seamount heights, only seamounts with summit heights in 
the range 50-200 m were used in the max.imum likelihood fitting 
procedure [Smith and Jordan, 1988]. Here, and in most other 
height distributions presented later, there are fewer seamounts in 
the 50- to 75-m bin than an exponential distribution would 
predict. This likely reflects under sampling of small seamounts 
on Hydrosweep maps contou red at a 25-m interval. 
Alternatively, we may be observing a more fundamental process 
that preferentially builds seamounts in the height range 75-100 m. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of flamess (top diameter/basal diameter) 
for all 399 seamounts identified within the ax.ial zones of areas A, 
B, and C. The distribution peaks near f = 0.6. The sample mean 
is f = 0.46 ± 0.20. 
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Table 2. Comparison of Reykjanes Ridge and MAR Seamount Parameters 
Sample Age Range, Yo, ~-·. 
Region Size Ma 10-8 m·2 m 
Axial 399 Oto0.7 3 1 ±2 68 ±2 
(57°-62°N) 
MAR* 481 0 to 0.4 20± I 58±2 
C24°-30°N) 
MAR, Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 
• From Smith and Cann [1992]. 
Nevertheless, exponential curves provide a reasonable fit to the 
data and also allow us to compare our results to other seamount 
studies that have employed this method. 
The 399-point sample mean of the height-to-diameter ratio is 
S<~ = 0.12 ± 0.05, and the mean slope angle is tJJ = 23° ± 6°. The 
distribution of flatness is broad, e xtending fromf= 0 tof= 0.9 
with a sample mean off= 0.46 ± 0.20 (Figure 9). The volume of 
seamounts per unit area, V, calculated from these parameters is 
equivalent to a uniform layer approximately 15 m thick. These 
characteristics, as well as those of the near-axis Reykjanes Ridge 
and MAR populations discussed below, are summarized in Table 
2. 
An additional 142 seamounts were identified off-axis in areas 
B (27 seamounts) and C (115 seamounts). The characteristic 
height of the off-axis population is estimated to be ~-I = 66 ± 3 
m, the same height as the axial population. The estimated total 
expected number of seamounts off-axis is Yo= 16 ± 1 x 10·8 m·2 
( 160 ± 10 seamounts per I oJ km2), or about half of that observed 
within the axial zone. The shape parameters are also similar to 
those of the axial population. Sample means of the 142 
seamounts are C..u = 0 .12 ± 0.06, f = 0.42 ± 0.20, and tJJ = 23° + 
7°. The seamount volume per unit area is V = 6 m, less than half 
that calculated for the axial seamounts. One explanation for the 
decrease in seamount abundance off-ax is would be that seamount 
production rates may have increased at about 0.7 Ma. More 
likely, assuming that volcano fo rmation is restricted to the axial 
zone and that the rate of production has been roughly uniform 
through time, this decrease in Y0 and V suggests that about 50% 
of the seamounts are destroyed by faulting while moving out of 
the axial zone. In either case, a s ignificant seamount population 
exists outside the axial zone, and its sizes and shapes are similar 
to the those of the axial volcano population. 
We compared the axial populations of seamounts at the 
Reykjanes Ridge to the population of 48 1 seamounts (H <! 50 m) 
described on the inner valley floor of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
between 24° and 30°N [Smith and Cann, 1992] (Table 2). 
Abundances and characteristic heights vary between these two 
populations. Smith and Cann [ 1992) report a smaller 
characteristic height of ~-I = 58 ± 2 m and a lower expected 
seamount abundance of Y0 = 20 ± l x 10·8 m·2. yielding 200 ± l 0 
seamounts per 103 km2 for the axial MAR volcanoes. This 
difference in seamount size and abundance is also apparent in the 
volume calculation. The volume of seamounts per unit area at 
the MAR is V = 8 m compared to V = 15 m for the Reykjanes 
Ridge. 
The mean value of flatness at the MAR is f = 0.31 ± 0.16 with 
flatnesses ranging from f = 0 to f = 0.7. This is similar to the 
range at the Reykjanes Ridge (f = 0-0.9), however, the 
distributions look very different. At the MAR, 50% of the 
V, SJ f 
m 
IS 0. 13 ±0.05 0.46± 0.20 23±6 
8 0.11 ± 0.03 0.31±0.16 15 ±4 
seamounts have fla tnesses in the range f = 0.2-0.4, whereas the 
Reykjanes Ridge distribution peaks at larger flatness values, with 
50% of seamounts between/= 0.5 andf = 0.7. This difference 
was confirmed by a chi-square test for distribution similarity 
which concluded with >99.9% confidence that the two 
distributions were from different populations. The mean height-
to-diameter ratio at the MAR (SJ = 0.11 ± 0.03) is essentially the 
same as that calculated in this study and is consistent with the 
values obtained in other studies at the MAR [Kong et al. , 1988) 
and in the Pacific [Abers eta/., 1988; Smith and Jordan, 1988), 
suggesting a more universal control on this shape parameter. 
Area A 
Area A, closest to the Iceland hot spot, has an axial high 
(Figures I and 4). In area A, 72 volcanoes were identified from 
the Hydrosweep data in an area of 690 km2. Craters were 
observed on five seamounts. An exponential fit to the binned 
seamount height distribution (Figure I 0) in the range 50 5: H 5: 
200 m yields a characteristic height of ~-t = 70 ± 5 m, and a 
volcano abundance of Y0 = 24 ±. 3 x 10·8 m· 2 (240 ± 30 
seamounts per 103 km2). The estimate of abundance is smaller 
than the value for the entire axial population, Y0 = 3 1 ± 2 x 10·8 
m·2. The average height-to-diameter ratio in area A is C..u= 0.10 
± 0.04. The average slope angle is tJJ = 22° ± 6°. The average 
flatness, f = 0.51 ± 0.20, is larger than the overall average (f = 
0.46 ± 0.20) on the Reykjanes Ridge (Figure II ). However a chi-
square test finds no significant difference in the distributions. 
The volume of seamounts per unit area in area A is V = 16 m. 
AreaB 
Area B looks morphologically very similar to area A, with an 
axial high (Figures 1 and 4). Here, 242 volcanoes were identified 
in an area of 1340 km2. Twenty four craters were identified from 
the Hydrosweep maps. An exponential fit to the binned summit 
height distribution (Figure 10) (50 ::;_ H ::;_ 175 m) gives a 
characteristic height of ~-I = 72 ± 3 m, similar to area A. 
However. the volcano abundance Yo= 40 ± 3 X I o·8 m·2 (yielding 
400 ± 30 seamounts per 103 km2) is almost twice that observed in 
area A. Despite an increased volcano abundance, the shape 
characteristics of the two northern areas are very similar. In area 
B the average value of height-to-diameter ratio is C;.d = 0.12 ± 
0.05, the average slope is tJJ = 24° ± 7°, and the average flatness 
is f = 0.46 ± 0.20, the same as the overall average (Figure II ). 
Chi-square tests find no s ignificant difference between the 
flatness distributions in areas A and B. The volume of seamounts 
per unit area derived from the population and shape parameters is 
V = 20 m, the largest among the three study areas. 
Circular edifices observed outside the axial zone in area B are 
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Figure 10. Summit height distributions for each of the three study regions including off-axis populations in area B 
and C. Heights have been sorted into 25-m bins. Note the changing frequency scale. For example, area B, off-
axis, has a small sample size. The observed falloff of number with height is generally consistent with the 
exponential size-frequency model. 
similar in size and shape to those in the axial zone itself. 
However, off axis there are many fewer features that meet our 
seamount-counting criteria. Many structures that we interpret to 
be severely faulted or dismembered volcanoes are not included in 
our counts. Due to limited aerial coverage (440 km2), only 27 
intact volcanoes were identified. Of these, four are cratered. 
Because of the statistical problems with such a small sample size, 
we do not estimate 13·1, v 0 , or V, although the summit height 
distribution is included in Figure I 0. The average height-to-
diameter ratio of the off-axis volcanoes in area B is ~d = 0.10 ± 
0.04, and average slope angle is C/J = 23° ± 7°. The average 
flamess is f = 0.50 ± 0.20, with a distribution indistinguishable 
(based on a chi-square test) from the axial population in area B 
(Figure I 1). 
Area C 
Moving farther southward, away from Iceland, the large-scale 
axial topography of the Reykjanes Ridge changes from an axial 
high (as is present in areas A and B) to a well-defined valley 
bounded by normal faults as observed in area C (Figures I and 
4). The axial zone (with edges defined here by normal faults 
with throws> ISO m) is also somewhat narrower (-7 km) than 
the axial zone farther north ( -8.5 km). Eighty five volcanoes 
were identified on 865 km2 of the valley floor. From the 
Hydrosweep data, craters are seen on five seamounts. Fitting an 
exponential curve to the binned summit height distribution (50$ 
H s 175 m , Figure I 0) gives 13·1 = 72 ± 4 m and V0 = 26 ± 3 x 
10·8 m-2, yielding 260 ± 30 seamounts per ioJ km2. Volcano 
abundance is essentially identical to the abundance estimated in 
area A, but is only two thirds of that in area B (fable 3). The 
average height-to-diameter ratio is E.tJ = 0.13 ± 0.05, and the 
average slope angle is C/J = 23° ± 7°, similar to both areas A and 
B (Table 4). The flatness distribution (Figure II ), however, is 
much more uniform in area C. The average flatness is f = 0.40 ± 
0.22 with values ranging between f = 0 and f = 0.8. Chi-square 
tests indicate that the distribution is different from the 
distributions in areas A and B; the null hypothesis that they are of 
the same population can be rejected with 90% confidence. The 
seamount volume per unit area is V = 12 m, less than in either 
area A or area B. 
In the area outside the axial graben, 11 5 volcanoes were 
identified (five with craters visible on Hydrosweep maps) in an 
area of 1740 km2. As in the off-axis region of area B, there are 
dozens of topographic highs that we interpret as seamounts that 
are faulted and deformed; these are not included in the seamount 
counts. In many cases, seamounts appear to have been cut by 
normal faults. Only the half on the hanging wall is identifiable, 
and consists of a semicircular high which is invariably concave 
toward the axis. The other half of the volcano is inferred to be 
located on the down-dropped block on the side of the fault closer 
to the ridge axis. The characteristic volcano height of the off axis 
population in area C from a fit to seamounts in the height range 
50s H s 175 m (Figure 10) is f3·1= 62 ± 3 m, smaller than on 
axis (f3· 1 = 72 ± 4 m). The seamount abundance is v0 = 17 ± 2 x 
10·8 m·2, yielding 170 ± 20 seamounts per 103 km2, only 65% of 
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Figu re 11. Distribution of seamount flatness (top diameter/basal diameter) for each of the three study regions 
including off-axis populations in areas B and C. The distribution is more concentrated, with a peak near f = 0.6 in 
areas A and B, whereas the distribution is more uniform in area C. Chi-square tests reveal that the distributions in 
areas A and B (both on and off axis) are indistinguishable. Similarly, the axial and off-axis distributions in area C 
arc indistinguishable. However, the flatness distributions in areas A and B are markedly different from area C. 
that of the axial population (v0 = 26 ±. 3 x 10- 8 m-2). The 
decreased seamount abundance compared with the ax ial 
population can be attributed to the destruction of seamounts by 
faulting during movement out of the axial zone. It is not clear, 
however, if the same destructive processes can also explain the 
decrease in characteristic height. An alternative explanation is 
that seamounts may be formed off axis. 
The area C off-axis volcanoes exhibit the same shape 
characteristics as the axial population (Table 4). The average 
height-to-diameter ratio is ~d = 0.13 ± 0.06 and the average slope 
angle is C/> = 23° ± 7•. The average fl atness is f = 0.40 ± 0.23 
with a uniform distribution similar to the axial population in area 
C (Figure I I). Chi-square tests confirm that the axial and off-
axis area C flatness distributions are statistically the same but that 
the off-axis Area C flatness distribution is different from those of 
areas A and B (with >99.5% confidence). The seamount volume 
per unit area is V = 5 m, less than half that determined for the 
area C axial population. 
Morphological Seamount Types 
The aim of the side scan sonar analysis is to document the 
surface morphology of seamounts in areas B and C in a manner 
similar to the an.alysis by Smith et a/. [ 1995) in four areas at the 
MAR, 25°-29°N. Below we compare our results to those 
documented at the MAR. In addition, our goal is to quantify any 
relationships among seamount size, shape, and volcani c 
morphology. 
Tabie 3 . Seam ount Dis tribution Parameters by Study A rea 
Seamount Count, Vo, p·'. V , Number of 
Area H >50m 10·8 m-2 m m Craters 
A 72 24 ± 3 70 ± 5 16 5 
B 242 40 ± 3 72 ± 3 20 31 
c 85 26±3 72± 4 12 5 
Off-ax is B 27 4 
Off-axis C 115 17 ± 2 62 ± 3 5 5 
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Table4. Seamount Shape Parameters by Study Area 
Area I;J f cP 
A 0.12± 0.04 0.51 ±0.20 22±6 
B 0.14±0.05 0.46± 0.20 24±7 
c 0.14±0.05 0.40±0.22 23±6 
Off-axis B 0.12±0.04 0.50±0.22 23±7 
Off-axis C 0.14±0.06 0.40 ± 0.23 23±7 
Seamount Morphology by Study Area 
As at the MAR at 2s•-29•N [Smith et al., 1995], an analysis of 
the TOBI side scan sonar images in our two study areas shows 
that there are two distinct morphological types of seamounts at 
the Reykjanes Ridge. Hummocky seamounts have a bulbous 
surface morphology on the scale of tens of meters; smooth 
seamounts appear to have little relief at this scale. Detailed 
examples of each are shown in Figure 7. As was mentioned 
previously, we are not able to detennine from these data whether 
the textures observed on the side scan sonar images are 
constructed from pillow lavas or sheet flows. For example, 
submersible dives on Serocki volcano, a flat-topped, smooth-
textured volcano at the MAR near 23°N [Bryan era/. 1994] 
showed that the smooth, flat top is constructed primarily of 
pillow flows rather than sheet flows as one might infer from the 
sonar images. 
In area B, centered at 60°N and having an axial high , we 
identified a total of 65 seamounts in the TOBI side scan images. 
Of these seamounts, 54 (83%) are smooth-textured and II (17%) 
are hummocky. In area C, centered at 58°N and having an axial 
graben, 40 seamounts were identified in the side scan images. In 
contrast to area B, area C has a majority of hummocky-textured 
seamounts. Of the 40 seamounts in area C, only 9 (22%) are 
smooth textured, while 31 (78%) are hummocky (Table 5). At 
the MAR between 25• and 29°N, all four study regions are 
dominated by hummocky seamounts. Of the 109 seamounts 
identified by Smither a/. [19951 in deep-towed side scan sonar 
images, 83% are hummocky textured. Therefore the proportion 
of hummocky seamounts in area C is essentially identical to that 
observed farther south at the ·MAR. In contrast, area B, located 
closer to the Iceland hot spot on an axial high, has predominantly 
smooth seamounts. 
We also document variations between areas B and C in the 
spatial locations of the smooth seamounts. The few smooth 
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Table 5. Seamount Morphology Counts 
Total Identified Hummocky Smooth 
Area on TOBI Seamounts Seamounts 
B 65 I I (17%) 54 (83%) 
c 40 31 (78%) 9(22%) 
MAR* 109 90 (83%) 19 (17%) 
* From Smith eta/. [ 1995]. 
seamounts in area C are primarily located at the edges of A YRs, 
often extending out into the flanking deep. These seamounts 
have lower than average height-to-diameter ratios (~< 0. 14), 
indicating that they grow preferentially by increasing their 
diameter. In contrast, area B smooth seamounts are found 
scattered over the entire A VRs and have a wider range in height-
to-diameter ratios (I;J= 0.05-0.30}, although seamounts with low 
aspect ratios are still dominant. Smooth seamounts evidently 
play a more important role in building the axial volcanic ridges in 
area B than in area C. 
Hummocky Seamounts 
In this section we characterize the sizes and shapes of the 
population of 42 hummocky seamounts identified in areas B and 
C. Their height distribution is shown in Figure 12 and their 
shape parameters are summarized in Table 6. Unlike the 
distributions observed when all morphological seamount types 
are included, the hummocky seamount height distribution is not 
exponential. Instead, all but two seamounts are in the height 
range 50-125 m. The average height-to-diameter ratio of the 
hummocky seamounts is I;J = 0. 15 ± 0.04. The average slope 
angle is cP = 23• ± 5°. The average flatness is f = 0.40 ± 0.22; 
with values ranging fromf= 0 tof= 0.8 (Figure 13). Although 
chi-square tests reveal that the hummocky seamount flatness 
distribution is similar to that in all three study areas, it is most 
different (85% confidence interval) from area A. No craters were 
observed in the hummocky seamounts. 
Smooth Seamounts 
We investigated the population of 63 smooth seamounts to 
characterize their sizes and shapes and to identify any differences 
between the smooth and hummocky populations. The height 
distribution of smooth seamounts is shown in Figure 12. Fitting 
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Figure 12. Summit height distributions for smooth and hummocky seamounts. Heights are sorted into 25-m 
intervals. The smooth seamounts have a wide range of heights, while the hummocky seamounts cluster tightly 
between 50 and 125 m. 
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Table 6. Seamount Shape Parameters for 
Different Morphologies 
Seamount Type 
Hummocky 
Smooth 
0. 15± 0.04 
0.13 ±0.05 
f 
0.40 ± 0.22 
0.54 ± 0.14 
23±5 
24±7 
an exponential curve to the binned height distribution in the range 
50s H s 200m gives ~- 1 = 136 ± 6 m. This large characteristic 
height reflects the increased size of the smooth seamounts as 
compared with the overall seamount populati on. Whereas 
hummocky seamounts are predominantly small (50-125 m in 
relief), large features, ranging up to 275 m in height, are 
predominantly smooth seamounts. T he average height-to-
diameter ratio of the smooth seamounts is ~ = 0.13 ± 0.05, 
essentially the same as for hummocky seamounts (Table 6). The 
average slope angle is <P = 24° ± 7°. The average flatness is f = 
0.54 ± 0. 14, with values ranging between f = 0 and f = 0.9. In 
contrast to the uniform distribution observed for hummocky 
seamounts, the flatness distribution for the smooth seamounts 
shows a distinct peak near f = 0.6 (Figure 13). Chi-square tests 
reveal that this distribution is different (at the 97.5% confidence 
level) from the hummocky seamount flatness distribution. The 
smooth seamount distribution is indistinguishable (on the basis of 
chi-square tests) from flatnesses distributions observed in areas A 
and B. However, the smooth seamount distribution is very 
different from the flatness distributions observed both on axis 
(>98.5% confidence level) and off axis (>99.9% confidence 
level) in area C. In addition, 36% of the smooth seamounts have 
summit craters {IS visible on multibeam bathymetry maps and 8 
more identified from side scan images). 
Discussion: Volcanism at the Reykjanes Ridge 
Multibeam bathymetry and deep-towed side scan sonar data 
show that the axial zone of the Reykjanes Ridge is covered with 
small (0.5-3 km in diameter), near-circular volcanic edifices. 
These small seamounts, along with small volcanic ridges and 
flows, pile up to form larger axial volcanic ridges. This style of 
volcanism, small volcanic units combining to build larger ridges, 
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is observed along the entire length of the Reykjanes Ridge. 
Moreover, it is similar to that observed at the MAR between 24° 
and 30°N [e.g., Smith and Cann, 1993] and may be common to 
slow spreading ridges. 
The large-scale morphology of the Reykjanes Ridge does not 
behave as simply. Near 59°N the ridge changes going northward 
from an axial graben typical of a slow spreading ridge to an axial 
high typical of a fast spreading ridge. This change in overall 
topography has been related to higher mantle temperatures 
beneath the northern section of the ridge due to the proximity of 
the Iceland hot spot [e.g., Laughton ec a/., 1979; Jacoby, 1980; 
Searle and Laughton, 1981 ]. Therefore while proximity to the 
Iceland hot spot may affect the shape of the large-scale axial 
topography at this slow spreading ridge, it does not appear to 
alter the fundamental crustal melt delivery system that builds the 
shallow crust and, ultimately, seamounts on the seafloor. 
Nonetheless, there are differences in the characteristics of the 
seamount populations between the slow spreading Reykjanes 
Ridge (58°-62°N) and the slow spreading MAR (24°-30°N). A 
comparison of population parameters in Table 2 shows first of 
all that seamounts at the Reykjanes Ridge are more abundant 
(310 ± 20 per 103 krn2). on average, than their MAR counterparts 
(200 ± 10 per J03 km2). Significant along-axis variations in 
seamount abundance have been observed at the Reykjanes Ridge, 
however (Table 3), and we find that the high overall seamount 
abundance is dominated by area B (400 ± 30 per 103 km2). By 
comparison, area A (240 ± 30 per 103 km2) and area C (260 ± 30 
per I 03 km2) have lower abundances that are similar to the MAR. 
The possible controls on along-axis variation in seamount 
abundances at the Reykjanes Ridge are discussed below. 
Variations in characteristic height are also observed between 
the Reykjanes Ridge (~- t = 68 ±2m) and the MAR (~· 1 =58± 2 
m). Unlike seamount abundances, however, the characteristic 
height does not vary significantly along the axis of the Reykjanes 
Ridge, suggesting that there is little net change in the variables 
that control seamount height (e.g., magma pressure, volume, and 
volatile content). However, since seamounts are taller, on 
average, at the Reykjanes Ridge than at the MAR, there must be 
fundamental differences in one or more of the controlling 
variables between these two ridges. 
Seamount shape characteristics also differ between the 
Reykjanes Ridge and the MAR. The sample mean of the 
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Figure 13. Distribution of seamount flatness (top diameter/basal diameter) for smooth and hummocky seamounts. 
The smooth seamounts show a peaked distribution centered near f = 0.6, while the hummocky seamounts have a 
more uniform distribution. Chi-square tests indicate that the hummocky seamount distribution has characteristics 
in common with the flatness distributions observed in all three study areas (see Figure II ). In contrast, the smooth 
seamount population is compatible only with areas A and B. This suggests that hummocky seamounts are present 
in all three study areas but that smooth seamounts are a significant component only in areas A and B. 
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flatnesses is larger at the Reykjanes Ridge (j = 0.46 ± 0.2) than 
at the MAR (j = 0.31 ± 0.16). More significantly, chi-square 
tests reveal that the two flatness distributions are different at the 
>99.9% confidence level. The Reykjanes Ridge flatness 
distribution peaks near f = 0.6, while the MAR distribution is 
concentrated near f = 0.3. To explain why seamounts have flat 
tops, we follow the ideas of Barone and Ryan [1990]. We 
envision that a seamount grows as a pointed cone until it reaches 
a critical height (controlled by variables such as magma pressure, 
volume, and volatile content as mentioned above). If magma 
supply is sufficient and it is able to reach the summit after the 
maximum height is attained. then the seamount will build 
outward creating a flat top. The shift toward larger seamount 
flatness values at the Reykjanes Ridge suggests that volume-
limited eruptions may be less common there than at the MAR. 
As was mentioned above, there are large changes in seamount 
abundance along the Reykjanes Ridge which are not simply 
related to distance from the Iceland hot spot. Area A (closest to 
Iceland) and area C (farthest from Iceland) have very si mi lar 
seamount abundances. Area B, on the other hand. has nearly 
twice the abundance of seamounts as these two areas. Moreover, 
we observe a dramatic change in the surface texture of seamounts 
between areas B and C. A comparison of the values in Table 5 
shows many more smooth seamounts in area B (83%) than in 
area C (22%). 
In order to explain the high abundances of seamounts as well 
as the larger proportion of smooth textured edifices in area B. we 
consider the location of area B with respect to the overall 
characteristics of the Reykjanes Ridge. Area B lies immediately 
north of the transition from an axial graben to an axial high along 
the Reykjanes Ridge [e.g., Parson eta/ .. I993a] (Figure 2). This 
transition has been explained in two fundamentally different 
ways. One is that mantle temperature and magma supply 
increase as the Iceland hot spot is approached, resulting in a 
modification of the large-scale axial morphology from that 
characteristic of a slow spreading ridge to that characteristic of a 
fast spreading ridge [Laughton eta/., 1979; Jacoby . 1980; Searle 
and Laughton, 1981]. In this case, increased mantle temperature 
and magma supply are taken to be proxies for spreading rate. 
The other explanation is that pulses of hot spot material 
propagate southward along the axis, influencing the large-scale 
axial morphology. The pattern of southward pointing V-shaped 
ridges evident in bathymetry and satellite gravity maps supports 
this idea [Vogt, 1971; Vogt and Avery, 1974; Owens, 1994). On 
this basis, the axial high, which tapers southward ending south of 
area B. may represent the latest phase of propagation. succeeding 
a previous phase of reduced hot spot influence. It is also possible 
that both effects arc important in creating the transition from an 
axial high to an axial graben and that they presently coincide 
south of area B. 
The high abundance of seamounts at area B suggests a period 
of increased magmatic activity in the area. This does not appear 
to be related to higher mantle temperatures associated with 
proximity to the Iceland hot spot because the same high seamount 
abundances are not observed in area A. We believe that a more 
likely explanation for the increased seamount production at area 
B is that it may be associated with along-axis propagation of 
pulses of hot spot material. If these pulses take the form of 
asthenosphere of higher temperature , then as the hot 
asthenosphere moves into cooler regions. the advccted heat 
increases local temperatures. leading to larger degrees of partial 
melting [e.g., White, 1989) and presumably more magma supply 
to the ridge axis. Interestingly. this increased magma supply 
results in the construction of additional seamounts rather than 
low-relief flows that are generally associated with larger melt 
supply (and fast spreading ridges). 
We do not know the across-axis extent of the increased 
magmatic activity near area B. However, surface-towed side 
scan sonar images obtained over area B [Applegate and Shor, 
1994) show no evidence for off-axis volcanism. In addition, our 
off-axis counts normalized to seafloor area indicate that seamount 
densities are significantly lower than on-axis densities. This is 
most likely due to the destruction of seamounts by faulting during 
their transport off axis. The large number of features observed 
off axis that we interpret to be severely faulted or dismembered 
seamounts supports this conclusion and is consistent with our 
observations for the off-axis seamount population in area C. 
Thus no evidence exists for large numbers of recently constructed 
volcanoes outside the axial zone. 
To explain the large proportion of smooth seamount in area B, 
we first consider the distinguishing characteristics between the 
hummocky and smooth seamount populations and then the 
possible controls on their formation. Compared to hummocky 
seamounts, smooth seamounts can attain larger heights; smooth 
seamounts are generally flatter; and about one third of smooth 
seamounts have summit craters (no hummocky seamounts have 
craters). These different characteristics must reflect the different 
modes o f formation of these two populations of seamounts. 
Possible controls on the formation of the hummocky- and 
smooth-textured seamounts at the MAR are discussed by Smith et 
a/. [I 995]. On the basis of possible analogs mapped in the 
Troodos Ophiolite [Schmincke and Bednarz, 1990) and results of 
laboratory simulations of volcano growth using hot wax extruded 
under water [e.g., Griffiths and Fink, 1993), Smith et al. [1994) 
suggested that hummocky seamounts form when eruption rates 
are low and cooling of the surface is rapid, resulting in features 
that build bulbous outgrowths. In contrast, smooth seamounts 
form when eruptions rates are higher and cooling is slower; in 
this case, features are built from flows which spread outward 
generating little surface texture. 
There are many other poss ible controls on the surface 
morphology of features . We list a few of them here. but note 
again that the hummocky and smooth textures that we are trying 
to explain are on the scale of tens of meters rather than the meter 
scale that some of these studies addressed. Morphologic controls 
include physical parameters such as eruption temperature, Java 
density. and viscosity, with increased temperatures and decreased 
viscosity leading to smoother textures [e.g .. Bonalli and 
Harrison , 1988). Other possible controls include the nature of 
the surficial plumbing system, with tube-fed flows producing 
hummocky textures. and surface flows producing smooth textures 
[e.g .. Ballard et a/., I 979]. Preexisting topography is also 
important. Ponding of lava in depressions or on shallow slopes 
results in smoother textures. while deflection and bending of lava 
over rough surfaces produces Jumpier textures [e.g., Fink and 
Griffiths, 1992; Wilson and Parfiu, 1993; Bl)•an et al., 1994). 
The above ideas are incorporated into a conceptual model 
(Figure 14) which illustrates the building of the shallow crust at 
the slow-spreading Reykjanes Ridge, allowing for the influence 
of the Iceland hot spot. One of the most important features of 
slow spreading ridges which leads to abundant seamounts must 
be a low magma flux that produces small discrete magma bodies 
[e.g .. Smith and Cann. I 993]. If we relate seamount production 
to the existence of small. ephemeral magma bodies and their 
accompanying plumbing system, then despite the hot spot 
influence in the mantle and perhaps lower crust, discrete magma 
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Figure 14. Conceptual view of proposed differences in the shallow crust present beneath (a) area B and 
(b) area C. In both cases, the right-hand edge of the box is aligned with the strike of the Reykjanes Ridge. Surface 
topography is an artistic interpretation of surface structure from Hydrosweep data. Shown arc nat-topped smooth 
seamounts, some with summit craters, as well as hummocky seamounts, indicated by a lumpier texture. Also 
shown are hummocky ridges (linear, lumpy textured features) and faults . The seamounts and hummocky ridges 
combine to form A VRs which are oriented obliquely to the strike of the Reykjanes Ridge but perpendicular to the 
spreading direction. Note that faults within the axial zone are parallel to the A VRs, while those near the edge of 
the axial zone are parallel to the ridge. Subcrustal structure illustrates possible differences in the shallow plumbing 
system which could account for the observed differences in seamount abundance and surface morphology between 
these two areas. Scale bars are shown. In both areas we envision a layer of extrusives underlain by a layer of 
sheeted dikes approximately 1-2 km thick, although dikes extend below this layer. This, in tum. is underlain by 
gabbros composed of numerous solidified magma bodies. Shown are a few representative cooled magma bodies as 
well as one active magma body (indicated by dashes) in each area. Eruptions of magma from these small bodies 
feed the observed surface features though dikes oriented parallel to the A VRs. The active dike in each area is 
indicated by dashes. The arrows below each figure indicate the nux of magma from directly below the ridge as 
well as an along-axis asthenospheric flux from the Iceland hot spot. (a) In area B, we observe more, and 
predominantly smooth, seamounts. This may be due to changes in a numbe r of variables, which might include a 
larger magma supply, larger and/or shallower magma bodies, and hotter and/or faster eruptions. It is possible that a 
flux of heat and/or molten material from the Iceland hot spot produces larger degrees of melting and a larger 
magma supply to the ridge at area B. b) In contrast, in area C the influence of the hot spot is not as strong as in 
area B. Therefore shallow crustal magma bodies may be smaller and deeper, erupting more slowly and/or with 
cooler magma temperatures. This produces fewer, predominantly hummocky seamounts. 
bodies will exist in the shallow crust at the Reykjanes Ridge. 
Beneath area B we visualize a hotter mantle producing larger 
degrees of panial melting and a larger supply of magma to the 
ridge. Discrete batches of magma with relatively large volumes 
rise to high levels in the shallow crust and are linked to the 
seafloor by one or several short dikes to construct small 
volcanoes and flows with di verse morphologies. These conditions 
are consistent with individual eruptions which typically have fast 
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Figure 14. (continued) 
effusion rates and are not volume limited. The result is abundant 
seamounts that are predominantly smooth textured, have reached 
their maximum possible height, and have built fl at tops. 
Drain back of the lava in tubes or feeder dikes commonly leads to 
collapse craters on the tops of smooth seamounts. 
In contrast , at area C we envision that thermal conditions in 
the mantle are more similar to those fanher south at the MAR. In 
this case, discrete small magma bodies rise within the crust to 
levels that are deeper than those beneath area B. Long, narrow 
dikes link the magma bodies to the seafloor. These conditions 
lead to eruptions that have slow rates and are sometimes volume 
limited. As the lava erupts s lowly, it is cooled rapidly and 
seamounts grow upward as individual bulbous masses fed from a 
network of tubes. The result is hummocky seamounts that may 
not have reached their maximum possible height and therefore 
have peaky shapes. Drainback of lava may occur for individual 
bulbs, but summit craters are not formed. 
Because we have no side scan sonar images in area A it is 
difficult to predict the style of seamounts produced there. 
Seamount abundances in area A are similar to those in area C and 
much less than in area B despite the proximity of area A to 
Iceland. On the basis of seamount abundances alone it appears 
that area A has the same supply of magma to the shallow crust as 
area C. How this relates to the overall thermal influence of the 
hot spot or pulses of plume material that may migrate along the 
ridge is current ly unknown. However, the Reykjanes Ridge 
continues to be an area of focused research, and many 
experiments are currently under way which will provide us with 
imponant new data to better understand the interaction between 
the Iceland hot spot and the processes that control crustal 
accretion at thi s slow spreading ridge. 
Conclusions 
The main conclusions from our work are summarized as 
follows: 
I. Small seamounts, along with small volcanic ridges and 
flows, pile up to form large axial volcanic ridges at the Reykjanes 
Ridge. This style of volcanism is similar to that observed at the 
MAR (24°-30°N) [e.g., Smith and Cann, 1993) and may be 
common to s low spreading ridges . despite the proximity of the 
Iceland hotspot. 
2. Seamounts at the Reykjanes Ridge are more abundant (31 0 
± 20 per I oJ km2), on average, than those observed at the MAR 
between 24° and 30°N (200 ± 10 per 103 km2). However, 
significant along-axis variations in seamount abundance which 
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are not simply related to distance from the hot spot have been 
observed at the Reykjanes Ridge. We find that the high overall 
seamount abundance is dominated by area B (400 ± 30 per 103 
km2). In contrast, areas A (240 ± 30 per 103 km2) and C (260 ± 
30 per 1 o3 km2) have similar abundances which are also 
comparable to those at the MAR. 
3. Variations in the characteristic height of the seamount 
populations are observed between the Reykjanes Ridge (~· 1 = 68 
± 2 m) and the MAR (~· 1 = 58 ± 2 m). Unlike seamount 
abundances, however, the characteristic height does not vary 
significantly along the axis of the Reykjanes Ridge. This suggests 
that there is little change in the variables that control seamount 
height (e.g., magma pressure, volume, and volatile content). 
4. There is a dramatic change in seamount surface morphology 
between areas B and C (there are no side scan data from area A). 
Area C has 78% hummocky seamounts, much like the MAR 
which has 83% hummocky seamounts, while area B has 83% 
smooth seamounts. Hummocky and smooth seamounts have 
different characteristics. Smooth seamounts can attain larger 
heights and are flatter, and about one third have summit craters. 
The surface morphology of the seamounts is most likely 
controlled by the complex interplay of several variables 
including magma viscosity and density, eruption rate, and surface 
cooling rate. 
5. The high abundance of seamounts at area B suggests recent 
increased magmatic activity in this area. It does not appear to be 
related to higher mantle temperatures associated with proximity 
to the Iceland hot spot because the same high seamount 
abundances are not observed in area A. A more likely 
explanation for the increased seamount production is that area B 
currently is or recently has been affected by an along-axis 
propagation of hot spot material [e.g., Vogt, 1971; Vogt and 
Avery, 1974; Murton and Parson, 1993; Owens, 1994). The 
resulting increased magma supply may affect variables such as 
magma volumes, eruption temperatures, and magma effusion 
rates, which would explain the dominance of smooth, flat-topped 
seamounts at area B. 
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Combined laboratory and numerical studies of the interaction 
between buoyant and plate-driven upwelling beneath segmented 
spreading centers 
Laura S. Magde,l Chris Kincaid,2 David W. Sparks,3 and RobertS. Detrick' 
Abstract. A combination of laboratory and numerical models are used to examine the mantle 
flow beneath a segmented ridge generated by the interaction of a linear, buoyant upwelling 
source with plate-driven flow. In the absence of plate spreading, the linear buoyant source 
creates a very narrow (across-axis}, two-dimensional upwelling pattern. The plate-driven flow 
consists of a quasi-linear sheet-like upwelling that cuts beneath ridge-transform inside comers 
and is not centered beneath the spreading segments. When buoyant and plate-driven flows are 
combined, material rises beneath the inside corners and flows away from the axis 
asymmetrically. Near the ends of segments , this results in a geometrical misfit between the 
center of mantle upwelling and the ridge axis. If a similar pattern of mantle flow occurs beneath 
a segmented mid-ocean ridge, the result will be a thinner crust toward segment ends and 
possibly a negative correlation between extent of mantle melting and average depth of melting. 
These results indicate that even with an essentially two-dimensional source, in cases where it is 
oblique to the actual spreading segments, the upwelling beneath a segmented ridge will appear to 
be three-dimensional along axis. Since slow spreading ridges are generally more segmented 
than fast spreading ridges, this effect is likely to be more important at slow spreading ridges. 
Introduction 
The segmented nature of the world's mid-ocean ridge system 
suggests that it is not a simple two-dimensional structure but 
instead is the result of a complex, three-dimensional, time-
dependent process, driven by a combination of mantle flow 
beneath the ridges and the variable thermal and mechanical 
properties of the lithosphere spreading at the surface [e.g., Shaw, 
1992, Shaw and Lin , I 993]. The mantle Bouguer anomaly 
(MBA) "bull's-eye" lows (attributed to thicker crust and/or 
warmer mantle) and shallower topography observed at the centers 
of many segments along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) are 
attributed to focusing of mantle upwelling beneath segment 
centers [Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin eta/. , 1990]. There is a 
strong correlation between along-axis variations in crustal 
thickness and spreading rate. Slow spreading ridges display 
much greater along-axis variations than fast spreading ridges 
[e.g., Lin and Phipps Morgan, 1992], but even at fast spreading 
ridges there is some evidence for focusing of mantle flow [Wang 
and Cochran, I 993]. Segment and offset lengths appear to be 
related to the amount of along-axis variation in MBA and crustal 
thickness, particularly at slow spreading ridges. At the MAR, 
there is a systematic increase in the magnitude of the axial MBA 
variation with increasing segment length and increasing offset 
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length (Lin et al., 1990; Detrick et a/. , 1995]. This would be 
consistent with increased focusing of mantle flow beneath longer 
segments, especially those adjacent to longer offsets, suggesting 
that the degree of focusing may be related to the details of the 
spreading center geometry. 
Mantle flow beneath mid-ocean ridges is the result of the 
interaction between the plate-driven and buoyant components of 
the flow. Even without a segmented ridge, numerical modeling 
[Parmentier and Phipps Morgan , 1990; Jha eta/., 1994; Sparks 
and Parmemier, 1993] and laboratory experiments [Whitehead et 
a/. , 1984; Kincaid el a/., 1996] indicate that there will be along-
axis variations in upwelling and crustal production due to 
focusing or' the buoyant flow. However, the plate-driven flow 
associated with a segmented ridge will further enhance this three 
dimensionality. In some cases, individual segments, aligned 
perpendicular to the direction of plate spreading, are highly 
oblique to the general trend of the plate boundary. If upwelling 
at great depths is quasi-linear and oriented along the general trend 
of the plate boundary, then at shallower depths it has to break up 
into a more three-dimensional pattern and reorient to reach the 
spreading axis. 
This study uses a combination of laboratory and numerical 
models to examine the mantle flow generated by the interaction 
of a linear, buoyant upwelling source with the plate-driven 
mantle flow associated with a segmented ridge. The linear 
buoyant source was chosen to simulate the local buoyancy 
associated with upwelling in the upper 100 km of the mantle. We 
determine the degree to which a segmented ridge may affect the 
pattern of upwelling, identify regions where the interaction 
between a linear source and a segmented ridge may lead to three-
dimensional behavior, and examine the influence of plate 
geometry (i.e., transform length) on the degree of along-axis 
variability. Our experiments show that ridge segmentation can 
result in significant misalignment between the center of 
upwelling and the plate boundary, especially near the ends of 
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segments. The misalignment is enhanced by increased offset 
length and increased angle between the overall trend of the plate 
boundary and the spreading direction. This misfit may result in 
along-axis variations in crustal production and basalt 
geochemistry and may explain the relationship between segment 
offset and the magnitude of along-axis variations in crustal 
thickness observed at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 
Previous Studies 
Previous laboratory and numerical studies have demonstrated 
that upwelling at mid-ocean ridges can be decomposed into the 
interaction between plate-driven and buoyant flow. Both sources 
can lead 10 three-dimensional mantle upwelling. The three-
dimensional character of the plate-driven flow was demonstrated 
numerically by Phipps Morgan and Forsyth [1988], who showed 
that passive, plate-driven flow is determined by spreading 
velocity and segmentation geometry. 
Even in the absence of plate segmentation, the interaction of a 
buoyant upwelling source with spreading plates has been shown 
to lead to three-dimensional mantle flow. Laboratory studies 
investigating plume-like instabilities rising from a linear buoyant 
source [e.g., Whitehead et al., 1984] suggest that ridge 
segmentation may arise from the three-dimensional character of a 
buoyant source rising from below the ridge axis. Numerical 
studies of mantle flow beneath unsegmented spreading centers 
have shown that along-axis variations in upwelling rates and 
melting can develop due to compositi onal density variations 
related to melt extraction [Parmentier and Phipps Morgan, 
1990], the addition of small amounts of retained melt [Jha eta/., 
1994], and thermally induced off-axis longitudinal rolls 
[Rabinowicz eta/. , 1993; Sparks and Parmentier, 1993]. Both 
laboratory [Kincaid et al., 1996] and numerical experiments 
[Parmemier and Phipps Morgan, 1990] predict that along-axis 
variability in mantle flow will be greatest at slow spreading 
ridges but decreases with increasing spreading rate. 
Comparatively little work has been done on the interaction 
between a segmented ridge and buoyant mantle upwelling. 
Modification of the spreading center geometry by Rabinowicz et 
a/. [ 1993] and Sparks et a/. [ 1993] to include periodic transform 
offsets separated by several hundred kilometers causes the 
downwelling limbs of the off-axis thermal rolls to line up with 
the transform faults. However, such artificial geometries and 
long segment lengths are not observed in nature. Rouzo et al. 
[1995] have created segmentation at the 50-100 km length scale 
by coupling a pair of diverging plates with convective rolls 
upwelling from the mantle. However, this segmentati on is 
derived from the three-dimensional character of the upwelling 
mantle. Our study differs in that it does not seek to create the 
plate segmentation from segmented mantle upwelling, but instead 
examines the effect of ex.jsting segmentation on the mantle flow. 
Methods 
Laboratory Apparatus 
The laboratory apparatus used for these experiments [Kincaid 
et a/. , 1995, 1996] was designed to simulate the first-order 
featu res of mantle flow beneath a mid-ocean ridge system: (I ) 
large-scale mantle flow driven by coupling with diverging 
surface plates; (2) a buoyant material rising from depth beneath 
the plates; and (3) a segmented ridge-transform geometry. No 
attempt was made to simulate crustal formation or lithospheric 
thickening away from spreading centers. Instead, the primary 
intent was 10 visualize mantle flow in the upper asthenosphere 
(from a depth of about I 00 km to the base of the lithosphere). 
The primary features of the apparatus and the sources of 
buoyant and plate-driven components of the mantle flow are 
illustrated in Figure I. The apparatus consists of a rectangular 
glass tank of inner dimensions of 96x72 em filled with fluid to a 
depth of 16 em. The working fluid is a concentrated sucrose 
solution manufactured by Archer Daniels Midland. Relevant 
material properties of the solution are listed in Table I. The 
temperature-dependent viscosity of the fluid is analogous to 
thermally activated creep in the mantle and can be approximated 
by an Arrhenius law, where viscosity (].!) varies exponentially 
with inverse temperature (T) [Olson and Kincaid, 1991]: 
J.l = exp( 1888/(T+93.3)- 11.48}. (I) 
For the range in temperatures used in these experiments, 20-
450C, the viscosity varies from 178 to 9 Pa-s. 
The apparatus is modified from that described by Kincaid et 
a/. [ I996]to incorporate three discrete spreading segments and a 
linear buoyant source oriented along the general trend of the three 
segments. The forced, plate-driven flow is simulated by dragging 
six mylar sheets (two for each ridge segment) across the surface 
of the fluid. Each sheet is threaded around a set of bars which 
ensure contact with the working fluid. The sheets are pulled 
around the spreading axis bars, across the fluid to the take-up 
bars at the tank walls, and up to a receiving roller. For simplicity, 
only one spreading segment is shown in Figure I a. However in 
all of the experiments, the single-ridge system was replaced with 
the three-ridge system shown in Figure I b. Heating elements are 
bolted to the take-up bars so that the mylar and viscously coupled 
fluid are heated slightly before passing through a scraper system 
to separate mylar and fluid. The driving force is supplied by a 
synchronous, high torque DC motor coupled to a gear reducer, 
allowing for a wide range of spreading rates. 
Thermal buoyancy is supplied by a laminated rubber thermal 
resistance-style strip heater which is located directly below the 
base of the tank and insulated below and to the sides to insure 
vertical heat transfer to the underside base of the tank. The 
magnitude of the buoyant force was monitored by measuring the 
temperature of the fluid at the base of the tank above the center of 
the strip heater. In all cases, the voltage to the heater was 
regulated to maintain a relatively constant (±2°C) basal 
temperature to insure a time-independent two-dimensional 
buoyant source. 
The temperature of the fluid reaching the surface of the tank 
was monitored using a series of small (2x2xl mm) platinum 
resistance temperature detectors (RIDs). These were suspended 
just below the surface of the fluid along each of the three ridge 
segments and each of the two transforms. We are able to 
measure temperature variations very near the fluid surface 
because the mylar is not held at a constant temperature. 
Therefore the temperature measurements should be thought of as 
indicators of variations in delivery of fluid from a deep hot 
source, rather than being directly analogous to shallow mantle or 
crustal temperature variations. Temperature information from all 
RTDs was automatically logged at 5-s intervals. Since this 
experiment was concerned only with th.e steady state flow 
pattern, the temperatures recorded during the initial transient 
behavior in the tank were not used. Instead, the long-term 
increase above room temperature at each RTD was determined. 
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a) 
b) 
polarized light source 
Ridge 
II View 
Driven Mylar Reel 
heating strip 
Ridge Axis Cars: 
Passive Mylar 
Rollers--.,. 
' 
114" glass tank 
Driven Mylar Reel 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of laboratory apparatus of Kincaid et al. [ 1996) showing location qf heating strip, mylar 
drive system, and ridge-perpendicular and ridge-parallel views. Mylar is threaded from spool reels down through 
the ridge bars and across the fluid surface. The mylar is then passed through a take-up bar and scraper system to 
separate the mylar and fl uid, up to a take-up reel. This system is driven by a DC motor to provide symmetric plate-
driven flow in the fluid. (b) Schematic of modified ridge-transform apparatus which replaces the single-ridge 
system in Figure I a. Here, six reels of mylar supply three ridge segments. Lengths and sense of offsets can be 
adjusted to create a variety of ridge geometries. 
To do this, the data were first filtered with a 9-point running 
median filter to remove the high-frequency noise. The 
background temperature reading for each RTD was found by 
averaging all of the temperature measurements (generally about 
45 min worth) taken before any upwelling material reached the 
surface. This was then subtracted from the average temperature 
recorded after the final steady state flow had been reached 
(generally about 60 min worth). Standard deviations in 
temperature varied but were generally between 0.2 and 0.5°C. 
Therefore temperature differences greater than 1.0°C can be 
considered significant. 
Fluid circulation/temperature patterns were recorded using 
laser-illuminated images taken with a 35-mm still camera. The 
images were produced by shinning a vertical plane of laser light 
(< I em wide) from a 4-mW He-Ne laser through the tank 
illuminating a single ridge-perpenclicular plane. Exposure times 
were 15-30 s, during which the fluid did not move significantly. 
Reflection of the laser light off of tiny bubbles within the fluid 
creates bright spots in the images. At the start of an experiment, 
the density of microbubbles is lowest in the fluid near the base of 
the tank. This region appears dark as does the central upwelling 
which taps this region of the fluid. Fluid with lower 
concentrations of microbubbles serve as tracers for fluid 
circulation patterns when illuminated with laser light. The higher 
rise rates of microbubbles in the central core of the upwelling 
also contribute to its darker appearance by reducing the level of 
reflected laser light. 
Numerical Simulations 
Three-dimensional uniform viscosity numerical convection 
models [Sparks et al. , 1993 ; Kincaid eta/. , 1996] were used to 
simulate the laboratory experiments. Finite difference 
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Table 1. Properties of Tank and Fluid 
Property 
Horizontal dimensions of tank, em 
Dimensions of area coupled to plates, em 
Layer depth, em 
Length of ridge segments, em 
Length of transforms. em 
Width of strip heater, em 
Thermal expansivity, •c-1 
Density at 22•c. kg!m3 
Thermal diffusivity, m1/s 
approximations on a 17x 129x65 grid (corresponding to a 
16x90x60 em tank) were used to solve the Stokes equations for 
viscous fluid flow and the time-dependent energy balance of 
temperature. The flow was decomposed into two components: a 
plate-driven flow controlled by the moving plate boundary, and a 
buoyant flow with no-slip top and bottom boundaries. The plate-
driven flow was calculated for each of the plate geometries 
studied in the laboratory using a propagator matrix method [see 
Sparks et al.. 1993, Appendix B) for a uniform viscosity layer 
(simulating the tank) over a half-space. A viscosity increase of a 
factor of I 000 at the base of the layer, and stress-free side-wall 
conditions, restricted the return flow to remain within the 
confines of the simulated tank. The stream function-vorticity 
formulation for the buoyant flow technique was solved using a 
multigrid iterative technique [Sparks et a/., 1993). again with 
stress-free side walls. 
A fixed temperature (20 •c) was used for the top and bottom 
boundaries, and the side walls were insulating. To match the 
laboratory conditions for the s trip-heated experiments, all of the 
fluid in the simulated tank was initially at a uniform 2o•c except 
Table 2. Characteristics of Experimental Runs 
Tank Value to Be Matched in Numerics 
96x72 
90x60 
16 
20 
-10,-20, or -30 depending on run 
10 for RTRI geometry, 15 otherwise 
4.6x 10_. 
1422 
I.Oxl0'7 
for the region of heating at the bottom boundary where a 
temperature of 40°C was imposed. For the plate-driven-only 
simulations, a nondiffusive tracer was uniformly spread over the 
bottom layer of the numerical tank before the start of the 
experiment and its subsequent position was observed by plotting 
isosurfaces of tracer concentration. 
The shear stress-free condition on the side walls, used to 
achieve convergence of the numerical method, enhances 
upwelling where the ridge segments intersect the side walls. The 
flow a short distance away from these walls is. however, 
qualitatively very similar to the flow in the tank. Therefore, in 
our comparisons of the laboratory experimems and the numerical 
simulations we concentrate on this cemral region. 
Experimental Design 
A total of 19 experiments (Table 2) were run in the laboratory 
and subsequently simulated using the numerical model. Four . 
differem ridge-transform geometries: RTR I, RTR2. RTR3, and 
RTR4 (Figure 2) were chosen to investigate a variety of ridge 
Experimemal Run Geometry Spreading Rate, Temperature of Strip Heating Strip 
em/min Heater, •c Configuration 
RTRl plate-driven periodic 1.5 N/A N/A 
RTR 1 buoyant periodic none -45 10 em. o• angle 
RTR 1 buoyant-dominant periodic 0.3 -40 10 em. o· angle 
RTRI int.l periodic 0.5 -40 10 em, o· angle 
RTRl int. 2 periodic 1.2 -40 I 0 em, 0° angle 
RTR I plate-driven-dominant periodic 1.6 -40 10 em, o· angle 
RTR2 plate-driven short tfms. 1.4 N/A N/A 
RTR2 plate-driven 2 short tfms. 0.3 N/A N/A 
RTR2 buoyam short tfms. none -40 15 em, 28• angle 
RTR2 buoyant-dominant short tfms. 0.3 -42 15 em, 28° angle 
RTR2 plate-driven-dominant short tfms. 1.5 - 35 IS em, 28° angle 
RTR3 plate-driven long tfms. 1.6 N/A N/A 
RTR3 buoyant long tfms. none -45 IS em, 44 • angle 
RTR3 buoyant-dominam long tfms. 0.3 -47 15 em, 44° angle 
RTR3 plate-driven-dominant long tfms. 1.5 - 40 15 em, 44• angle 
RTR4 plate-driven uneven tfms. 1.5 N/A N/A 
RTR4 buoyant uneven tfms. none -45 15 em, 44 • angle 
RTR4 buoyant-dominam uneven tfms. 0.3 -45 15 em, 44° angle 
RTR4 plate-driven-dominant uneven tfms. 1.5 -45 15 em, 44° angle 
NIA. not applicable; tfms., transforms. 
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a) RTRl Geometry 
Image E -
Image 0 
Image C 
Image B 
Image A 
c) RTR3 Geometry 
. / Strop 
Ridge/Transform 
b) RTR2 Geometry d) RTR4 Geometry 
_...Heating Strip....._ 
~· 
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-~ .... 
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Image 0 
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Image B 
Image A ------- Ridge/Transform Geometry 
~. 
... 
.. ' 
Figure 2. Top views of each of the four ridge-transform and heating strip geometries studied. Spreading ridges are 
indicated by double lines, transforms by single lines. Spreading is perpendicular to the ridge segments. The 
location of the heating strip is indicated by the gray shaded area. (a) Dashed lines indicate locations of laser images 
shown in Figure 4. (b) Dashed lines indicate locations of laser images shown in Figures 6 and 7. 
configurations . These included three different ridge-
length/transform-length ratios and three different orientation 
angles between the linear buoyant source (following the overall 
plate boundary) and the spreading direction (perpendicular to the 
individual spreading segments). The fixed length of the 
spreading segments in the tank made it impossible to scale the 
laboratory apparatus to simulate the return flow at realistic depths 
(> 150 km) beneath the plates. Instead, only the top (diverging) 
portion of mantle convection was simulated. The experiments 
were scaled to a segment length of 125 km and a linear buoyant 
source was used to simulate the hot mantle upwelling from a 
depth of about I 00 km beneath an oceanic spreading center. 
The linear buoyant source used in the experiments was chosen 
to simulate the upwelling within the lower part of the 
asthenosphere that results from divergence along the plate 
boundary. In models of purely plate-driven flow beneath 
segmented spreading centers [Phipps Morgan and Forsy1h, 
1988], mantle upwelling at depths significantly greater than the 
offset length forms a nearly two-dimensional sheet aligned with 
the long wavelength trend of the plate boundary. Since we are 
modeling only the local buoyant flow associated with upwelling 
in the upper 100 km (thermal , compositional and melt gradients 
near the partially melting zone), we simulate the deeper mantle 
upwelling with a linear buoyant source that passes through the 
centers of segments. 
Beneath real ocean ridges, along-axis variations will result 
from a combination o f three-dimensional behavior of both the 
buoyant and the plate-driven components. Several studies [i.e., 
Kincaid el al., 1995; Jha e/ al., 1994: Sparks and Parmenlier, 
1993] have demonstrated that along-axis variations in crustal 
thickness and melt supply may result from plume-like 
instabilities in the upwelling mantle. This study investigates the 
potential for additional, superimposed, along-axis variation 
resulting from ridge segmentation. 
The laboratory experiments are scaled to the mantle through 
two dimensionless quantities, which describe the strength of 
convection and plate motion. The strength of this buoyant flow 
may be characterized by a dimensionless Rayleigh number, Ra: 
(2) 
where p, g, a , 6.T, D, K, and ll are density, acceleration of 
gravity, coefficient of thermal expansion, vertical temperature 
drop across the fluid, layer thi ckness, thermal diffusivity, and 
dynamic viscosity, respectively. Active convection occurs at Ra 
above 6. 7x I 04, which can be achieved with a temperature drop of 
2o•c and a fluid viscosity of 50 Pa-s. This value of Ra applied to 
a 100 km depth scale, implies a 6.T = 2oo•c, and upper mantle 
viscosity of 3x1018 Pa-s [e.g., Sleep, 1990: Craig and McKenzie, 
1986]. 
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In picking a Ra for the numerical experiments, the value of the 
uniform viscosity is chosen to best represent the behavior of the 
variable viscosity laboratory fluid. Previous strip-heating studies 
[Kincaid e ra/ .. 1996] which compare laboratory and constant 
viscosity nu merical results indicate that the appropriate reference 
viscosity for use in defining Ra should be based on the ambient 
flu id temperature (e.g .. away from the thermal boundary layer). 
A viscosity value of 50 Pa-s (corresponding to 29°C fluid) was 
found to produce a match both in onset time of instabilities and 
ascent rates between laboratory and numerical plumes [Kincaid er 
a/., 1996) and was used for all simulations presented here. 
The magnitude of the plate-driven flow scales to the mantle 
through the dimensionless Peclet number, Pe: 
Pe = UrDIK (3) 
where U1 •• D. and K are plate velocity, fluid thickness, and thermal 
diffusivity. respectively. Taking a mantle diffusivity of 1.0 x 10·~ 
m2/s, a mylar half rate of 1.5 em/min corresponds to a mid-ocean 
ridge spreading with a half rate of7.9 em/yr. 
Results 
Buoyant Flow 
For each geometry, a buoyant-only experime nt was conducted 
in wh ich the fluid flow was driven by heat input from the stri p 
heater in the absence of spreading plates. In all cases, the thermal 
boundary layer became unstable after about 30 min (at 
temperatures of about 50°C). and the resulting convection pattern 
was monitored until it reached a steady s tate (with basal strip 
temperatures of 40-45°C). 
The initial time-dependent behavior of the buoyant-only flow 
is similar to previous laboratory studies [e.g .. Whitehead eta/., 
1984; Olson eta/., 1988; Kincaid eta/., 1996]. The thermal 
boundary layer initially goes unstable in a series of plumes. The 
plume heads rise to the surface in about I 0 min and are followed 
by t railing conduits which merge together into a sheet-like 
upwelling. The hot material pools beneath the surface of the 
mylar and spreads outward away from the axis of upwelling. The 
result is a very narrow ( < I em) two-dimensional upwelling 
(Figure 3). Although the RTDs in this experiment could not be 
placed directly above the axis of upwelling, previous strip-
heating experiments [Kincaid er a/. , 1996] found long-lived 
temperature variations of 1-2•c along axis. However, in relation 
to the three-dimensional flow driven by the segmented spreading 
center, these flows are essentially two-dimensional and time-
independent. 
The numerical simulations also produce a sheet-like upwelling 
centered along the hearing strip with material movi ng 
symmetrically away from the axis of upwelling (Plate Ia). The 
temperature-dependent viscosity of the tank fluid leads to a 
narrower upwell ing than that produced in the numerical 
experiments. The numerical experiments also show relatively 
enhanced upwelling where the heating strip intersects the walls. 
due to the stress-free condition employed on the side walls. 
Plate-Driven Flow 
Similarl y, a series of experimental runs were conducted 
without the strip heater in order to characterize the pl ate-driven-
only flow for each geometry. ln each case, the drive system was 
turned on to a fast spreading rate ( 1.5 em/min) and allowed to 
develop a steady state flow paltern (after about 90 min). A 
second plate-driven-only experiment was run with the RTR2 
geometry at a spreading rate of 0.3 em/min (corresponding to a 
plate half rate of 1.6 cm/yr) to confi rm the assumption that the 
paltern of upwe lling in the plate-driven flow is independent of 
spreading rate. Si nee there was no heating, flow could not be 
monitored using the RTDs. However, laser images provided 
clear images of the flow. 
Figure 3. Photograph taken along the axis of the sheet-like upwelling created in the buoyant-only run with strip at 
28° angle and RTDs in the RTR2 geometry. The narrow (-2 mm) upwelling is centered above the strip heater 
which makes a 28° angle with the sides of the tank. The thermometer used to monitor basal fluid temperatures can 
be seen at the front of the tank. The RTDs along the ridges and transforms of the RTR2 geometry can be seen at 
the top of the fluid. Compare to Plate I a. 
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Plate 1. Result or selected numerical simulations of tank . Temperatures on a plane 2 em below the surface of the tank are shown. 131ack 
arrows indicate the direction and magnitude (proportional to arrow length) of fluid now. (a) Buoyant-only run with heating strip at 28° 
angle (compare to Figure 2). The shaded 26•c isothermal surface outlines the hot sheet-like upwelling which is not as narrow <IS that 
observed in the variable-viscosity tank. RTR2 geometry in (b) buoyant-dominant and (c) plate-driven-dominant cases. Compare to Figures 
6 and 7. The shaded isothermal surface outlines the flow pattern in each case. Locations of ridges (double lines) transforms (single lines) 
are indicated at the top of the simulated tank. Note that flow is much more asymmetrical in the plate-driven-dominant case. (d) RTR4 
geometry in the buoyant-dominant case. Note the difference in temperature and efliciem:y of mantle delivery between the long and short 
transforms. The central segment is also very asymmetrical with temperature decreasing near the longer transform. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of laboratory and numerical resu lts showing the steady state flow observed in the RTR I 
plate-driven-only experiment. (a)-( e) Laser-illuminated cross sections through laboratory tank. Locations of cross 
sections are shown in Figure 2a. The view is from the side nearest Figure 4a. Bright spots are created by reflection 
of laser light off of tiny bubbles suspended in the fluid . Dark areas indicate regions of enhanced flu id velocities 
where bubbles have been sheared in the direction of flow. (f)-(j ) Cross sections through the numerical simulation 
at locations correspoding to the laser-illuminated images in Figures 4a-4e. Areas with significant concentrations of 
the passive tracer are dark. 
Plate spreading at the surface of the tank also drives a roughly 
linear band of upwelling. The plate-driven flow in an isothermal 
fluid is illustrated fo r the RTRI geometry in Figure 4. In the 
bottom half of the tank, flu id rises vertically in a continuous 
curved sheet. Closer to the surface, it is swept horizontally in the 
direction of the overriding plate. In Figures 4a and 4 f. fluid 
upwelling from the base of the tank comes to the surface to the 
right of the first ridge segment axis and is transported entirely to 
the right. Closer to the transform (Figures 4b and 4g) some 
material is beginning to feel the effect of the central ridge 
segment and may be moving to the left. At the transform 
(Figures 4c and 4h), material is transported in both directions. In 
Figures 4d and 4i, through the center of the tank, material from 
the base of the tank upwells to the left of the second ridge 
segment axis and is transported entirely to the left. Since this 
ridge configuration is symmetrical. flu id flow in the back half of 
the tank mirrors flow in the front half of the tank: in Figures 4e 
and 4j. material upwell s to the right of the third spreading 
segment axis is transported to the right. 
Numerical plate-driven flow patterns for all four experimental 
geometries are shown in Figure 5. For each plate geometry, the 
dark sinuous band highlights the region where material is 
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a) b) 
c) d) 
Figure 5. Results of numerical si mulations of plate-driven-only flow for (a) RTRl, (b) RTR2, (c) RTR3, and (d) 
RTR4 plate geometries. The pattern of mantle flow is shown by a concentration isosurface of a nondiffusive tracer, 
projected onto a horizontal plane. Locations of the ridges and transforms are indicated by black Jines. The general 
direction of fluid flow (and associated tracer transport) is indicated by arrows. Dashed lines mark the regions near 
the front and back of the tank where the numerical edge effects create a flow pattern which differs from that 
observed in the laboratory tank. The dark band shows where a high concentration of tracer is present in a two-
dimensional cross section located 2 em from the bottom of the tank. This is the axis of the plate-driven upwelling. 
upwelling from the bottom of the tank. In all cases, this band 
describes a smoothed version of the ridge-transform geometry, 
cutting across the inside corners of the ridge-transform 
intersections. The key feature of the upwelling is the along-axis 
variation in the magnitude of the upwelling (indicated by the 
width of the dark band). The three-dimensional plate-driven flow 
causes enhanced upwell ing at segment centers and reduced 
upwelling near transforms. Purely passive flow would have even 
more along-axis variations; however, the flow in the tank is 
affected by the two-dimensional return flow imposed by the 
spreading-perpendicular walls of the tank. If the distance from 
the spreading axes to these end walls were an order of magnitude 
larger than the transform lengths, then the segmented nature of 
the upwelling would extend down to a depth comparable to the 
offset length. 
The transport of material near the surface of the tank is 
illustrated by the gray surfaces shown in Figure 5. These are 
horizontal projections of constant-concentration isosurfaces of a 
nondiffusive tracer. Arrows indicate the primary direction of 
near-surface flow. Since the upwelling is generally not centered 
beneath the spreading axes, material is transported away with the 
plate under which it upwells , resulting in a flow pattern which is 
decidedly asymmetric with respect to the vertical planes 
containing each spreading segment. In the RTR2 and RTR3 
cases, the band is centered beneath the central segment but cuts to 
the inside of the fi rst and third segments. In the RTR4 case, the 
asymmetry of the transform shifts the central segment away from 
the center of the tank, and the axis of upwelling falls to the left of 
the central segment. In the longer transform cases (RTR3 and 
RTR4) no material upwells beneath the transforms. 
Combined Buoyant and Plate-Driven Flow 
Spreading rates were chosen to investigate both buoyant-
dominant and plate-driven-dominant flow. In buoyant-dominant 
cases, a mylar speed of 0.3 em/min corresponds to a half rate of 
1.6 cm/yr in the mantle; in plate-driven-dominant cases, a mylar 
speed of 1.5 em/min corresponds to a half rate of 7.9 em/yr. Two 
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b) 
Figure 6. Laser-illuminated images of steady state flow observed in the RTR2 buoyant-dominant experiment. 
Locations of cross sections are shown in Figure 2b. Dark areas highlight the narrow sheet-like upwelling and the 
hot material pooling at the top of the tank and being transported away by the spreading plates. Compare to Plate 
lb. 
e) 
Figure 7 . Laser-illuminated images of steady-state flow observed in the RTR2 plate-driven-dominant experiment. 
Locations of cross sections are shown in Figure 2b. The flow pattern is similar to the buoyant-dominant case in 
Figure 6 except that the asymmetry of the flow has been accentuated. Compare to Plate I c. 
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intermediate spreading rate experiments were conducted for the 
RTR I geometry, but the relationship to spreading rate was clearly 
demonstrated in just the two end-member cases. Therefore only 
these two spreading rates were used for the other geometries. For 
each of these experiments, the strip heater was turned on before 
the mylar drive system and allowed to create a thermal boundary 
layer, generating a buoyant source in a linear region above the 
strip. When this layer reached a temperature of -40°C (after 
about 20-25 min), the drive system was turned on. A steady state 
flow patte rn generally developed within about I hour and was 
monitored fo r an additional hour to allow sufficient time to 
characterize the flow. 
Figures 6-7 and Plates I b-1 d show results from experiments 
combining segmented plate-driven flow with a linear buoyant 
source. The axis of upwelling does not follow the ridge segments 
but rather cuts across the inside corners, following the general 
trend of the buoyant source. Fluid upwelling to one side of a 
spreading segment is preferentially transported away in that 
direction. The asymmetric transport is enhanced when the plate-
driven component of the flow is stronger. 
In the buoyant-dominant case (Figure 6 and Plate I b), hot fluid 
rises buoyantly to the surface before being transported away from 
the spreading axis. Since the axis of upwelling is offset from the 
ridge axes in the first and third segments (Figures 6a, 6b, and 6f), 
material is transported primarily in one direction. Beneath the 
center of the central segment (Figure 6d), the axis of upwelling 
and the ridge axis coincide and material is transported in both 
directions. The upwelling material near the transforms (Figures 
6c and 6e) may be transported in either direction depending on 
which side of the narrow transform boundary it is on. In the 
plate-driven-dominant case (Figure 7 and Plate !c), hot upwelling 
flu id is swept away before reaching the surface. The only 
exception is where the axes of upwelling and spreading coincide 
(Figure ?d). Since the three-dimensional character of the plate-
driven flow propagates deeper into the tank, regions form 
(typically near transforms) where hot material never reaches the 
surface. 
Along-axis temperature variations for each of the plate 
geometries are shown by the open symbols in Figure 8. 
Temperature variations do not indicate variations in mantl e 
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Figure 8. Temperature increase above room temperature (open symbols) recorded at each of the 15 along-axis 
RTDs. Temperature differences of more than I oc are considered significant; those RTDs without an associated 
temperature failed during that particular experiment. Vertical lines indicate the location of the two transforms. 
Numerical predictions of temperature increase (solid symbols) at the same locations (measured in a plane 2 em 
below to surface of the tank). Note that for all geometries. the greatest along-axis variability is seen in the plate-
driven-dominant cases (circles) and the least along-axis· variability is in the buoyant-only cases (diamonds). 
Although the absolute values of the temperature increase differ between the laboratory and numerical experiments, 
the pattern of lower temperatures near transforms and higher temperatures near segment midpoints is the same. 
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Figure 9. Maximum along-axis temperature variation (computed 
from Figure 8) for each of the geometries. Open symbols 
represent tank values, while solid symbols represent numerical 
experiments. Note that the along-axis variation is similar for the 
buoyant-only and buoyant-dominant cases but increases 
substantially for the plate-driven-dominant experiments. 
temperature. Instead, hotter temperatures indicate efficient 
transpon of upwelling fluid to the ridges. The degree of along-
axis variation in temperature increases with the strength of the 
plate-driven flow (Figure 9). The buoyant-only and buoyant-
dominant flow patterns deliver warm fluid to almost all of the 
RTDs. In these cases, fluid rises to the surface of the tank and 
spreads out below the plates before being transported away. In 
contrast, all of the plate-driven-dominant cases have much larger 
along-axis temperature variations, with colder temperatures 
recorded along the first and third segments and near the 
transforms. Somewhat warmer temperatures along the 
transforms result from transport of warm material along the 
transform. The results of the numerical experiments (solid 
symbols in Figures 8 and 9) also show increased along-axis 
variation with increasing strength of the plate-driven flow. The 
magnitude of the temperature variation is generally lower than 
that observed in the tank, but this may be due to the constant-
viscosity assumption of the numerical experiments. 
Figure 10 combines the observed temperature data with the 
shallow flow patterns, illustrated by isotherms determined from 
the numerical experiments. The increased transform lengths in 
the RTR3 and RTR4 geometries increase the geometrical misfit 
between the buoyant source and the ridge segments. Ahhough 
warm material is delivered to the shorter transform in the RTR4 
geometry, less hot material upwells beneath the longer transform. 
This can be seen in the low temperatures near the second 
transform in Figures 8 and I 0 as well as the cool temperatures at 
the intersection between the second and third segments in Plate 
I d. These cooler temperatures create a distinct asymmetry along-
axis in the middle segment with colder temperatures and less 
efficient upwelling near the longer transform. 
Discussion 
Figure I I summarizes the interaction between a linear buoyant 
source and a segmented ridge for cases of buoyant- and plate-
driven-dominant flow. In the buoyant-dominant case (Figure 
II a), upwelling flu id is delivered to the base of the spreading 
system faster than the plates can advect the fluid away. Hot, 
buoyant fluid therefore ponds beneath the plates. and very little 
axial thermal variability is recorded at the surface. In contrast, 
when the plate-driven component of the flow dominates. the 
interaction of a linear upwelling source with a segmented ridge 
serves as a natural source for axial variability. When upwelling 
fluid is drawn away as fast as it is buoyantly supplied, flow 
rapidly advects the deeper temperature structure to the surface. 
The surface of the tank essentially records a snapshot of the 
deeper thermal structure. At point A (in Figure II b), the ridge 
axis receives hot upwelling fluid , whereas at point I, the ridge 
samples the cooler ambient fluid. If the upwelling is very sheet-
like. a large-amplitude along-axis variation is expected. 
These results show that when a segmented spreading center is 
imposed on the system, axial variability increases with increasing 
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Figure lOa. Results of plate-driven-dominant, buoyant-dominant. and buoyant-only experiments for the RTRI 
geometry. Ridges are indicated by double lines, transforms by single lines. Locations of RTDs are indicated by 
open circles. The temperature increases from Figure 8 are shown. Note the more uniform temperatures along-axis 
in the buoyant-only and buoyant-dominant cases as compared to the plate-driven-dominant case. The 
superimposed curved lines indicate the axis of upwelJing from the bottom of the tank (based on both the laboratory 
and numerical experiments) and shallow flow pattern (which outlines the intersection of a representative isotherm 
with a plane 2 em below the surface of the simulated tank in the numerical experiments) for each case. 
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Figure lOb. As in Figure lOa except for RTR2 geometry. 
dominance of the plate-driven flow (Figures 9). This is different 
from previous laboratory studies with this apparatus (Kincaid et 
a/., 1996) which used a linear source and a linear ridge and found 
that axial variability decreased at faster spreading rates. These 
two conclusions are not contradictory, but rather are applicable to 
different tectonic environments. The experiments of Kincaid er 
a/. (1996] suggest that at relatively unsegmented ridges (such as 
the East Pacific Rise (EPR)) the primary source of along-axis 
variability is likely to be variations in buoyant supply of material 
from depth. In contrast , our experiments are more applicable to 
highly segmented ridges (such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR)) 
where the plate-driven flow can be a significant source of along-
axis variability even in the absence of buoyant source variability. 
Our results suggest that transform length and the angle 
between the plate boundary (trend of the buoyant source) and the 
spreading direction, produce regions (primarily at segment ends) 
where little or no mantle is upwelling from below the ridge. Our 
experimental setup does not address regions near very long 
transform faults where the assumption of a quasi-linear band of 
upwelling breaks down. However, at moderate-sized offsets, 
where a continuous band of buoyant upwelling is a reasonable 
assumption. our experiments suggest that mantle does not upwell 
directly beneath segment ends but it instead upwells beneath the 
inside corners formed by the ridge-transform intersections. This 
could provide both isostatic support (due to the low density of the 
hotter mantle) and dynamical support (due to the vertical mantle 
movement) for the inside-corner topographic highs which are 
commonly observed at slow spreading ridges. 
This geometrical misfi t also has implications for the melt 
supply near transforms. Since the center of mantle upwelling is 
offset from the ridge axis near segment ends, the melt reaching 
these indi rectly supplied regions must travel laterally either from 
beneath the inside comer or along the ridge axis (see Figure I I b). 
In addition. mantle upwelling beneath the inside corners will 
encounter a thicker lithosphere than mantle upwelling directly 
beneath the ridge axis. Assuming a constant onset depth for 
melting, the melting column near transforms will be shorter, 
resulting in less total melt and thinner crust. Therefore the. 
apparent foc using of crustal accretion toward the centers of 
segments may result, at least in pan, from the obliquity between 
the upwelling zone and the segmented spreading centers. 
Our results also predict a systematic along-axis variation in 
major element geochemistry. A shorter melting column will 
result in smaller extents of melting (giving higher sodium 
content) and greater average depth of melting (leading to higher 
iron content) [Langmuir er a/., 1992) near segment ends. We 
predict that this negative correlation between extent of melting 
and mean melting pressure would be most pronounced in regions 
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Figure IOc. As in Figure lOa except for RTR3 geometry. 
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Plate-Driven Dominant Buoyant Dominant Buoyant Only 
Figur e l Od. As in Figure lOa except for RTR4 geometry. 
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Figure 11. Cartoon showing interaction of a linear buoyant source (centered along the dashed line) with a 
segmented ridge system in (a) buoyant-dominant and (b) plate-driven-dominant cases in the laboratory tank. (left) 
A map view. (right) A cross section through the line DD'. The gray shaded area indicates the honest portion of the 
upwelling fluid. Note that cooler ambient fluid is also entrained alongside the upwelling sheet. The dark 
sinusoidal line in Figure II b shows the axis of the plate-driven upwelling. The central core of the hot upwelling 
fluid is midway between the buoyant and plate-driven centers. In the middle of the central segment (point A) in 
each, the hot upwelling fluid is centered beneath the ridge axis. In contrast, near the transforms (along line DD'), 
the upwelling center is offset from the ridge axis. In the buoyant-dominant case, the hot material pools at the 
surface of the tank, but in the plate-driven-dominant case, it is swept away before reaching the surface. 
Hypothetical melt leaving this center of upwelling must therefore travel laterally to reach the ridge axis. 
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(such as the MAR) where the plate boundary trend is oblique to 
the spreading direction, resulting in many adjacent offsets of 
moderate length. 
Although this study does not focus on the origin of ridge 
segmentation it does demonstrate that plate-driven flow due to a 
segmented ridge can contribute to the three dimensionality of the 
underlying mantle flow. In regions where the overall plate 
boundary trend is highly oblique to the spreading direction (such 
as the MAR), the resulting ridge axis may be composed of a 
series of side-stepping, discrete ridge segments, separated by 
moderate-length offsets. Assuming that upwelling from depth is 
oriented roughly along the trend of the plate boundary, the 
resulting misfit between the buoyant source and the discrete 
spreading segments will add additional along-axis variation to 
any three-dimensionality inherited from the buoyant flow. In 
contrast , at spreading ridges (such as the EPR) which are 
comparati vely unsegmented, except by large transforms, the 
upwelling zone and the plate boundary will generally be closely 
aligned and the plate-driven flow will therefore be more two-
dimensional. Thus both the variation in the magnitude of the 
plate-driven flow with spreading rate and the variation in 
segmentation geometry with spreading rate may contribute to a 
more three-dimensional upwelling pattern at slow spreading 
ridges and a more sheet-like, two-dimensional pattern of mantle 
flow at faster spreading ridges. 
Conclusions 
I. In both laboratory and numerical experiments, a constantly 
supplied linear buoyant source creates a stable, sheet-like, two-
dimensional upwelling pauem . The width of the upwelling is 
extremely narrow (< I em) in the variable-viscosity laboratory 
experiments and is broader and more diffuse in the constant-
viscosity numerical experiments. 
2. The interaction between a linear buoyant source and a 
segmented ridge naturall y leads to thermal variability along 
individual ridge segments. This occurs independent of the degree 
of three dimensionality in the upwelling source and is due to the 
geometrical effects of overlying a segmented spreading system 
on top of a sheet-like upwelling. 
3. Our experiments suggest that there may be a misalignment 
between the center of mantle upwelling and the spreading axis 
near the e nds of segments, especially if the segment offset is 
large. We predict that melt erupting at segment ends must travel 
laterally from beneath the inside comer or along the ridge axis. 
Mantle upwelling beneath inside comers will encounter a thicker 
lithosphere (causing melting to cease deeper) than mantle 
upwelling beneath the ridge axis. This predicts thinner crust near 
segment ends and a negative correlation within individual ridge 
segments between extent of melting and melting pressure. 
4. Slow spre ading ridges, like the MAR, are typically more 
highly segmented by larger offset ridge discontinuities than faster 
spreading ridges like the EPR. Therefore both the variation in the 
magnitude of the plate-driven flow with spreading rate and the 
variation in segmentation geometry with spreading rate may 
contribute to a more three-dimensional upwelling pattern at slow 
spreading ridges and a more sheet-like, two-dimensional pattern 
of mantle flow at faster spreading ridges. 
5. The narrowness of the upwelling zone is the only 
significant difference between the variable-viscosity laboratory 
experiments and the uniform-viscosity numerical experiments. 
Future expansion of the numerical models to remove the physical 
constraints imposed by the tank and to include other processes 
(such as melt buoyancy, chemical depletion in the mantle, and 
melt extraction to form a thickening lithosphere) will provide 
additional insight into how the laboratory observations relate to 
mid-ocean ridges. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Three-Dimensional Mantle Upwelling, Melt Generation, and 
Melt Migration Beneath Segmented Slow-Spreading Ridges 
Abstract 
In contrast to the along-axis uniformity observed at the East Pacific Rise (EPR), 
crustal accretion at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) appears to be a highly complex and 
heterogeneous process. Besides spreading rate, one of the first-order differences between 
the EPR and the MAR is the much higher degree of ridge segmentation observed in the 
Atlantic. Circular lows in the mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA bull's-eyes) are common at 
centers of spreading segments of the MAR, suggesting crustal thickness variations of up to 
4 km along individual segments. We use a three-dimensional numerical model of mantle 
flow to examine the effect of ridge segmentation on mantle upwelling and the resulting 
overall crustal production and along-axis variations in crustal thickness. Mantle flow in our 
model is driven by both buoyant forces and segmented plate spreading. A variety of 
asthenospheric viscosity structures, plate spreading geometries, and mantle potential 
temperatures are explored. We find that a combination of buoyant mantle flow and three-
dimensional melt migration can reproduce crustal thickness variations similar to those 
inferred from gravity. Buoyant flow gives rise to variations in upwelling velocity at along-
axis wavelengths greater than 150 km, but does not contribute to short wavelength 
variations. However, three-dimensional melt migration may greatly enhance crustal 
thickness variations along all segments, independent of the wavelength of buoyant 
upwelling. We present an idealized model, in which melt first rises vertically and then 
flows along the base of the lithosphere toward the ridge axis, that easily produces crustal 
thickness variations greater than 4 km. The models also predict that the average crustal 
thickness should decrease with increasing amount of segmentation and decreasing 
spreading rate. Therefore, the thinner, more heterogeneous crust observed at the MAR 
may result from the combined effects of slower spreading rate and more pervasive ridge 
segmentation. 
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Introduction 
Both gravity and seismic studies along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) suggest that 
crustal thickness variations of up to 4 km occur at both transform and non-transform 
offsets [Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990; Blackman and Forsyth, 1991; Sinha and 
Louden, 1983; Tolstoy et al., 1993]. The most persuasive evidence of along-axis crustal 
thickness variations are the mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) bull's-eye lows, which 
correlate with the topographic shallowing observed at the centers of many segments along 
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) [Lin and Phipps-Morgan, 1992]. These gravity lows 
indicate thicker crust and/or warmer mantle temperatures beneath segment centers. If the 
entire anomaly is attributed to variations in crustal thickness, the variations range from 1 to 
4 km (Figure 1) . The most common explanation for these MBA bull's-eyes is that they are 
produced by mantle diapirs which increase melt production, leading to enhanced crustal 
thicknesses above each diapir [Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990]. Mantle diapirs 
have been simulated in the laboratory [Whitehead eta!., 1984; Kincaid eta!., 1996]; 
however, previous modeling studies which include the buoyancy of partial melting 
[Pannentier and Phipps Morgan, 1990; Jha eta!. , 1994; Sparks and Pannentier, 1993; 
Barnouin-Jha et al., 1997] have shown that convective instabilities in mantle upwelJing 
beneath ridges typically grow at wavelengths of -150-400 km, much longer than typical 
segment lengths (-50 km) . 
Previous numerical studies that have modeled segmented spreading centers [Phipps 
Morgan and Forsyth, 1988, Sparks and Parmentier, 1993, Rabinowicz et al., 1993, 
Sparks et al., 1993] have assumed a periodic pattern of long (lOO's of km) segments and 
offsets . In this study, we use four different plate geometries which are characteristic of the 
MAR (with segments 40-70 km long and a variety of offset lengths) and examine the 
possibility that more realistic segmentation geometries may excite buoyant mantle 
instabilities at the observed wavelength. Our models do not predict segment-centered 
mantle diapirs. Instead, we suggest that these large-amplitude, segment-scale crustal 
thickness variations may be due to three-dimensional melt migration. In addition, we 
observe that predicted average crustal thickness varies greatly with mantle properties and 
ridge segmentation geometry. Our study suggests that at slow-spreading, highly 
segmented ridges such as the MAR, significantly less magmatic crust may be produced 
than at faster, less segmented ridges. 
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Design of the Mantle Flow Model 
The numerical model used for these studies is adapted from the 3-D finite difference 
code of Sparks etal. [1993]. All computations were carried out on a 65x129x65 grid 
which maps to a mantle section 480x960 km and 300 km deep, a resolution of 7.5 km 
horizontally and 4.7 km vertically. This grid spacing is sufficient to detect wavelengths of 
buoyant flow down to about 50 km, but we find little power in wavelengths less than 100 
km. Because of the high temperature gradients at the top of the melting region, the 
discretization of the model space leads to an underestimation of the degree of melting by a 
maximum of 0.67% (corresponding to 5% of the total crustal thickness). Since crustal 
thickness is underestimated in all locations, errors in along-axis variations, particularly at 
non-transform offsets, are significantly less. 
Incompressible mantle flow is decomposed into a plate-driven component and a 
buoyancy-driven component. A third component of mantle flow, the compressible flow 
due to the extraction of melt, is small when the melting region is not extremely focused, 
and has been neglected. The mathematical formulation and numerical methods are 
discussed further in Appendix A. 
We investigate spreading geometries in which several adjacent segments are offset in 
the same sense. To minimize variations in the distance of the various ridge segments from 
the edges of the computational domain, the spreading direction is rotated with respect to the 
rectangular computational domain by an angle, 8:. 
e total length of offsets tan = ------=---"---""-----
total length of spreading segments 
e is the angle between the spreading direction and a line nmmal to the long-wavelength 
orientation of the plate boundary. 
(1) 
Viscosity is taken to be a function of depth to simulate the effects of pressure on 
rheology. Three different ve1tical viscosity structures were investigated (Figure 2). In 
most of our numerical experiments, we simulate a low-viscosity asthenospheric layer by 
assigning a reference viscosity to the upper 180 km of the model space which is bounded 
below by a smooth, but rapid, increase in the viscosity (by a factor of 20) centered about a 
depth of 150 km (Figure 2a) [Barnouin-Jha et al., 1997]. This is consistent with pressure-
dependent rheological laws that show an increase in viscosity by about a factor of 20 over a 
depth of 100 km [Scott, 1992]. Changing this profile has only minor effects on our results 
as discussed below. The buoyant flow component is also bounded above by a rigid 
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lithosphere defined by the 1150°C isotherm (see Appendix A), so that buoyant flow is 
confined to the low-viscosity asthenosphere. 
The plate-driven component of flow drives passive upwelling of uniform 
temperature mantle into the bottom of the box. Mantle then leaves through the side-walls. 
Therefore the model space encompasses a small section of a much larger plate-scale 
circulation. This study focuses on the role of buoyancy sources that originate in the 
asthenosphere. The assumption of uniform temperature at the base of the model region 
ignores along-axis variations in mantle upwelling caused by deep mantle sources (such as 
mantle plumes). 
For each set of conditions (plate geometry, spreading rate, viscosity structure, and 
reference porosity) we first conduct an experiment without buoyant flow. The steady-state 
solution is then used as an initial condition for an experiment with buoyant flow and a high 
reference viscosity (5 x 1019 Pas). In each subsequent experiment in the series, the 
viscosity is lowered by approximately a factor of two. 
We include three sources of buoyancy [Bamouin-Jha et al., 1997]: temperature 
variations (thermal expansion coefficient, a= 3 X I0-5 oc-1) , preferential depletion of Fe 
with respect to Mg in the mantle due to the extraction of melt (10% depletion is equivalent 
to a temperature increase of 80°C), and retention of a small fraction of melt (density 
difference between solid and melt, ~p = 500 kgfm3). The rate of melt flow depends on the 
permeability (propo1tional to the square of the melt retention), and melt retention is 
determined by an instantaneous balance between the Darcy flux of melt and the melt 
production in a given mantle column [after Jha et al., 1994]. In this study, the chosen 
permeabilities result in maximum retained melt fractions of 0-3% (with most experiments 
below 2%). This was chosen in accordance with laboratory and observational studies 
suggesting that interstitial melt becomes interconnected at small melt fractions and is 
quickly extracted [e.g., Daines and Richter, 1988, Johnson and Dick, 1992; McKenzie, 
1985] and with geophysical data that precludes the presence of large melt fractions [e.g. , 
Forsyth, 1992; Magde et al., 1995]. We use a solidus with a slope of 3.75°C/krn and a 
melting rate of 0.33% per krn of adiabatic upwelling (Table 1). 
The predicted crustal thickness variations are a function of the three-dimensional 
distribution of melt production and a model of melt extraction. In order to focus on the 
contribution of three-dimensional mantle upwelling to crustal thickness variations, in the 
initial discussion of our results, we use a two-dimensional model of melt migration, as in 
Sparks et al. [1993]. In this model, crustal thickness at a given point along-axis is taken to 
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be the rate of melt production in the plane perpendicular to the axis, divided by the 
spreading rate. We will address crustal thickness variations due to three-dimensional melt 
migration in a later section. 
Segmentation Geometries 
Four different plate geometries were chosen (Figure 3) to represent a variety of 
conditions observed in nature. GEOM 1, designed to simulate the MAR between the Kane 
and Atlantis fracture zones, is the reference geometry used in the majority of the 
experiments. The ratio of segment length to offset length is 2: 1 and the only wavelength 
present in the plate-driven flow is the segment length of 71.6 km. GEOM2 is similar to 
GEOMI in that the ratio of segment to offset length remains 2:1. However, the segments 
are only 44.4 km long which is more representative of the short segments observed along 
some sections of the MAR. GEOM3 simulates a region (such as the equatorial MAR) 
where the overall plate boundary is highly oblique to the direction of plate spreading (from 
(1), 8 = 63.3°). The large offsets dominate the system where the segment to offset length 
ratio is 1:2. Segments are 42.9 km long and offsets are 85.9 km. Finally, GEOM4 
superposes two distinct wavelengths (-55 and -170 km). All of the segments are 56.6 km 
in length, but every third offset is 113.1 km, while the intervening offsets are only 28.3 
km. Here the rotation angle, 8, is 45°. This geometry simulates moderately oblique 
sections of the MAR, such as the region between the Hayes and Oceanographer 
transforms, where large transform faults are separated by shorter offsets. 
Wavelength of Mantle Flow and Melting 
In experiments which combine segmented plate-driven flow with moderate buoyant 
flow, the segmentation geometry has a strong influence on the amplitude and wavelength of 
along-axis crustal thickness variations (Figure 4). For the first three plate geometries, 
which have only one segmentation wavelength, the magnitude of the along-axis variations 
increases with increasing offset length. The extremely short offsets in GEOM2 are the least 
influential, producing only 3% crustal thinning at offsets (0.2 km of along-axis crustal 
thickness variation in 7.1 km average thickness). The longer offsets in GEOMl and 
GEOM3 result in 8% and 24% thinning, respectively. GEOM4 contains two different 
segmentation wavelengths, however the longer offsets clearly dominate the system. 
Crustal production drops to zero near the 113 km offsets, but there is no variation at the 28 
km offsets. These large crustal thickness variations associated with the longer transforms 
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result in part from the constructive interaction between the segmentation geometry and the 
wavelength of mantle upwelling variations. However, even in the absence of buoyant 
flow, the GEOM4 plate-driven flow alone produces 2 km of crustal thinning (average 
crustal thickness is 2.5 km) at the long transforms. 
For modest amounts of buoyant flow (asthenospheric viscosity> 2 x 1Q19 Pa-s), 
the along-axis wavelength and magnitude of variations in the amount of melting are 
controlled by the segmentation geometry. (Although the average crustal thickness is a 
function of mantle potential temperature, asthenospheric viscosity, and retained melt 
fraction, see Table 2). The small segment-scale (-50 km) variations do not arise from 
strong variations in deep mantle upwelling velocity, but rather from the depression of the 
top of the melting region beneath offsets . Cooling of the upper mantle at these offsets 
increases with offset length, but in no case produces more than -1.5 km of crustal 
thinning. At typical non-transform offsets (-20 km long) crustal thinning is <0.5 km, 
significantly less than the 4 km inferred from the observed variations in MBA. 
In addition to the experiments described in Table 2, we have investigated mantle 
flow with asthenospheric viscosities as low as 0.5 x 1Q19 Pa-s, melt retention as high as 
8%, and mantle potential temperatures in the range of 1325°C-1400°C. Within this range of 
conditions, none of the four plate segmentation geometries drive mantle diapirs at the 
segmentation wavelength. In agreement with a previous numerical study [Barnouin-Jha et 
al., 1997], buoyant mantle instabilities segment the upwelling beneath the ridge at low 
viscosities, at wavelengths of 150-400 km. 
Effect of Mantle Viscosity on Wavelength of Along-Axis Variations 
Two additional asthenospheric viscosity structures were investigated (using 
GEOMI) to determine the role of asthenospheric thickness and structure on mantle flow. 
The rheological prope1ties of melting mantle are poorly constrained, but experiments 
indicate that the presence of a melt phase reduces mantle viscosity [e.g., Hirth and 
Kohlstedt, 1995] while melt extraction increases viscosity in the residual mantle [e.g., 
Phipps Morgan, 1987; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]. Numerical experiments were 
conducted using three different vertical viscosity structures (Figure 2) and GEOM1, in an 
attempt to determine the role of these rheological variations on the wavelength of 
upwelling. Structure #1 (also used in experiments with the other plate geometries) 
assumes a uniform viscosity within the melting region, and a gradual increase at depth due 
to increasing pressure. The top of the asthenosphere is defined by the base of a rigid plate 
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at the 1150°C isotherm, resulting in an asthenospheric layer -150 km thick. Structure #2 
assumes the viscosity is influenced primarily by retained melt, with the viscosity decreasing 
rapidly with height above the onset of melting, resulting in a thin ( -75 km), shallow 
asthenosphere near the axis, and essentially no asthenosphere off axis where the 1150°C 
isotherm deepens. This viscosity structure is designed to maximize the effect of melt 
buoyancy on mantle upwelling even though it underestimates the sublithospheric viscosity 
outside the melting region. Structure #3 assumes that viscosity is increased by the 
dehydration of residual mantle during melt extraction. This results in a thin, deeper (below 
-75 km) asthenosphere bounded by the base of the melting region and an increase with 
pressure at -150 km (as in Structure #1). 
Although the different asthenospheric structures affect the strength of upwelling 
within the melting region (note the variation in average crustal thickness in Table 2), they 
do not affect the along-axis wavelength of upwelling. For asthenospheric viscosities of 3 x 
1Ql8 Pa-s and above, upwelling variations do not occur at wavelengths less than 150-200 
km; there are no centers of mantle upwelling with wavelengths comparable to segments 
(-50 km). 
Previous studies in which convection is driven primarily by thermal buoyancy 
demonstrate that the minimum wavelength of lateral variations in upwelling velocity is 
controlled by the thickness of the low-viscosity, convecting layer [Rabinowicz et al., 1993; 
Sparks et al., 1993; Rouzo et al., 1995]. However, in the regime where melt and/or 
depletion are the primary sources of buoyancy, the horizontal wavelength is at least twice 
the height of the melting region [Tackley and Stevenson, 1993; Barnouin-Jha et al., 1997]. 
This height is reasonably well-constrained to be 50-80 km by evidence that melting begins 
in the garnet stability field [Salters and Hart, 1989; Johnson et al. , 1990] and by the 
abundance of dredged harzburgites [c.f. Dick, 1989] which indicate that the maximum 
extent of melting must be greater than 20-25% [c.f. Hess, 1992]. We find that variations 
in the vertical viscosity structure, such as those we have examined, have little effect on the 
wavelength of crustal thickness variations. 
Lateral temperature-related viscosity variations in the asthenosphere should not 
significantly change our conclusions about the wavelengths of mantle upwelling. The 
assumption of uniform deep mantle temperature and the fact that the temperature within the 
melting region is buffered near the solidus limit horizontal gradients in temperature 
variations below and within the melting region. Therefore, we expect lateral viscosity 
variations due to temperature to be important only below long transforms, which are 
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associated with significant conductive cooling (Figure 4d). Temperature-related viscosity 
variations may change the mantle flow pattern beneath transforms, but is not expected to 
have a significant effect on the flow beneath non-transform offsets. 
It is possible that lateral viscosity variations associated with the variations in melt 
fraction and depletion may change the wavelength of buoyant upwelling variations. 
However, shorter wavelength features are more likely to form at lower asthenospheric 
viscosities than those that we found were required to satisfy observational constraints on 
average crustal thickness. The role of rheological variations in melting mantle is an 
important problem that requires further investigation. 
Controls on Average Crustal Thickness 
Besides controlling the wavelength of along-axis variations in crustal thickness, the 
details of the spreading geometry also have a profound effect on the predicted average 
crustal thickness. We predict a correlation between the ratio of segment length/offset length 
and the average crustal thickness (Figure 5). This correlation is most pronounced in 
experiments with plate-driven-only flow , although it is still significant even in the presence 
of strong buoyant mantle upwelling. We predict that the initial depth of melting remains 
quite constant along-axis in all of these runs. However, at highly segmented spreading 
centers, the lithosphere is thicker on average, and there is greater depression of the top of 
the melting column beneath longer offsets. Therefore, predicted average crustal thickness 
decreases with decreasing ratio of segment/offset length. 
As mantle potential temperature is increased, the wavelength and amplitude of 
along-axis variations remain constant, however the average cmstal thickness increases due 
to the increasing height of the melting column (Figure 6). The effect of lowering the 
reference viscosity is to enhance buoyant upwelling, which allows melt-retention-related 
and temperature-dependent processes to compete with the plate-driven flow. Average 
crustal thickness also increases rapidly as the reference viscosity is decreased (Table 2), 
enhancing buoyant flow. However, while these variations in model parameters change the 
average crustal thickness and the amplitude of variations, the along-axis wavelength of 
variations remains the same. 
Three-Dimensional Melt Migration 
For cmst to be created, melt must migrate ve1tically out of the melting region, and 
laterally toward the axis. Models of mantle flow indicate that melt must be extracted from a 
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melting zone significantly wider than the -3 km wide neo-volcanic zone in order to produce 
-6 km of crust [e.g., Reid and Jackson, 1981; Scott and Stevenson, 1989; Buck and Su, 
1989; Satin and Parmentier, 1989]. There is also evidence, at least in some cases, that 
there must be lateral motion [Dick, 1989; Spiegelman, 1996]. Fracture zones and non-
transform offsets are generally associated with areas of thin (2-4 km) inferred crust . If the 
amount of crust reflects melting only in the immediately underlying mantle, we would 
expect this residual mantle to be only mildly depleted in the trace and major elements that 
concentrate in the melt. Instead, large degrees of depletion are observed in peridotites 
recovered from fracture zones [Dick, 1989]. It is difficult to imagine that this cold mantle 
in the shallow lithosphere has been translated to the fracture zone from a distant, more melt-
rich area. More likely, some of the melt produced within this mantle has moved away from 
the fracture zones through along-axis melt migration. 
The question of how melt migrates beneath a three-dimensional spreading center is 
unanswered. We explore one mechanism that suggests an origin for segment-scale melt 
focusing: the transport of melt along the top of the melting region. It has been suggested 
that melt moving upward through hot, permeable mantle can collect at an impermeable 
boundary at the top of the melting column, and then migrate laterally toward the ridge along 
a sloping boundary layer [Sparks and Parmentier, 1993, Spiegelman., 1993, Sparks and 
Parmentier, 1994]. Following this idea, we assume that melt travels vertically until it 
reaches the top of the melting region and then is driven upslope by buoyancy until it 
reaches the ridge axis (Figure 7). Even the relatively small amount of lithospheric 
thickening associated with short, non-transform offsets depresses the top of the melting 
region, and the resulting slope is available to focus melt toward segment centers. 
We choose an idealized melt migration model that has some basis in the physics of 
melt migration and can be easily combined with already complex three-dimensional mantle 
calculations. In so doing, we have left out much of the detailed physics that may affect the 
direction of melt migration before the melt arrives at the base of the lithosphere. For 
example, pressure gradients in the solid flow field act to focus melt toward the axis 
[Spiegelman and McKenzie, 1987; Phipps Morgan., 1987]. The pressure gradients in our 
three-dimensional flow fields also have an along-axis component, driving melt toward 
segment centers. However, these pressure gradients may not be large enough to cause 
significant melt motions unless the mantle viscosities are on the order of 1 Q21 Pa-s 
[Spiegelman. and McKenzie, 1987]. The spontaneous concentration of melt production 
and migration into channels by chemical reactions has been indicated by both theoretical 
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studies [Aharanov et al., 1995] and observations of ophiolites [Kelemen et al., 1995]. 
Such instabilities will introduce strong time-dependence and spatial heterogeneity into the 
melt extraction process even before melt reaches the base of the lithosphere. Melt 
extraction through the brittle lithosphere is another poorly understood process. Ideally, we 
would like to include detailed, time-dependent melt migration and crustal formation into the 
mantle flow calculations, but the small length and time scales of these processes makes this 
too computationally costly at this time. 
For each of the experiments shown in Figure 4, we calculate three-dimensional melt 
migration paths along the top of the melting region (Figure 8). Melt is assumed to move 
along these paths until it reaches the shallowest point of the melting region beneath the 
ridge axis. All of the melt is then extracted at this point to produce crust (either intrusively 
or extrusively). 
This three-dimensional melt migration scheme results in large along-axis variations 
within each segment. However, the amplitude of these variations may be reduced by two 
effects. 1: Lateral melt flow may slow with decreasing dip angle [Sparks and Parmentier, 
1994 ], so that melt may be incorporated into the crust before it reaches the shallowest point 
of the melting region. 2: The melt may be redistributed within the crust (e.g., by 
propagation of dikes along-axis [Embley and Chadwick, 1994]; or by lower crustal ductile 
flow [Buck, 1996]). We attempt to account for both inefficient melt transport and crustal 
redistribution by smoothing the along-axis crustal profiles over a distance of 30 km using a 
four-point boxcar filter and by extracting melt when it comes within 5 km of the ridge axis 
(the half-width of a typical axial valley). 
This three-dimensional melt migration model produces several kilometers of crustal 
thickness variations at all of the non-transform offsets (Figure 9). Comparison of 
GEOM1 , GEOM2, and GEOM3 shows that the amplitude of the along-axis variations 
increases with increasing offset length. The actual amplitude of along-axis crustal 
thickness variations are somewhat arbitrary; they depend on the amount of smoothing and 
the width of the melt extraction zone. The important point is that with three-dimensional 
melt focusing it is easy to create very large along-axis variations in crustal thickness. 
In GEOM4, both melt migration models predict very large degrees of crustal 
thinning associated with the long transforms. This thinning is due to a relatively wide 
region below the transforms in which the mantle flow field generates no melt (Figure 4d). 
Dredging studies find peridotites suggesting there may indeed be extremely thin crust near 
transforms [ c.f., Aumento and Loubot, 1971; Karson et al., 1984; Rona et al., 1987; Dick, 
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1989] as discussed below. However the large width of this region of little or no crustal 
production could be due to unmodeled rheological variations in the asthenosphere and 
brittle lithosphere near large offsets. This region of reduced upwelling and little or no 
crustal production may be considerably narrower in a model that can resolve the sharp 
horizontal gradients in viscosity across a transform fault [Blackman and Forsyth, 1995]. 
This is unlikely to be a factor near short offsets across which there is little variation in 
lithospheric thickness. 
Discussion 
The results of these experiments suggest that segment-centered mantle diapirs are 
unlikely to be the primary mechanism for creating segment-centered gravity bull's-eyes. 
We find that variations in buoyant mantle upwelling occur at wavelengths considerably 
longer than typical segment lengths. Furthermore, experimental determinations of a large 
increase in mantle viscosity due to dehydration at the onset of melting [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 
1996] imply that buoyant diapirs could not form in the melting region . Therefore, while 
our model of mantle processes produces results that are in general agreement with 
observations of segmented ridge, we cannot identify the cause of short-wavelength 
segmentation. 
One possible explanation is that melt migration within the body of the melting 
region focuses at some inherent wavelength [Spiegelman, 1993; Kelemen et al., 1995; 
Aharanov et al., 1995]. Another alternative is that short-wavelength ridge segmentation 
originates in the brittle lithosphere. Observational evidence suggests that the migration of 
non-transform offsets may be controlled by the relative length of the two adjacent segments 
[Macdonald et al. , 1991] or by the regional bathymetric gradient [Escartin, 1996]. Both 
hypotheses imply a lithospheric control of the short-wavelength segmentation. One 
possibility is that lithospheric segmentation is inherited from continental break-up or plate 
reorganization effects. Three-dimensional mantle convection patterns may then determine 
which offsets develop into long-lived transforms while intervening segment boundaries 
develop into less stable non-transform offsets. 
Recent data collected along the South-West Indian Ridge (SWIR) are consistent 
with the idea that small-scale segmentation originates in the lithosphere, and that melt 
focusing is a result of the degree of segmentation. The -1000 km long section between 16 
and 25°E is composed of twelve segments segmented by small (<10 km, 1.5 m. y.) non-
transform discontinuities. Since this section of the SWIR is spreading very slowly (0.7 
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crnlyr half-rate), buoyant flow would be expected to be even more important here than at 
the MAR. Yet, only two of these segments, show even small-amplitude MBA bull's-eyes 
[Grindlay et al., 1997]. This pattern of segmentation and gravity anomalies argues against 
the idea that segmentation is driven by focused mantle upwelling. Furthermore, our 
proposed mechanism for focused melt flow would not be very effective at producing large 
crustal thickness variations, because of the very small variations in lithospheric thickness at 
these offsets (which are -114 the age of typical non-transform offsets at the MAR). 
Our results also suggest that the correlation between MBA, segment length, and 
offset length [e.g., Detrick et al., 1995] may not indicate a simple relationship between 
segment size and mantle diapir size (as suggested by Lin et al. , 1990), but, rather, a more 
complicated relationship between mantle upwelling, melt migration, and plate 
segmentation. The models with geometry GEOM3 indicate that long transform length 
alone is not sufficient to produce large along-axis variations in mantle upwelling. The 
transf01ms must also be spaced widely enough (as they are in GEOM4) that they can 
interact positively with the wavelength of mantle instabilities. When transforms are <-150 
km apart, a correlation between offset length and MBA amplitude would not be observed. 
When transforms are spaced >-200 km (such as Oceanographer and Hayes) they can have 
a large effect on mantle flow [Magde et al. , 1997], and lead to the observed association of 
large MBA bull's-eyes with longer offsets [Detrick et al., 1995]. Even where widely-
spaced long transforms have a large effect on mantle flow, intervening shorter offsets have 
little influence. However, these short offsets can still have a substantial effect on along-
axis crustal thickness variations if three-dimensional melt migration transports melt laterally 
toward segment midpoints. 
Another implication of our experimental results is that regional crustal thickness 
may vary systematically with variations in mantle properties (such as mantle potential 
temperature, asthenospheric viscosity, and mantle permeability) as well as variations in 
plate geometry. If mantle viscosity is relatively high, so that the flow field is close to 
passive upwelling, crustal production increases with increasing spreading rate [Reid and 
Jackson, 1981]. These results appear to be at odds with seismic observations suggesting 
that the crust is produced with uniform thickness worldwide [Raitt, 1963; Chen, 1992; 
White et al., 1992]. However, seismic velocities for partially serpentinized peridotite are 
very similar to those of unaltered gabbro [Christensen and Salisbury, 1982]. Therefore, if 
the upper mantle is at least partially serpentinized, the seismic moho may overestimate 
magmatic crustal thicknesses [Hess, 1962; Clague, 1977], especially at slow spreading 
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centers. Alternatively, in regions of discontinuous magma supply (such as the MAR), the 
lower crust may be composed of interspersed bodies of gabbro and peridotite, again 
leading to seismic overestimation of magmatic crustal thickness [Cannat, 1993; 1995]. 
The routine dredging of serpentinized peridotite from fracture zones [c.f., Aumento and 
Loubot, 1971; Karson et al., 1984; Rona et al., 1987] supports this hypothesis. The 
inclusion of serpentinized peridotite in seismic estimates of slow-spreading crustal 
thickness is in agreement with studies of abyssal peridotites which find larger extents of 
melting in the Pacific as compared to the Atlantic, and suggests that crustal thickness may 
not be uniform worldwide [Niu and Hekinian, 1996]. 
Furthermore, we note that seismic studies tend to be conducted at the centers of 
segments, and may therefore be biased toward overestimating crustal thicknesses, 
particularly at slow-spreading ridges where gravity [e.g., Blackman and Forsyth, 1991; 
Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al. , 1990] and seismic [Sinha and Louden, 1983; Tolstoy et 
al., 1993] studies suggest that crustal thickness varies significantly. There is also a distinct 
lack of seismic studies at very highly segmented ridges. One recent seismic study of the 
Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR) near 57°E finds only 4 km of crust extending off axis to 
ages of at least 15 Ma [Muller, et al., 1996]. Further study may reveal additional ridges 
which produce thin crust. 
Our models make specific predictions of where plate geometry may effect crustal 
thickness. Smaller ratios of segment/offset length produce both weaker plate-driven 
upwelling and stronger thermal effects near large offsets. This result suggests that the 
magmatic crustal thickness should decrease in areas where the ridge is more highly 
segmented, even along ridges with uniform mantle properties and spreading rates. The 
degree of melting appears to be markedly lower in the highly segmented section of the 
SWIR than in unsegmented areas. West of l6°E, the ridge trend is highly oblique to the 
spreading direction and the recovery of both alkaline basalts and a large fraction ( 11%) of 
diopside from the ridge crests suggest a low degree of melting. To the east, the ridge is 
linear and unsegmented, and dredges recover abundant Mid-Ocean ridge basalt (MORB) 
with only 5% diopside [H. Dick, personal communication, 1997]. 
Conclusions 
1. Our model, including buoyant mantle flow and approximate three-dimensional melt 
migration, can produce large variations in crustal thickness near both transforms and non-
transform offsets. 
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2. These models indicate that diapiric upwelling is unlikely create the along-axis variations 
in crustal thickness. Under the conditions in which diapiric upwelling does occur, the 
wavelengths (150-400 km) are much longer than the typical segmentation wavelength (-50 
km). 
3. The predicted average crustal thickness is strongly dependent on plate geometry, mantle 
properties, and spreading rate. In highly segmented ridges, thick, cold lithosphere at 
offsets depresses the melt region resulting in a positive correlation between average crustal 
thickness and ridge/offset ratio. The combination of increased cooling at offsets and 
decreased plate-driven upwelling may reduce crustal thicknesses as much as 75% at highly-
segmented, slow-spreading ridges such as the equatorial MAR. 
Appendix A. 
The rotation of the spreading direction with respect to the axes of the computational 
domain was necessary to allow buoyant flow calculations in relatively large domains for 
plate geometries that are not periodic in a direction perpendicular to spreading (i.e. do not 
have equal lengths of left- and right-stepping offsets). Periodic segmentation geometries 
[as in Phipps Morgan and Forsyth, 1988; Sparks et al., 1993; Rabinowicz et al., 1993] 
allow the application of periodic or symmetry boundary conditions on the spreading-
parallel vertical edges of the computational region. This condition also maximizes the 
distance between the spreading centers and the spreading-perpendicular edges of the region 
(Figure Ala). The 'center of spreading', a line which represents the center of the spreading 
system within the region, is kept parallel to one of the axes of the domain (i.e., they axis). 
The angle of rotation, 8, (Figure Ale) is determined by the total offset length to total 
segment length ratio. In this case, each spreading segment is equidistant from the x 
boundaries. Since the plate spreading component of flow is only calculated once for each 
geometry and can use a much larger box, it is still done as periodic, in a ridge-parallel box 
(Figure Alb; Appendix B of Sparks et al., 1993), with velocities imposed on the top 
surface of the box. The results are then interpolated onto the rotated grid used in the 
convection calculation. The change in plate thickness across an offset will affect the 
underlying passive flow [Blackman and Forsyth, 1992] to a depth that increases with 
increasing offset length. Our assumption of a flat-plate in the passive flow probably leads 
to an overestimation of the lateral extent of cooling near long offsets. 
The buoyant flow is solved separately for a viscosity-layered medium, and added to 
the plate spreading flow. The buoyant component is periodic in both the x andy 
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directions. Note that the addition of plate-driven flow retains periodicity in they direction 
but creates outflow through both of the x-boundaries. We define a three-dimensional 
- -vorticity, cv, and three-dimensional potential (stream function), VJ, as, 
(Al ) 
where u is the buoyant flow velocity vector. Substituting for the stress tensor in the 
balance of pressure gradients, and setting horizontal gradients of viscosity to zero, yields 
two second-order vector equations: 
2-+ 
T] v (J) = 2ary am- (J2 ry (w+2()2Vt )- V x(pg) ()z ()z ()z2 ()z2 (A2) 
2-v 1/f= - (J) (A3) 
Here, z is vertical distance (positive downward), T] is mantle viscosity, pis mantle density, 
and g is the acceleration of gravity (pointing downward). 
These equations are solved in a region bounded by no-slip boundaries at a depth of 
300 km and at the base of a thermally-defined sloping lithosphere. Horizontal viscosity 
gradients at the sharp imposed transition between the asthenosphere and lithosphere base 
are ignored. This assumption leads to inaccuracies in the buoyant flow velocities near 
this boundary. However, the decoupling of the buoyant and passive components of the 
f low causes the buoyant flow velocities to vanish at this boundary. Therefore the total flow 
velocities near the lithosphere, which are what determine the temperature and the melting 
field, are not effected by errors in the buoyant flow calculation. 
The Jack of horizontal viscosity gradients within the asthenosphere cause the vertical 
components of (A2) and (A3) to vanish, and effectively decouple the horizontal 
components from each other. However, each component of vorticity is coupled to the 
component of the stream function in the same direction, through the viscosity gradient 
terms on the right hand side of (A2), and through the no-slip boundary conditions [see 
Appendix A of Sparks et al., 1993 for details on these boundary conditions]. Therefore the 
vorticity and stream function are solved iteratively, with under-relaxation on the updating of 
the vorticity term. 
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The viscosity derivatives on the right-hand side of (A2) limit the usable viscosity 
structures to second-order smooth functions, with point-to-point viscosity variations less 
than a factor of 2. However, with the viscosity structures used in this work (Figure 2), the 
additional coupling due to vertical viscosity gradients cause little or no reduction of the 
convergence rate (compared to the uniform viscosity experiments of Sparks et al., [1993]). 
Therefore, relatively fast solution of large problems is preserved: typically, a 65x129x65 
run that achieves steady-state in 1500 time steps will run in less than 6 hours on an HP 
715/80 workstation. 
Melt is assumed to be extracted from the mantle by flowing through a permeable, 
viscously deforming mantle [e.g., Ahern and Turcotte, 1979, McKenzie, 1984]. The melt-
filled porosity (retained melt fraction), ¢, at each depth (z) within a melting column is 
approximated by the equation 
ko ~ g ¢2 + w ¢ -lz r d( = 0 
Zn 
(A4) 
W is the solid mantle upwelling velocity, L1p is the density difference between solid and 
melt, Tis the melting rate, zo is the depth of initial melting, and J.1 is the melt viscosity. The 
mantle permeability is taken to be proportional to ¢)2, where ko is a poorly-known constant 
depending on grain size and pore geometry. (A4) is derived by assuming that the vertical 
melt flux is equal to the integrated melting rate in the underlying column, and that the 
mantle obeys Darcy ' s law for flow through a permeable medium. This method was also 
employed in Jha et al. [1994] and Barnouin-Jha et al., [1997]. 
This approximation assumes that melt flow is (a) not affected by solid pressure 
gradients, (b) rapid with respect to mantle flow, and (c) very rapid outside actively melting 
regions (perhaps migrating through a transient crack network). These assumptions lead to 
there being no horizontal component of melt flow. At the mantle viscosities investigated 
here, pressure gradients that can drive lateral migration of melt [e.g., Spiegelman and 
McKenzie, 1987; Ribe, 1986] will be relatively small. Within the bulk of the melting 
region, the horizontal component of mantle flow due to plate spreading is <10% of the 
upwelling rate. As a result, the melt fraction can be calculated from the instantaneous 
distribution of melting rate. This simplification does not allow the calculation of time-
dependent migration effects, such as solitary waves [e.g. , Scott and Stevenson, 1984; 
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McKenzie, 1984; Spiegelman, 1993]. However, it does provide a reasonable 
approximation of the time-averaged melt fraction available to drive buoyant mantle flow, 
and it eliminates the need to track the advection of melt at a much finer time scale than is 
required for the rest of the problem. 
The equations for potential temperature, T, 
the equilibrium degree of melting, F, 
and the mantle depletion, ~. 
F = T ' - Tsolidus 
i1T 
a~ - ~= 
- + u·'Vs=T at 
(AS) 
(A6) 
(A7) 
are coupled through the melting rate, r, which is defined as the material derivative of F. In 
(AS), 1C is the thermal diffusivity, L is latent heat of fusion and Cis specific heat. In (A6), 
T' is true temperature, taken to be potential temperature plus a linearized adiabatic gradient 
of O.S ·c/km. F is taken to vary linearly with tiUe temperature above the solidus. The 
constant of proportionality, i1T, is taken to be 6oo·c , yielding a dT!dF of 6.C/%, a 
reasonable number for fractional melting [Langmuir et al. , 1992] . The mantle solidus is 
given by 
Tsolidus = 1100·c + (3.7S ·c/km) z (A8) 
Advection of depleted mantle (A7) is solved by a first order characteristic scheme. 
The same scheme is used to calculate u · 'V F . Taking the material derivative of (A6) and 
substituting for Tin (AS) yields an evolution equation for temperature in the melting region: 
1 +-- - = 1C v T - u ·'VT - - u ·'VF ( 
L ) oT n2 _, L _, 
c 117 at c 
(A9) 
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This is solved using explicit time stepping with centered finite differencing of the diffusion 
term and upwind differencing of the advection term. The inverse of the prefactor on the 
left-hand side of (A9) is the fraction of available energy which is partitioned into 
temperature changes, while the rest is absorbed as latent heat. For UC of 600 kJ/kg, 
energy is partitioned equally into melting production and temperature changes. 
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Table 1: Model Parameters 
Parameter 
Thermal diffusivity K, m2fs 
Latent heat of fusion L, kJ/kg 
Mantle density p, kgfm3 
Specific heat cp, kJ/kg°C 
Thermal expansion coefficient a , oc-1 
Compositional density parameter ~ 
Density difference between solid and melt 
~p, kgfm3 
Temperature at base of lithosphere, oc 
Adiabatic gradient, °C/m 
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Value 
w-6 
500 
3300 
1.25 
3 X lQ-5 
0.024 
500 
1150 
0.5 
Table 2: Experimental Parameters and Results 
mantle reference reference max. melt average along-axis wavelength of along-
potential viscosity, permeabilit retention, % crust, km variation, axis variations 
temp, °C Pa-s x 1019 y, km 
m2 X IQ-8 
GEOM 1 
1400 N/A N/A N/A 6.9 0.20 segment only 
1375 N/A N/A N/A 5.2 0.20 segment only 
1350 N/A N/A N/A 3.9 0.20 segment only 
1325 N/A N/A N/A 2.7 0.20 segment only 
1400 5 1.0 1.0 9.3 0 .30 segment only 
1400 2.5 1.0 1.2 14.5 0.50 mostly segment 
1400 1 1.0 1.8 19.7 17 rolls dominate 
1375 5 1.0 0.9 7.1 0.3 segment only 
1375 2.5 1.0 1.1 8.6 0.45 segment only 
1375 1 1.0 1.5 14.7 0.5; 7.0 segment and rolls 
1350 5 1.0 0.9 5.2 0.35 segment only 
1350 2.5 1.0 1.0 6.2 0 .50 segment only 
1350 I 1.0 1.2 9 .8 0.5; 1.5 segment and rolls 
1325 5 1.0 0.8 3.5 0.35 segment only 
1325 2.5 1.0 0.9 4.3 0.5 segment only 
1325 I 1.0 l.1 6.6 0.5; 2 segment and rolls 
1350 5 0.2 1.9 5.3 0 .20 segment only 
1350 2.5 0.2 2.3 6.9 0.80 segment only 
1350 1 0.2 3.5 12.6 1.5; 4.0 segment and rolls 
1400 5 0 .2 2.3 10.0 0.40 segment only 
1400 2.5 0.2 3.1 14.0 1.0 mostly segment 
1400 1 0.2 5.4 24.9 1.5; 10.0 seament and rolls 
GEOM 2 
1350 N/A N/A N/A 3.5 0.05 segment only 
1350 5 0.2 1.8 5 .1 0.08 segment only 
1350 2 .5 0 .2 2.2 7.1 0.20 primarily segment 
1400 N/A 0.2 1.6 6.3 0.02 segment only 
1400 5 0.2 2.2 9.4 0.10 mostly segment 
1400 2.5 0.2 3.0 13.6 0.25; 0.60 segment and rolls 
GEOM 3 
1350 N/A N/A N/A 0.2 0.02 segment only 
1350 5 0 .2 1.2 1.9 0.4 segment only 
1350 2.5 0.2 1.7 4.1 1.0 segment only 
1400 N/A 0.2 .85 1.7 0 .03 segment only 
1400 5 0.2 1.8 6.5 0.40 segment only 
1400 2.5 0.2 2.5 9.7 0 .5; 3.0 se!mlent and rolls 
GEOM 4 
1350 N/A N/A N/A 2.5 2 scale of long tfms 
1350 5 0.2 1.9 4.1 5 scale of long tfms 
1350 2.5 0.2 2.4 5.8 9 scale of long tfms 
1400 N/A 0.2 1.6 4.9 2.0 scale of long tfms 
1400 5 0.2 2 .4 8.5 7.0 scale of long tfms 
1400 2.5 0.2 3. 1 12.9 16 scale of lona tfms 
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Table 2: (continued) 
Structure (GEOM 
Viscosity #2 1) 
1350 N/A N/A N/A 1.8 0.08 segment only 
1350 5 0.2 1.2 2.2 0.15 segment only 
1350 2.5 0.2 1.3 2.6 0.20 segment only 
1350 1 0.2 1.7 4.0 0.40 segment only 
1350 0.75 0.2 2.0 4.9 0.60 segment only 
Structure (GEOM 
Viscosity #3 1) 
1350 N/A N/A N/A 7.4 0.20 segment only 
1350 5 0.2 2.0 7.6 0.25 segment only 
1350 2.5 0.2 2.0 7.9 0.25 segment only 
1350 1 0.2 2.2 8.7 0.35 segment only 
1350 0.5 0.2 2.5 10.3 0.50 segment only 
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Figure 1. a) Along-axis MBA and inferred crustal thickness variations for the MAR 
between 33 and 48°N. Data from Detrick et al. [1995]. b) Along-axis MBA for the MAR 
between 25 and 30°N. Data from Escartin [ 1996] based on the original data of Lin et al. 
[1990] and Fujimoto et al., [1996]. Inferred along-axis crustal thickness variations 
between 28 and 30°N from Lin et al., [1990]. 
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viscosity structure #1 viscosity structure #2 viscosity structure #3 
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Figure 2. Relative viscosity profiles as a function of depth for the three viscosity structures 
investigated. The dashed lines at 20 km depth indicate the approximate location of the 
1150°C isotherm directly below axis, above which there is no buoyant flow. (Note that the 
depth of this isotherm increases with distance from the spreading axis.) Viscosities are 
scaled by a reference viscosity (values given in Table 1). 
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Ridge-Transform Geometries 
GEOM 1 GEOM 2 GEOM 3 GEOM 4 
Figure 3. The four spreading plate geometries used in the experiments. Double lines 
indicate ridge segments; single lines indicate offsets. Arrows show spreading direction. 
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Figure 4. Results of experiments run with mantle potential temperature = 1350°C, 
reference viscosity 2.5 x 1Q19 Pa-s, reference permeability= 0.2 x IQ-8 m2, and vertical 
viscosity structure #1, and a) GEOM1 , b) GEOM2, c) GEOM3, and d) GEOM4. Top) 
Along-axis crustal thickness variations assuming a two-dimensional melt migration model. 
Crustal thickness produced along each ridge segment is positioned above the corresponding 
segment. Middle) Horizontal cross-section through flow model at a depth of 47 km. 
Arrows show horizontal component of mantle velocity (plotted at every fourth grid-point). 
Shading indicates retained melt fraction so that the entire gray area represents the width of 
the melting region at this depth. Color changes are at intervals of 0.005. Superimposed on 
the cross section is the plate spreading geometry. Bottom) Vertical cross section through 
the center of the model (at x = 480 km). Arrows and shading are as in the horizontal 
sections, and black lines are isotherms. The apparent along-axis flow near the surface is 
entirely due to the orientation of this cross-section, which projects a component of the 
plate-spreading velocity into this plane. The variation in vertical velocities in this projection 
is larger than that in the plane of an individual ridge segment. Note along-axis crustal 
thickness variations are plotted as a function of distance along-axis and not of distance 
along this central plane. The initial depth of melting is nearly constant along-axis while the 
final depth of melting is depressed beneath offsets. Segment-scale (-50 km) mantle diapirs 
are not predicted with any of the geometries. However the long offsets in GEOM4 are 
sufficiently far apart to produce long-wavelength variations in mantle upwelling, effectively 
separating the melting region into distinct regions. Note that the large offsets in GEOM3 
depress the top of the melting region, thereby reducing the overall crustal thickness. In 
contrast, the small offsets in GEOM2 have very little effect on crustal production. 
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Figure 5. Relationship between plate geometry and average crustal thickness for mantle 
potential temperatures of 1350°C (solid symbols) and 1400°C (open symbols). All 
experiments were run using viscosity structure #1 and a reference permeability of 1.0 x 10-
8 m2. Melt production depends strongly on length/offset ratios and decreases sharply for 
length/offset ratios less than 1. 
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Application of our three-dimensional melt migration model to each of the 
experiments shown in Figure 4 . Contours show depth to the top of the melting region 
(contour interval= 5 km, between 70 and 30 km). Thick, gray line segments indicate the 
plate boundary. Curved lines show selected trajectories followed by parcels of melt which 
rise to the base of the melting-region surface and then travel upslope to the ridge axis. Note 
that trajectories can cross beneath offsets but terminate at ridge segments. 
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Figure 9. Along-axis crustal thickness profiles predicted for each of the experiments 
shown in Figures 4 and 8. Dashed profiles assume two-dimensional melt migration as in 
Figure 5. Solid profiles were calculated from the three-dimensional melt migration model, 
using a melt extraction distance of 5 km, and smoothing over 30 km with a 4-point boxcar 
filter. 
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Figure A 1. Map view of three different plate spreading geometries within a periodic 
rectangular computational region. The thick gray line represents the "center of spreading". 
Spreading segments and offsets are shown by double and single lines, respectively. a) 
Segments perpendicular to the spreading direction (indicated by arrows), as in previous 
studies. b) Ridge-parallel box used to generate passive flow for three consecutive 
segments that are offset in the same sense. c) Rotated geometry which would be used for a 
buoyant flow calculation for the same geometry as in b. 
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CHAPTER 6 
The relationship between buoyant mantle flow, melt migration, 
and gravity bull's-eyes at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge between 
33 °N and 35°N 
Abstract 
Crustal thickness and mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA) patterns along the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge (MAR) between the Oceanographer and Hayes transforms (33-35°N) are 
predicted from a three-dimensional mantle flow model driven by plate spreading and mantle 
density variations, assuming a two- or three-dimensional model of melt extraction. Our 
two-dimensional melt extraction model focuses melt to the nearest ridge segment by 
assuming that melt moves only vertically and parallel to the spreading direction. In 
contrast, the three-dimensional model assumes melt migrates vettically to the top of the 
melting region and then up the local slope of this surface. The shape of this surface, which 
is controlled by enhanced conductive cooling at ridge offsets, directs melt toward the center 
of segments. Our results suggest that buoyant mantle flow driven by temperature 
variations and a small retained melt fraction ( <2%) enhances overall crustal production and 
produces long wavelength variations in MBA and crustal thickness relative to purely plate-
driven mantle flow. Three-dimensional mantle flow with two-dimensional melt migration 
predicts little or no crustal thinning associated with small non-transform offsets. However, 
our simple model of three-dimensional melt migration shows that even a moderate amount 
of along-axis melt focusing can produce the observed segment-scale variations in MBA and 
crustal thickness. We therefore suggest that the along-axis crustal thickness and gravity 
variations observed at the MAR are the combined result of three-dimensional buoyant 
mantle upwelling (controlling long wavelength features) and three-dimensional melt 
migration (controlling short wavelength features including the gravity bull's eyes). 
Introduction 
The segmented nature of the world's mid-ocean ridge system indicates that it 
is not a simple two-dimensional structure, but is instead a three-dimensional system with 
large along-axis variations in mantle and crustal densities and crustal thickness. Gravity 
data are often used to constrain variations in crustal thickness and mantle density [Kuo and 
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Forsyth, 1988; Prince and Forsyth, 1988]. Some of the most dramatic features are the 
Mantle Bouguer Anomaly (MBA) "buB's eyes" observed beneath segment mid-points 
along slow-spreading ridges. These anomalies are generally attributed to along-axis crustal 
thickness variations, due either to block faulting [Mutter and Karson, 1992] or focused 
mantle upwelling [Lin et al., 1990; Blackman and Forsyth, 1991; Detrick et al., 1995]. 
However, along-axis variations in crustal thickness may also be created through three-
dimensional melt migration [Whitehead et al., 1984]. This study combines a three-
dimensional mantle convection model (combining both buoyant and plate-driven flow) with 
simple models of two- and three-dimensional melt migration to quantitatively investigate the 
relative contribution of focused mantle upwelling and melt migration to the observed MBA 
anomalies. 
Study Area 
The chosen study area is the Oceanographer-to-Hayes section of the Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge (MAR), extending from 33° to 35°N. This section of the MAR is composed of five 
segments (OH-1 through OH-5), ranging in length from 95 to 8 km, and spreading 
symmetrically at a half-rate of 1.5 em/yr. The topography and gravity in this region are 
well documented [Detrick et al., 1995]. F igure 1 a shows a plan view of the MBA, 
calculated by subtracting the gravitational effect of a 6 krn thick crust from the free-air 
anomaly [Detrick et al., 1995]. The crustal and mantle densities are taken to be 2700 and 
3300 kgfm3. Gravity lows indicate some combination of lower mantle densities (due to 
temperature and/or compositional effects) and lower density and/or thicker crust. 
The two prominent long-wavelength features in the observed MBA are the regional 
increase from north to south (i.e. the anomaly becomes more positive) and the signal 
associated with the 200 krn spacing of the transforms [Detrick et al, 1995]. Shorter-
wavelength features include gravity lows or bull's-eyes centered over segments OH-1, OH-
2, and OH-3, but not over the two smaller segments (OH-4 and OH-5). There is a distinct 
asymmetry in MBA across the rift valley near the transforms, with relatively high MBA 
values at the inside corners [Tucholke and Lin, 1994]. The along-axis MBA is inversely 
correlated with axial depth. The axis deepens and the MBA anomaly becomes more 
positive from north to south. Within individual segments, there is also an asymmetric 
along-axis gradient, with more positive MBA and deeper topography near the larger 
offsets . 
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If the entire MBA anomaly is attributed to differences in crustal thickness, predicted 
variations of >4 km would be associated with each of the transforms, while more modest 
variations in crustal thickness of 1-3 km would be predicted at the smaller non-transform 
offsets [Detrick et al., 1995]. A near-axis seismic line along segment OH-1 indicates 
crustal thicknesses of 10 km at the center of the segment, 6 km at the southern segment 
boundary, and 4 km at the Oceanographer transform [Sinha and Louden, 1983]. 
Methods 
Mantle convection and the resulting crustal production beneath this portion of the 
MAR are simulated in a region 512x1028 km and 300 km deep. We use a 65x129x65-
node finite difference model [Sparks et al. , 1993; Barnouin-Jha et al. , 1997; Mag de and 
Sparks, 1996]. The grid is rotated to an angle of 42° with respect to the spreading direction 
to make the plate boundary periodic and minimize the effect of the boundary conditions. 
Mantle flow is decomposed into a passive plate-driven component and a buoyant 
component. The passive flow is calculated using a propagator matrix method on a large 
grid orthogonal to the spreading direction. The central region of the passive flow is 
extracted, rotated and interpolated onto the finite difference grid. The stream function-
vorticity formulation for buoyant flow is solved on this grid using a multigrid iterative 
technique and periodic boundary conditions. The grid spacing of 8 km horizontally and 
4.7 km vertically is sufficient to resolve wavelengths of buoyant flow down to about 50 
km, but we find little power in wavelengths less than 100 km. Similar studies with better 
resolution [Sparks et al., 1993, Barnouin-Jha et al., 1997, Magde and Sparks, 1996] did 
not produce wavelengths different from those found in this study. Details of the numerical 
techniques are given in Magde and Sparks [1996] and [Sparks et al. , 1993]. 
Viscosity is a function of depth, with asthenospheric viscosities in the upper 180 
km bounded below by a smooth, but rapid, increase in viscosity (by a factor of 20) 
centered about a depth of 200 km (Figure 2). Buoyant flow is confined to the low-
viscosity asthenosphere by the 1150° isotherm, producing an asthenospheric layer -180 km 
thick. Previous experiments have shown that the wavelength of buoyant mantle 
instabilities is unchanged even when an asthenospheric layer is half this thickness [Magde 
and Sparks, 1996]. Buoyancy is supplied by temperature variations (thermal expansion 
coefficient = 3 X 1Q-5 oc-1), mantle depletion (10% depletion is equivalent to a temperature 
increase of 80°C), and retained melt (density difference between solid and melt= 500 
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kgfm3). We use a solidus with a slope of 3.75°C/km and a melting rate of 0.33% per km 
of adiabatic upwelling. 
The retained melt fraction is calculated assuming a balance between melt production 
and vertical flow, following the method in Jha et al. [1994]. For our two-dimensional 
model of melt migration, crustal thickness at a given point on a segment is taken to be the 
rate of melt production in the plane perpendicular to the axis, divided by the spreading rate. 
Three-dimensional melt migration is subsequently simulated by allowing melt transport 
along the base of the lithosphere [Sparks and Parmentier, 1991; Spiegelman, 1993; Sparks 
and Parmentier, 1994]. Melt is assumed to rise vertically to the top of the melting region 
and then to migrate upslope along the top of the melting region until it comes within 6 km 
(horizontal distance) of the ridge axis (half the width of the axial valley in this region), 
where it is extracted [Magde and Sparks, 1996]. 
We ran experiments for mantle potential temperatures between 1350 and 1400°C, 
asthenospheric viscosities between 1Q20 and 1Q19 Pa-s, and mantle permeabilities which 
produce maximum retained melt fractions of between 0 and 4.0%. The strength of the 
buoyant upwelling increases as viscosity decreases and as retained melt fraction and mantle 
temperature increase. The predicted MBA due to mantle density and crustal thickness 
variations is calculated using a fourier-transform method [described in Sparks et al, 1993, 
Appendix C]. 
Predicted MBA with Two-dimensional Melt Migration 
Using our two-dimensional model of melt migration, our simulations predict large 
MBA highs associated with the Oceanographer and Hayes transforms, with the largest 
signal over the longer Oceanographer transform (Figure 1b, Figure 3). Between these two 
transforms is a broad MBA low, centered over the southern portion of segment OH- 1 and 
the northern part of OH-2. The predicted MBA is not separated into the three distinct lows 
observed over segments OH-1, OH-2 and OH-3. This pattern is due to the wavelength of 
the buoyant upwelling, which matches well the spacing of the two transforms, but is 
considerably longer than the spacing of non-transform offsets. These along-axis 
wavelengths are consistent with those found in previous studies of buoyant flow beneath 
spreading centers [Parmentier and Phipps Morgan, 1990; Sparks et al., 1993, Rabinowicz 
et al., 1993, Bamouin-Jha et al, 1997]. 
While the MBA and topography patterns described above are common to all of the 
simulations, the amplitude of the predicted MBA and topography variations and the crustal 
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thickness depend on the prescribed model parameters. Simulations with more buoyant 
flow (generated either by decreasing the asthenospheric viscosity or increasing the amount 
of melt retention) display more along-axis variation in crustal thickness, and predicted 
gravity (Figure 3). The variation in MBA over the transforms increases markedly in 
simulations that have more than about 2% maximum retained melt fraction, or mantle 
viscosities below 5x1Q19 Pa-s. The predicted average crustal thickness decreases with 
decreasing mantle temperature and increasing mantle viscosity. 
Our simulations predict wider and larger amplitude gravity and crustal thickness 
variations associated with the Hayes and Oceanographer transforms than is inferred from 
gravity and seismic data [Detrick et al., 1995; Sinha and Louden, 1983]. The amplitude of 
these transform-centered MBA highs can be reduced in our models by reducing the buoyant 
component of mantle upwelling. However, this will simultaneously reduce overall crustal 
production. In the case of a 1375°C mantle potential temperature and no buoyant flow 
(plate-driven upwelling only), the amplitude of the MBA variations matches well at the two 
transforms, but the crustal thickness averaged over the entire region is only 3.9 km. We 
have chosen to include buoyant mantle upwelling in order to form an average crustal 
thickness closer to 6 km, in accordance with seismic observations. If the seismic moho 
does not accurately represent magmatic crustal thickness [Hess, 1962; Clague and Straley, 
1977; Cannat, 1993; 1995], then magmatic crustal thickness may be significantly lower 
than 6 km, and simulations with less buoyant flow or lower mantle temperature would 
provide a better match to the observed MBA and crustal thickness variations at the 
transforms. 
Predicted MBA with Three-dimensional Melt Migration 
Since three-dimensional mantle convection does not appear to produce short-
wavelength variations in crustal thickness, we suggest that three-dimensional melt 
migration may create these segment-scale variations. This hypothesis is consistent with our 
emerging understanding of the properties and behavior of partially molten mantle. Trace 
element geochemistry suggests that melt migration trajectories are very different from 
mantle flow paths [Spiegelman, 1996]. Experimental work on mantle rheology indicates 
that mantle viscosity may increase significantly with the onset of melting, due to 
dehydration [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996]. This would greatly reduce buoyant flow at 
depths shallower than -80 km, inhibiting short-wavelength mantle diapirs. In addition, 
major elements indicate that the extents and depths of melting appear to be uniform along 
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the entire length of the segments [Langmuir et al., 1996], which would be consistent with 
along-axis pooling of melt. 
Our simple model of three-dimensional melt migration along the top of the melting 
region successfully focuses melt toward the centers of each segment (Figure 4). Even the 
relatively small amount of lithospheric thickening associated with the non-transform offsets 
depresses the top of the melting region and creates a gradient that can drive melt to the 
centers of segments. In the case where there is no axial redistribution of melt, very large 
crustal thickness variations are predicted, up to 10 km at both the transform and non-
transform offsets (Figure 5, curve E). However, along-axis diking events (of the type 
described by Embley and Chadwick, [1994]) and/or lower crustal ductile flow [Buck, 
1996] may redistribute magma back toward the segment ends. To simulate this process, 
we convolve the crustal thickness function with a 7-point boxcar filter. This corresponds 
to dikes of up to 50-60 km in length and produces a reasonable fit to the along-axis 
variations in the observed MBA gravity near the non-transform offsets (Figure 1c and 
Figure 5, curve F). 
As in the case of two-dimensional melt migration, predicted MBA and crustal 
thickness variations are too large at the Hayes and Oceanographer transforms. These large-
amplitude crustal thickness variations are due to a combination of the long wavelength 
variations in buoyant mantle flow and the large topography on the melt region which drives 
melt away from the transforms, indicating that one or both of these effects may be 
overestimated at long transforms. However, it is also possible that some of the 
discrepancy is due to overestimation of magmatic crustal thicknesses based on the observed 
MBA. If the lower crust near fracture zones consists partially of peridotite [e.g. Cannat, 
1993; 1995], then the mantle Bouguer anomalies may not accurately reflect the degree of 
crustal thinning at fracture zones [e.g., Morris and Detrick, 1991]. 
We find that our simulations predict MBA bull's eyes which are elongated in the 
across-axis direction relative to the observed pattern (Figure 1). This arises, in large part, 
because we assume that the along-axis crustal thickness variations are preserved 
indefinitely as the crust moves off axis . However, examination of remnant offsets 
preserved off-axis demonstrates than the non-transform offsets migrate over time [e.g., 
Gente et al, 1995]. The location of the thick crust associated with segment centers has 
therefore migrated up and down along the axis. Furthermore, geologic evidence [Escartin, 
1996] suggests that along-axis crustal thickness variations are significantly modified by 
tectonic faulting as crust moves out of the axial valley. These processes will all tend to 
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produce more circular MBA bull's eyes. Our experiments also do not predict the small-
scale asymmetry in MBA observed across the rift valley adjacent to the transforms. 
However, geological evidence suggests that this asymmetry results from tectonic 
processes, such as unroofing of the inside corner by a low-angle detachment fault [Dick et 
al., 1991; Escartin and Lin, 1995], which are not included in our models. 
Implications 
These models suggest that there is a component of buoyant upwelling beneath the 
MAR that results in enhanced overall crustal production and increased long-wavelength (> 
100 km) variations in crustal thickness and mantle density. However, upwelling is roughly 
uniform between the two large transform offsets and relatively unaffected by the presence 
of smaller non-transform offsets (Figure 6). This buoyant flow pattern does not include 
individual mantle diapirs rising beneath each segment, as has been proposed to explain the 
MBA bull's eyes observed along the MAR [Lin et al., 1990; Parmentier and Phipps 
Morgan, 1990]. Instead, we suggest that short wavelength MBA patterns can be produced 
by three-dimensional melt migration. 
We propose an alternative (Figure 7b) to the mantle diapir hypothesis (Figure 7a). 
Buoyant mantle flow may be responsible for long wavelength crustal thickness variations 
and the spacing of long-lived transform faults along the MAR, but individual mantle diapirs 
are not required to produce MBA bull's-eyes at each segment. Highly three-dimensional 
melt migration through a more two-dimensional solid mantle flow can focus melt toward 
the centers of segments. Subsequent diking and faulting events and/or solid-state flow in 
the crust may then redistribute the melt. We therefore suggest that the along-axis MBA 
variations observed at slow-spreading ridges such as the MAR may not directly reflect the 
underlying pattern of mantle upwelling. Instead, variations in crustal accretion represent 
the combined effects of three-dimensional mantle upwelling, melt migration, and 
subsequent crustal deformation. 
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Figure 1. a) Observed MBA between the Oceanographer and Hayes fracture zones. Grid 
interval 1 krn; color change every 12.5 mGal. White lines show the location of the plate 
boundary. b) Predicted MBA in the absence of three-dimensional melt migration, 
simulation A (see text and Figure 3). The area shown is a 168x512 km subsection of the 
total 1 028x512 km model region. Grid interval 8 krn; color change every 12.5 mGal. 
White lines indicate the ridge-transform geometry used to drive the plate-driven component 
of the simulation. A-A' indicates location of cross-section shown in Figure 6. c) Predicted 
MBA including three-dimensional melt migration (Simulation Fin figure 5). Color scheme 
identical to part b). 
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Figure 2. Model viscosity structure as a function of depth. The dashed line at 20 krn depth 
represents the approximate location of the 1150°C isotherm above which there is no 
buoyant flow. (Note that the actual depth of this isotherm increases with distance from the 
spreading axis.) The reference viscosity corresponds to a value of 1 in this figure. 
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Figure 3. Observed along-axis MBA gravity and crustal thickness variations (thin solid 
line) compared with those predicted for a series of simulations using two-dimensional melt 
migration. Simulation A produces the best fit to the data: Mantle potential temperature (T m) 
= 1375°C, maximum retained melt(<!>)= 0.1 %, reference viscosity (11) = 5xi019 Pa-s, and 
average crustal thickness (C) = 5.6 km. Simulation B: Tm = 1375°C, <1> = 0.1 %, 11 = 
2.5xi019 Ps-s, and C = 7.1 km. Simulation C: Tm = 1375°C, <1> = 3.3%, 11 = 5xi019 Pa-s, 
and C = 6.8 km. Simulation D: Tm = 1350°C, <1> = 0.1 %, 11 = 5x1019 Ps-s, and C = 4.0 
km. The gravity-derived crustal thickness variation is calculated from the MBA corrected 
for mantle temperature variations predicted by a passive-flow model [Phipps Morgan and 
Forsyth, 1988]. 
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional melt migration paths which focus melt toward segment 
midpoints. Contours indicate the depth to the top of the melting region (contour interval = 
5 km). Thick, gray line segments indicate the plate boundary. Curved thin lines show the 
selected trajectories followed by parcels of melt while they travel upslope to the ridge axis. 
Note that melt can cross beneath offsets but stops once it comes within 6 km of a ridge 
segment. 
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smoothing to simulate dikes of 50-60 km and produces a reasonable fit to the observed data 
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Figure 6. Vertical cross section through the mantle flow simulation shown in Figures 1b 
and 1c, through A-A' . The top half of the model region is shown. Vertical exaggeration 
is 2:1. The arrows show the direction and amplitude of mantle velocity within the plane. 
The melting region is shaded and temperature is contoured. There is no indication of 
individual mantle diapirs associated with each segment. However, even the relatively small 
amount of lithospheric thickening associated with the short non-transform offsets creates a 
gradient at the top of the melting region which drives melt migration toward segment 
centers. The apparent lateral mantle flow near the surface is due to the fact that this section 
is not perpendicular to the spreading direction. 
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Figure 7. a) Old mantle-diapir model in which crustal thickness variations are controlled by 
three-dimensional mantle upwelling and vertical melt migration is implied [Lin et al. , 
1990] . Mantle flow is indicated with black arrows while melt migration is indicated with 
gray arrows. b) New model in which mantle upwelling is relatively uniform except near 
large transforms. Again, mantle flow is indicated with black arrows while melt migration 
is indicated with gray arrows. Focusing of melt toward the centers of segments is 
accomplished through three-dimensional melt migration through channels upwelling 
through the mantle and/or in a layer at the base of the lithosphere. Dikes, lower-crustal 
flow, and/or tectonic events then redistribute the melt throughout each segment. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusions 
Summary of Findings 
Lithospheric segmentation may have a profound effect on both mantle flow and 
melt migration beneath mid-ocean ridges. The effect of segmentation is likely to be quite 
small at fast-spreading ridges which have relatively rapid mantle upwelling and significant 
reserves of melt residing in long-lived cmstal magma chambers [c.f. Detrick et al., 1987; 
Detrick et al., 1993; Kent et al., 1994]. However, ridge segmentation may be very 
important at slow-spreading ridges where mantle upwelling is primarily plate-driven and 
horizontal melt focusing may be driven by temperature gradients near the top of the melting 
regton. 
Through modeling of observed gravity and topography anomalies at the East Pacific 
Rise (EPR), Chapter 2 suggests that there is significant across-axis focusing of melt into a 
nanow column (or series of channels) -10 km wide and extending up to 70 km beneath the 
ridge axis. In the absence of plate segmentation , it appears that this column is essentially 
two-dimensional with little along-axis variation. Recent numerical modeling by Eberle et 
al. [1997] suggests that maintaining a narrow column of low-density mantle (with 
enhanced vertical upwelling velocities) requires unreasonably large viscosity contrasts (>5 
orders of magnitude) between the upwelling column and the surrounding mantle. Thus, a 
uniform-density column with melt dispersed uniformly through a mantle matrix does not 
seem likely. Instead, local isostatic support for the axial topographic high could be 
supplied by the concentration of melt into narrow, very low-viscosity, channels. 
However, this hypothesis requires a mechanism to efficiently suck melt horizontally from a 
wider melting zone into the much narrower zone of concentrated melt channels. 
Alternatively, the axial topographic high may be created by the flexure of a variable-
thickness plate loaded from below by a relatively wide zone of low-density mantle. Buck 
[1997] has shown that the mantle load may be 3-4 times wider than the axial high if the 
plate thins significantly in a narrow region near the axis. 
In contrast to the smooth lavas flows observed at the EPR [e.g., Macdonald et al., 
1989], surface features observed at the Reykjanes Ridge suggest that melt delivery beneath 
this slow-spreading ridge is highly discontinuous and three-dimensional. Chapter 3 shows 
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that despite the proximity to the Iceland hot spot, melt delivery seems to occur in a manner 
very similar to that observed all along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR), via small ephemeral 
magma bodies. The location of individual eruptive events are then controlled by the 
lithospheric segmentation of the axial volcanic ridges. 
Chapter 4 demonstrates that even when the upwelling from -100 km depth is 
essentially two-dimensional, segmented ridges may make the along-axis expression of the 
upwe1ling highly three dimensional. The mis-match between the axis of mantle upwelling 
and the location of individual spreading segments causes a decrease in mantle upwelHng 
near ridge-transform offsets and a tendency for the upwelling mantle to be centered beneath 
inside corners. The resulting along-axis variability increases with increased dominance of 
the plate-driven component of the flow and with increased offset length. These results 
suggest that the highly three-dimensional cmstal accretion observed at the MAR may result, 
at least in part, from the highly segmented nature of the ridge axis. 
This hypothesis is confirmed in Chapters 5 and 6 where numerical modeling is used 
to quantitatively examine the effect of lithospheric segmentation on both mantle upwelling 
and melt migration. Although widely-spaced (> 150 km) offsets may have a significant 
effect on mantle flow, closely spaced (-50 km) non-transform offsets, such as those 
observed throughout the MAR, do not appear to induce three-dimensional mantle 
upwelling. The primary result of such short-wavelength segmentation is to perturb the top 
surface of the melting region. Even the small amount of cooling beneath non-transform 
offsets is sufficient to depress the melting region and create a topographic gradient which 
may drive melt toward the centers of segments. This allows for significant along-axis 
variations in crustal accretion through the focusing of melt toward segment centers. Thus, 
the segment-centered gravity bull's-eyes observed at the MAR may reflect three-
dimensional melt migration rather than segment-centered mantle diapirs. Once again, 
1ithosphere segmentation appears to have a profound effect on both mantle flow and melt 
delivery. Three-dimensional crustal accretion may therefore be a consequence of ridge 
segmentation, not a cause. 
Future Work 
These and other studies have begun to unravel the connection between lithospheric 
segmentation and the three-dimensional patterns of mantle upwelling and melt migration 
beneath mid-ocean ridges. However, many questions remain unanswered and much work 
remains to be done. Although it appears that mantle diapirs are not required to produce 
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observed variations in crustal thickness, they have not been eliminated as a possibility. In 
some areas, such segment-centered diapirs may indeed exist. Gravity data alone is not 
sufficient to image such diapirs, but geochemical and seismic studies have this potential. 
One possible direction for future work is through observational studies which may be able 
to distinguish between different modes of mantle convection. High-resolution sampling of 
basalts and peridotites exposed along the axis of a single spreading segment combined with 
systematic analyses of both major and trace elements may provide constraints on degrees of 
melting, efficiency of melt extraction, and lengths of melt migration paths. Along-axis 
refraction experiments may be able to constrain crustal thickness and density variations 
which can then be used to carefully subtract the crustal contribution from the observed 
gravity leaving a residual gravity signal which may be attributed to mantle variations. 
Tomographic experiments may also be able to directly image low-velocity zones in the 
upper mantle (attributable to high temperatures and/or retained melt) as well as seismic 
anisotropy which may indicate the direction of mantle flow. 
The distribution of retained melt in the mantle and crust and the residence time of 
magma in crustal or sub-crustal magma chambers also remain important questions, as do 
the mantle and melt flow patterns. One avenue of study which is just beginning to be 
explored involves the detailed temporal and thermal relationship between episodes of 
magma-body emplacement, volcanic eruptions, tectonic faulting, and hydrothermal 
activity . Submersible and deep-towed studies can constrain the surface expression of 
individual eruptive events, but the development of a magma-intrusion model may provide a 
more quantitative physical basis for the analysis of this type of observational data. Such a 
model may be used to link the timing of melt delivery to crustal magma chambers with 
episodes of crustal accretion via diking events and seafloor eruptions. Combined 
observation and modeling studies may also be able to investigate the connection between 
the location of the magmatic intrusions and the distribution of hydrothermal activity along-
axis. 
Additional theoretical studies will also be important. One of the most obvious 
directions for future modeling will come with the development of a fully three-dimensional 
variable viscosity mantle convection model. Experiments similar to those involved in 
Chapters 5 and 6 can then be done incorporating temperature-, melt-, and depletion-related 
viscosity changes. Such codes will likely be computationally accessible in the near future, 
however their utility in matching real-world conditions may be limited by our knowledge of 
how temperature and melt-retention actually effect mantle rheology. Continued high-
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temperature/high-pressure laboratory studies will be required to address these issues and 
provide constraints for the numerical models. Once the details are worked out, a range of 
mantle conditions may be found in which segment-centered mantle diapirs do form and we 
will then be able to determine if there are any ridge environments in which the mantle-
diapirs may be important. 
The integration of mantle flow models with seismic methods would be another 
avenue of research. Geodynamic models, derived from first principles, predict parameters 
such as temperature (T), melt production (M), retained melt fraction (<I>), composition (C), 
and mantle flow velocities (U). Some of this information may be used to make predictions 
of observables such as topography, gravity, and magmatic crustal thickness. However, 
geodynamic parameters are not as readily compared to other types of observational data 
(such as that derived from seismic studies). Seismic imaging, on the other hand, uses data 
to constrain seismic parameters such as the velocity, attenuation , and anisotropy of P and S 
waves (V p.Qp,<l>p,V 5,Q5,<1>5), which are sensitive to variation in temperature, retained melt 
fraction, composition, and mantle flow directions. The seismic parameters therefore 
provide information applicable to geodynamic modeling, but direct comparison is difficult. 
One possible integrated approach would be a hypothesis testing method. This 
would start with a hypothetical set of conditions (e.g. spreading rate and configuration, 
mantle viscosity, and other properties) and run a geodynamic model based on these 
assumptions. The results of the geodynamic model would then be mapped into seismic 
properties. Actual seismic data would be inverted and tested against the geodynamically 
predicted model properties to see if the two are consistent. Small perturbations in the initial 
conditions (e.g. mantle temperature, retained melt fraction, etc.) could then be incorporated 
into a new geodynamical model which may produce a better fit. Alternatively, a new 
seismic mapping scheme could be developed. Ultimately, a self-consistent mantle flow 
model may be developed which will simultaneous satisfy both nature's physical laws and 
the observed seismic constraints. 
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